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C:i A?'l'ER I 
IN'l'RODUCTION 
A. State~ent of the Problem 
Today, the break-even noint of American business 
and industry is at its highest neak in history. Thus, under 
today' s concH tions, the ability of management to show a nrofi t 
is being tested to the utrr1ost. The stoclmolding owners of 
business enterprises expect ~ore frequent and larger dividends 
and surnluses. Labor exnects its nay-check at the end of 
every week and with the rising cost of living, exnects more 
frequent and larger additions to this nay-check. Wholesalers 
and sunpliers expect new or exnanding accounts for their mat-
erials and nroducts, and nayment of their accounts, nroMntly 
and in full. The realization of these expectations denends 
entirely unon mana~e~ent'r ability to ~1lfill its function of 
producing a nrofit. Regardless of fraud, lock of exnerience, 
umvise decisions, or econoMic conditions, the greatest cause 
of business loss is noor managerial control. 
Since costs of onerations are instrumental in de-
termining the nrofi ts, effective ways m'Jst be found to bring 
production, sales and administrative costs in line. This 
cannot be done, despite America's ~anagement genius without 
better manageMent control in every sense of the term. In 
the early days of il:':lerican business, costs '\•Tere lowered in a 
different manner than is nossible in today's ind11strial econ-
omy. Usually, labor was the first to feel the effects 
10 
o¥ any co~t-cuttin~ ~rogra~ through a re~uction in real wages 
and ne>rsonal incor"~e. Costs cannot be rednced nm1 tn the same 
TrJanner as formerly e'""nloyed when lmver livinr, standards existed 
or wl:en the national income \vas at lower le,.rels. 
Eli \•l~,itney's developer1ent, in 1800, of the .,rincinle 
of ~reater ~achinin? accuracy in order to insure interchange-
able narts in :2usket nroduction was one of the f'irst stens 
toward achieving Mass nroduction as ·He knmv it today*. The 
Studebaker brothers, by 1876, had annlied this asnect of ~ass 
nroduction to the noint where they were able to nroduce a com-
nleted wagon every seven minutes**· During the last of the 
1800's and the early 1900's, scienti fie l"YJ.anap;ernent as exnounded 
by such notables as Frederick W. Taylor***, the Gilhreths****, 
and Gantt*****, added to the stature of the mass nroduction 
concent 1,,h-i_ch has revolutionized 1\merica and has P:iven us the 
highest standard of living the ivorld has ever known. But even 
now, even in comnanies seemin?ly well managed, there are often 
large internal losses which are of vital imnortance. 
In today's tax and nrofit squeeze on the one hand, 
and rising materials anc labor costs on the other, manage-
!"lent's ability to show a nrofit consists largely of elininating 
internal losses, in order to nrotect the gains. Indeed, the 
* 31, p. 15-19 
** 88, D. 8 
*** 47, 48, 49 
**** 22, 23' 24 
***** 19 
11 
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annual business drain resulting ~rom such internal losses can 
make the difference hetween nrofit and loss, esnecially when 
management remains indifferent to their existence. In field 
after field, conservation can mean the difference beh1een 
outnut levels that are adequate and those that are badly 
cri'"'nled. Hence, American business should cleave to the con-
servation movement with unswerving devotion in the troubled 
nresent and the surely-to-be-tro,Ibled future*. 
What do these internal losses consist of? What are 
their causes? What can he done to reduce or eliminate them? 
Essentially, some of them are so com~onnlace that they are 
often taken for granted, accented as inevitable, or overlooked 
by cor::1placent co""\Dany management una''! are of the .,rofi t-
increasing potential in their reduction or elimination. 
Waste of the fgctors of nroduction -materials, 
rrtanpov!'3r, and machinery - is ju."'t such an internal loss as is 
described immediately above. The causes of wastes, and the 
means to reduce or elininate these causes, in machine shop 
operations in particular, will he the subject of this thesis. 
The fact that \vaste is ever-nresent everyv1here - in 
the home, the school, the military, and particularly in govern-
l11ent - is antly TJortrayed by the follmving excerpt from a sneech 
given by Franklin D. Roosevelt 8t Toneka, Kansas, in 1932**: 
"I know enough of o:overnment and the 
ways of r:;overnment to know that the grmvth 
* 116, n. 112-113 et al 
** 106, n. 14 
of an ad~inistrative denartment is often 
haphazard, irregular, and illogical. It is 
ahvays easy to add to a denartment. Additions 
"'lean "lore .jobs. But to cut mvay the unneces-
sary functions, eliminate useless jobs, or 
redirect ror.ttine activities toward 'lore fr1Ji t-
ful purposes is a task that must be under-
taken. u·· 
B. Revimv of the Work Done .mz: Others 
The desire and necessity for the control, reduction 
and elimination of waste in industrial uroduction has been 
included or touched unon to a limited extent in nractically 
all general texts on industrial nanagement or organization. 
The authors of these texts have attempted to give their readers 
a general understanding of the problem of waste from the stand-
noint that waste in industry definitely exists and is of con-
siderable ir1nortance. Rarely have these anthers expanded unon 
any particular phase of the nroblem and so far as is l:<:no,vn, 
there is no one text dealing with waste in machine shops as 
such. 
There seens to be an abundance of published material 
available \vhich is concerned "Tlainly "~tTi th l"'anpmver \-.Taste. This 
subject nromises to r,e even of a rrJ.ore ':1rolific nature. Recent-
ly, the Defense Departr1ent announced the anuointment of Mr. 
David Sarnoff, Chairman of the Radio Corporation of America, 
to head its ne,rJly created eleven rnenher manoower conmission to 
investigate the use of nersonnel by the armed services. This 
co•~mission is to investigate and reconnend more eff'icient 
13 
nersonnel utilization nractices for the Armed services*. 
The Columbia University Graci.uate School of' BusinAss 
Adninistration has beAn con~ucting since 1~49, a Conservation 
of Human Resources Project that l<Jas Pstat~lished on the init-
iative of General Th.vight D. Eisenho,.Jer, Hhile he \•Jas President 
of that university. This nroiect has an annual budget of 
$100,000.00 'r!hich has res:1lted c-ro2"1 contrib1}tions from ten 
of the larger cornorations in the United Stab~s. The object-
ives of this nroject arA: (1) to identify and evaluate the ma-
jor areas in which si~nificant ~anpower w~stes occur; and (3) 
to nake reconm.endations thnt can contribute to recucing or e-
liminating these wastes. To realize these o~jectives, the ba-
sic research ~lan of the nroject nrovides for a three-nron~ed 
annroach: (1) a study of the ina~equacy a~d ~aladjustment in 
civilian and military life; (2) a study of the factors con-
tributing to t~e cievelonment of talent and sunerior nerform-
ance; and (3) the changin~ natterns of work in a dynamic 
economy, (18?0-1950). The bulk of the material for t~is ctudy 
is expected to cone from records naintained by the Department 
of Defense, the Denartment of the Army and the Veteran's Ad-
ministration**· 
Another valuo.ble reference in any study of man.nower 
,,,aste is nrovloed by Corrin~ton 'Jill's 'Wasted 1'1"annm-1er 1 ***. 
* 107' p. 3 
** 98 
*** 25 
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This text ~8als with the nroblem of wasted mannower ~rom the 
econoMic viewnoint and discusses the causes for a~d the means 
to he taken to reduce or eliminate the mannower w2stes occur-
ing in industry urior to 1939. 
Among the ~ore valuable nublished works not dealing 
exclusively 1•rith me.mnm.vPr '.·Jaste are 'Waste in Industry'*, 
nrenared hy the Co~mittee on €liminat1on of Waste in Industry 
of the Federated American Engineerin~ Societies; 'Industrial 
Supervision- Controls'** by Vernon G. Schae~er; and 'Indns* 
trial 1dastes - Their Conserya tion and Utilization'*** by 
Charles H. Lipsett. 
In the last mentioned nuhlication, t~. Linsett 
covers exactly what the title imnlies - the conservation and 
utilization of the wastes arising in the more iMnortant in-
dustries in America. He does touch Uc:lon the scran arisine 
from the metal workin~ trades of which machine shons are an 
integral nart***· 
:Hr. Schaefer's annroach to the nroblem in his 
'Industrial Supervision - Controls' is ~iven in the section 
devoted to Waste Control which he annroaches very definitely 
from the standnoint of the motion and time study engineer**· 
•-waste in Industry' is a study of the 1.vastes in the 
building, men's clothing, nrinting, Metal trades, and textile 
* 
** 
*** 
15' p. 
43, n. 
34, p. 
210-239 
141-181 
37-43 
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manufacturing inrlustries. It is more than casually slanted 
yoward manuower waste but does attempt to cover material and 
machinery wastes. Its value in the ureuaration of this thesis 
is diminished by its 1921 dating. 
C. Hethod of Anproach 
To be of any real acadeMic or contributory value, 
any treatment of ·vraste in industrial production mnst be chan-
neled into a particular industry rather than industrial uro-
duction as a whole. This is due to the lack of time, skill, 
knmvledge, exuerience, and financial backing so necessary 
for the success of any large scale research uro1ect. Because 
of these reasons, this study will be confined strictly to the 
wastes occuring in the basic metal working operations as 
carried on in the machine shops of the nation. 
It was first nlannerl to attack this study of waste 
in machine shops from the viewnoint of the ~actors of uro-
duction - manpower, materials and machinery. However, since 
so much has been done, and is being done in the field of ~an­
pmver \vaste, this field has nurnosely been deemuhasized in 
this thesis. This will nermit a much more thorough study of 
materials waste as found in machine shops. The findings of 
the various agencies investi~atins mannower wastes can be 
combined with the findings of this study at some later date 
in order to take full advantage of the benefits accruing from 
such a combination. 
16 
As far as this study is concerned, a nachine shop 
will be construed to be a ~etal-working shop, forming and 
renairing ~achines and narts of ~achines. It is, however, a 
rather snecialized type of metal-workinR shan in that the 
shaninG of metal in a machine shan is carried on entirely 
by cutting, grinding, chinning and shaving. The machine 
shop does not cast shanes with ~olten metal as does the 
foundry, nor does it hamner w~tal into the nesired shapes 
as does the forge. The true symbol of the machine shan is 
the tool that di?S into the ~etal thereby removing stock, 
and doing the ':lork knmm as machinino:*. The obi ect of the 
machine sho~ is to shane narts to their ore-determined stan-
dards and nossibly assemble these parts into sub or final 
assemblies for shipment**· 
Waste is loss; the difference between innut and 
outnut - the difference between the actual quantity used and 
the actual quantity required, be it energy, tine, eq_11ipment, 
or material. Preventable wastes cannot be excused, not sat-
isfactorily exnlained, but the nrofit arising from the re-
duction or elimination of waste is nure gain***· 
In order to nr 0 sent this study in a systematic and 
unbroken line of reasoning, sorne time will be devoted to a 
nescrintion of tre various onerations typically fou11d in a 
nachine shop. This section Hill be foll01;Jed hy one developing 
* 11, p. 14-15 
** 10, D. 18 
*** 51, n. 1 
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the causes for and the nreventive measures available to re-
duce waste during these onerations. Since all waste cannot 
be eliminated and the very nature of the work being done 
causes unavoidable iJraste, this v.Till be followed by a section 
devoted to a study of the disnosal of those wasted materials 
of non-utilitarian value. One of the lesser exnenses of op-
eratine a machine shan, but nossibly a very fertile field for 
the reduction or elimination of waste is thought to be in the 
use and handling of lubricants and cutting oils. This sub-
ject will he dealt with in some detail. Finally, a chanter 
will be given over to conclusions dra'·Tn from the preceding 
material which will contain observations made and construc-
tive recommendations designed to reduce or eliminate 1..raste in 
machine shon onerations. 
D. Innortance and Significance 
1. Of Machine Shons 
The machine shop is essential to a very large segment 
of American industry. In a recent study, the federal govern-
ment listed ei~hteen major industries in which the machine shop 
is of basi~ i8nortance. In this list are included the manufac-
ture of textile machinery and narts, engines and turbines, ma-
chine tools, nrinting machinery and equipment, and tractors and 
other agricultural machinery. The machine shan is the one ac-
tivity that all of the industries nroviding equinnent for peace 
or vJar have in cor"U''lon. It j_s the key in<iustry for American 
18 
progress, defense, 2nd victory*. 
President Hoosevel t, in one of his e'"rly '·Jar time 
messages to Congress, indicated the i~nortance of the machine 
shop as an arsenal of denocracy as follows**: 
"Our task is hard - our task is un-
nrecedented - and time is short. We must 
strain every existin~ armament-nroducing 
facility to the utmost. We must convert 
every available nlant and tool to war nro-
duction. That goes all the way from the 
greatest nlants to the smallest - from the 
huge automobile industry to the village 
machine shop." 
2. Importance and Significance of Materials 
'vJaste in ~,fachine Shops*** 
A.n excellent way to emphasize the irr'nortance and 
significance of wasted material is through a study of the 
tonnage amounts and the monetary values of the narticular 
materials being wasted. 
Because scrap metal is nroduced by every metal-
using industrial nlant, by railroads and nublic utilities, 
on every farm and in every home, and because this scrap 
nasses through several hands before reaching the ultimate 
consumer, statistics on the nroduction and supnly of scrap 
metal are obviously very Gifficult to obtain. 
* 11, p. 7 
** 11' p. 6 
*** Haterial for 
4 102 
5 103 
34 104 
101 120 
t}lis section from the folJ.m..ring sources: 
13? 
136 
138 
175 
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There are ~to ~ajar categories into which all 
scrap metal nay be divided. These are 'old scran' ~~ich 
consists of metal articles discar~ed after having served a 
useful nurnose; an.d, 'ne;,, sera p' ''rhich is the refuse pro-
duced during the manufacture of articles intended for ultimate 
consumption. This so-called 'new scran' may he further sub-
divided according to its ' 1.se. If it is utilized in the nlace 
where it was ~enerated, it is referred to as 'hoMe scran'; if 
it is sold to a nrocessor, such as a blrist furnace or other 
scran utilizing nlant, it is referred to as 'uurchased scran'. 
Here, we are concerned only with 'nurchased scrap', that 
which is nroduced in the ~anufacture of articles intended for 
ultimate consu~ntion and is not utilized in the nlace of its 
="eneration. 
Having thus defined our field of inter~st, we nay 
nm'l Droceed to evaluate the statistical i_nformation available 
in an 8tte~nt to set a 1ralue nn the Material wasted in machine 
shops. ~ve shall first concern onrselves 1vi th ferrous scrap. 
The Office of Price Stabilization, in conjunction 
11ith the Institute of Scran Iron and Steel and other dealer 
renresen.ting organizations, has ~ronul~ated certain snecifi-
cations for ferrous scran which have become standard for the 
scran industry ann have snuerceded the snecifications of the 
Denartment of Co~~erce. Certain of these snecificati.ons 
annly only to scrau nroduced in machine shons, while others 
annly to scran nrnduced elsev!here as uell as in rr;achine shous. 
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TABLE I 
CONSID1PTION OF PURCHAS~D FERROUS SCRAP BY GRADES 
. - - - 1948 thru 1.2.51 -
Thousands of Gross Tons 
Grade Tons 1~4~otal ~ Tons ..:z. Total ~ Tons _otal 
#1 Heavy Melting 4,353 16.8 4,160 20.8 6,188 23.5 6,056 18.0 
#2 Heavy Melting 5,236 20.2 3,817 19.1 4,291 16.3 4,824 14.4 
Bundles 3,693 14.2 3,160 15.8 5,056 19.2 6,610 19.5 
Low Phosphorous 3,030 11.2 1,837 9.2 2,270 8.6 4,268 12.7 
Cast Iron/not Boring$ 3,131 11.9 2,271 11.4 2,649 10.1 4,608 13.6 
Hixed Turnings & Borings 21ot segregated during 1,195 3.5 
Machine Shop Turnings these years.* 1,069 3.0 
Short Shoveling Turnings 757 2.2 
Cast Iron Borings 262 ---.§. 
Turnings and/or Borings* 2,330 8.7 1,906 9.5 2, 503 9.5 (~) (-H**) 
Rerolling Rails 715 2.5 546 2.7 687 2.6 9 1. 
Scrap Rails 294 0.9 215 1.1 243 0.9 480 1.4 
High Speed Steel 9 0.1 8~} 0.4 14~} 0.6 Stainless Steel 100 3.7 165 .5 
All Other Alloy Steel 312 1.0 246 1.2 399 1.5 514 1.5 
All Other Prepared Scrap 1,378 5.1 1,042 5.2 1,227 4.7 1, 599 4.7 
Unprepared Scrap 1,148 3.8 220 3.6 666 2.2 82~ __1_.6 Totals 22,222 100. 20,0J.l 100. 2b,332 100. 33,81- 100. 
--
* Prior to 1951, turnings and borings not segregated as in 1951. 
** For comparison purposes only with prior years. 
Sources: Yearbooks, Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel, 1949, 1950, 1951 and 1952. 
1\) 
..... 
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Tahle I shows tl,.,e coYlsur'lntion of nurchased scrap by 
grades in thousands of gross tons and by ner cent of total for 
the four year neriod l9lt8 thru 1951, as nre?'ared by the Insti-
tute of Scran Iron and Steel. Consumers in this sense are 
the various tynes of furnaces which utilize scrap in the nro-
duction of new iron and steel. 
Table II provides an analysis of the average annual 
wholesale nrice ner gross ton of iron and steel, by class or 
kind, for the years 1948 thru 1951. 
TABLE II 
IRON A!JD STE~~L 
:1.VERAGE ANinJAL 'JEOLSSALE ?RICE 
BY CLASS OR Y:IND 
Per Gross Ton 
1948 thru 1951 
PIG- IRON 
Basic, i South- I Local, ! Billets Cornposit l Year The I :f/2 Finishe~ I Valleys \Chi- (At Stee i ... : 
l cago 
r19 -1.77 i 50. . 77 .o' ! 70.11 7 • c 3 ; I I l I 
! 75.491 
... 
i 1949, 46.00 46.50 ! 53. 56 !80.19 83.10 
\ ; 
. 1950 47.03 55.58 47.58 ! 53.25 '86.69 I 86.46 1 77.73 ~ l i 
19r.:'l t''f 55.58 
I ! 56.00 :alt. 08 l 82.88 I . ') 52.00 l 52.50 l / f • 92.51 J I ' \ 
Source: Steel and the Iron Ar;e, an_nual review issues; and 
A,.,erican Iron and Steel Institute, annual re'Jort. 
Averages obtained from Table II indicate that the 
averao;e annual nrice ner gross ton for the classes and ldnds 
of iron and steel included in this table would be as follows: 
1948 -
1949 -
1950 -
1951 -
$58.20 
61.55 
64.90 
69.35 
Table III shows the average annual price "l')er r::ross 
ton naid by dealers for the various tynes of ferrous scrap 
metal co~monly associated with machine shon operations. 
TABLE III 
FERROUS SCRAP 
AVERAGE ANNUAL PRICE PAID BY DEALERS* 
£E.R GROSS TON-
1948 thru illl 
OPS Classification 
jl/1 Heavy l1el ting 
1 Machine Shop Turnings l Hixed Turninr.;s S: Borings 
1 Short Shoveling Turnings 
Cast Iron gorings 
Briquet teo Ca::t Iron 
Borings 
Alloy Free Turnings 
1 Heavy Turnings 
1 Briquetted "'urnings I #1 Chemical Borin.e;s 
' #2 Cl:.emical Borin?s 
* At Pittsburgh, Pa. 
** OPS Ceiling Prices 
l 
I f l 1948 ; I ! ! 
i 
! 41.00 I ! I 
I 33.00 i I i I i 33.00 l I I 34.00 I i 33.50 i I 
! 33.50 I I 20.50 i 
29.50 I 29.50 j 33.25 i 
32.25 ! ! 
Year 
! 1949 1950 ; 
i 
28.75 \ 38.00 
23.50 37.50 
23.50 3 7. )0 
2!.:-. 50 40.00 
20.00 38.00 
20.00 38.00 
19.50 34.00 
19.50 34.00 
19. ?0 34.00 
23.50 32.50 
2~. 50 ' 32.50 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
! 
Sources: Waste Trade Journal, annual Review issues; 
1951** 
43 .oo 
34.00 
38.00 
38.00 
38.00 
44.00 
41.00 
43.00 
44.00 
41.00 
40.00 
Institute of Scrap Iron and StRel, annual Yeqrbooks; 
Daily Metal Renorter, year ending naners. 
Material furnished for this thesis hy Hr. Ec'hvin c. 
Barringer, Executive Vice President of the Institute of Scrap 
Iron and Steel, Inc., Washin~ton, D. C. , indicates that the 
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nrincinal source of ferrous scrap and the nost imnortant 
benchmark for a statistical survey in this field is the so-
called 1 promnt industrial scrap' into which category machine 
shop scrap would fall. This 'nrompt industrial sera~' is the 
1..ras te genera ted by machining, grinding, stamping, nunching, 
welding, or otherwise nrocessing or fabricating new iron and 
steel, as it is shinned from steel ~ills or foundries into 
useful commodities. 
It has been established by reliable and comnetent 
estimators that about 13 per cent of all finished steel nut 
into use in the United States and about ? ner cent of all the 
finished castings wind up as scrap. There are some who feel 
that the scrap lost in converting finished steel nroducts 
into capital and consumer's goods is no ~ore than 9 ner cent, 
while there is another school of thought that runs as high as 
15 ner cent. After exhaustive examination of the statistical 
data available, the Institute of Scrap Iron and Steel has ac-
cepted the 13 ner cent figure as valid. 
Hence, it is esti~ated by the Institute of Scrap 
Iron and Steel that the 'nromnt industrial scrap' for the 
years being considered in this thesis was as follows: 1948 -
9,?00,000 gross tons; 1949 - 6,?00,000 gross tons; 19?0 -
9,?oo,ooo gross tons; and 19?1 - 9,6oo,ooo gross tons. 
A comnutation of the yearly average nrice ner gross 
ton ryaid by dealers for the various classifications of scrap 
included in Table III \vould nroduce the following annual 
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averages: 
1948- 11;~2.80 
1949 - '22.35 
1950 - ':<,6 00 
1951 - ito:3 5 
Thus it r1ay be observed that the average annual 
financial loss ner gross ton throu~h machining or other fab-
rice.tion of iron and steel vrould a nnroxi:na te the follow·ing: 
1948 - ~25.40 
1949 - 39.20 
1950 - 28.90 
1951 - 29.00 
By aunlying these avera~e annual financial loss per 
gross ton figures against the anounts of 1 prorrpt industrial 
scrap' generated, it is evident that the total financial loss 
incurred in producing this ferrous 1 nro~nt industrial scran' 
is as follm·TS: 
1948 - $241,300,000.00 
191+9 - 2 ?1-t-, Boo ,ooo. oo 
1950 - 274,550,000.00 
1951 - 278,4oo,ooo.oo 
A closer an~roxi~at 4 on of the loss incurred in 
r1achine shons alone nay he obtained by annlying these average 
loss figures aP:ainst P·e tonnage a:•ounts of fPrro,J..s scran 
known to have heen generated in machine shons. 
The follo-vling annual tonnage amounts may be obtained 
from that section of Tahle I rlevoted to turnings and borings: 
1048 
1049 
1950 
1951 
2, 330 ,·ooo tons 
- 1,906,000 tons 
- 2,503,000 tons 
- 3,290,000 tons 
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Since these turnings and borings are produced only 
by machining ~etal as is done in our interuretation of a ma-
chine shop, the financial loss which may be comnuted here by 
apulying the average annual loss per gross ton figures for 
ferrous scrap against these figures for ferrous tur~ings and 
borings will fairly renresent a total minimum loss figure for 
machine shons. The results of t~is comnutation follow: 
1948 - S59,182,000.00 
1949 - 74,715,200.00 
1950 - 72,336,700.00 
1951 - 95,410,000.00 
Because these minimum loss figures include only 
that tonna~e allotted to turnings and borings, it is only 
right to assume that the total maxi:num waste figures for 
these years v1ould run 1"1Uch higher. So far as is lmov;n, 
there is no 1>1ay to det0rmine hm,; much higher 1vi thout a com-
nlete canvas of either the r<'\achine shons in the country or 
the scran dealers throughout the nation. Neither of these 
a~nroaches would be nossible or nractical ~or a study of 
this consequence. 
In attemnting to trace and evaluate the sources of 
non-ferrous new scrap, even greater difPiculty is exnerienced. 
Table IV is nresented as a ty1Jical breakdo-vm of the sources 
of secondary non-ferrous metals as 1JUrchased by consuming 
furnaces. 
The total tonnage a"ll.ounts and recovered values of 
non-ferrous new scran generated in the nroduction of articles 
intended for ultimate consurrotion either as consur1er or caDi tal 
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?;oods for the years 1948 thru 1950 are shmvn in Table V. 
TABLE IV 
TYPICAL BREA!mmvN OF SECONliA..BY 
NON-FERROUS ~:ETAI,S PtffiCHASED 
BY COHSUHEHS 
Source 
Industrial ~vastes 
Electrical 
Railroad 
Per Cent of Total 
44 % 
Domestic or City 
Automotive 
23 
18 
13 
2 
Source: Industrial Wastes - Their Conservation and Utilization, 
New York, Atlas Publishing Comuany, 1951. 
Charles H. Lipsett. 
By auplying the figure of' t1-tvs as ?iven in Table IV 
to the total values of recovered non-ferrous new scrap we are 
thus able to incr8ase our naximum nossible loss in machine 
shops by the following ammmts: 
1948 -
1949 -
1950 -
1951 -
$116,296,093.00 
78,003,577.00 
116,476,317.00 
not available 
The resnlts of tr~e f'oregoing comnutations !l'!ay be 
su~marized in the form of Table VI, on nage 29. 
Thus it may be observed that the materials wasted 
in machine shon operations in narticular and metalworking in 
general are not to he lightly reckoned with and are, indeed, 
a vast detriment to the nrofit producing potential of any 
metal using manufacturing enternrise. 
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He tal 
Alu.JTiinum 
Copper & Brass 
Magnesium 
Nickel 
Totals 
44% of totals 
TABLE V 
NON-H'ERROUS ~'EW SCHAP 
TONNAGE A'FfoUNTS AND HEcOVERED VALUES 
1948 thru 12..2.Q* 
SHORT TONS 
1948 
Short Tons Value 
191,129 
467,324 
3,376 
5,944 
$ 55,427,410 
202,818,616 
1,384,160 
4,679,117 
$264,309,303 
$116,296,093 
~ 
Short Tons Value 
136,166 
329,595 
3,023 
3,766 
$ 42,946,756 
129,860,430 
1,239,tt-30 
. 3,2a4,241 $177,20,857 
$ 78,003,577 
* 1951 not available 
l.25.Q 
Short Tons Value 
167,308 
492,028 
2,770 
4,014 
$ 54,977,409 
204,683,648 
1,220,462 
~, 83a ,384 $26,71,903 
$116,476,317 
Source: Minerals Industry Yearbooks, 1948, 1949, 1950, nublished by u.s. Department 
of Interior, Bureau of the Hines. 
1\) 
()) 
TABLE VI 
HATERIALS ':/ A.STE IN MACHINE SHOP QP-r,;RATIONS 
HONETARY VALUE 
1948 thru 15ljl. * 
Year At Least: But Less Than: 
1948 $ 59,182,000.00 $ 357,596,093.00 
1949 74,715,200.00 332' 803' 577 .oo 
1950 72,336,700.00 391,026,317.00 
1951 ** 95,410,000.00 278,4oo,ooo.oo 
* 1951 incomplete 
** For ferrous metals only. Non-ferrous not available. 
Source: Foregoing tables. 
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In conclusion, it might be 1:lell to dwell on the words 
of Herbert Hoover as quoted from the foreword of the Previously 
mentioned 'Waste in Industry'*: 
II 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
We have Probably the hi~hest ingenuity 
and efficiency in the operations of our in-
dustries of any nation. Yet our industrial 
machine is far from perfect. The wastes of 
unemnloyment during denressions; from snec-
ulation and over-Production in booms; from 
labor turnover; from labor conflicts; from 
intermittant failure of transnortation of 
su;mlies of fuel and nower; from excessive 
seasonal operation: from lack of standard-
ization: from losses in our nrocesses and 
materials - all combine to renresent a huge 
deduction from the goods and services that 
we might all enjoy if we could do a better 
,job of it. 
Herbert Hoover." 
* 15, Fore1..,rord. 
CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTIONS OF OPERATIONS 
For the nurnose of this study it has been establish-
ed that a ~achine shop is to be construed as a metal working 
shop, for~ing and renairing machines and narts of machines. 
It has also been established that the shaping of metal in a 
machine shop is carried on entirely by the use of cutting 
tools that dig into metal stock, turn up a metal chin, and 
remove this chip from the stock vrhile doing the work known 
as machining. 
The stock-removing onerations referred to above are 
nerformed by ~eans of a machine tool which is defined by the 
National Jvfachine Tool Builder's Association as 1 a nower driven, 
co:rmlete metal1.vorking machine, not nortable by hand, used to 
remove metal from stock in the form of chips'.* There are 
other imnortant metalworkin~ machines such as nresses, brakes, 
shears, forging and stamping machines, hut these are not in-
cluded in the category of machine tools because they do rot 
remove metal in the form of chips. 
Exnressed in simnle terms, a machine tool is a now-
er driven machine used to cut or shane metal by removing stock. 
Many of its operations are co"'lnarable to the work done by a 
carnenter on wood with a hand tool. Actually, machine tools 
are c ounternarts of woodiA!orking 111achines, but are Yfluch more 
rigidly constructed to withstand the heavier cuts that 
* 77, p. 4 
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they r-:us t taJ(,"e. 
A roughly ~or~ed ~ieee of metal, whether it he a 
huge casting such as a diesel enp;ine block or a r"linute nart 
for a ·Hatch, is l"'JOlmted on a machine, and by the various nro-
cesses described on the following nages is literally carved 
to the required shane. 
The adaptability of machine tools in their various 
forms is almost nnlimited. Nany machines are 0esigned so 
that several different onerations can be nerforl"'Jed on them 
separately or simultaneously. Snecial machine tools have 
been constructed on v!hich a huncred dif~erent onerations have 
been nerformed after the niece is loaded in the machine. The 
operator does not touch the ~ieee again until it is finished. 
Such machines are frea11ently referred to as transfer machines. 
The variety and comhinations of machine tools in 
use today are almo~t u~li~ited. They range in si~e from a 
SMall bench device which could easily be set un on a desk, to 
enor~ous machines which weigh forty to fifty tons and require 
a large snace for oneration. 
Their basic functions, however, can be considered 
in three major ~rouns, classified according to the tyne or 
size of chins nroduced. These major classifications are: 
(1) Continuous chi"9s, (2) S'""'all individual chips, and (3) 
Fine nulverized chins*. 
1. On era t ions Produc inP' Continuous Cl:i ns 
iiost of the c~eneral •Jurnose nachine tools Hhich 
* 13' p. 5'9 
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remove ~etal in a substantially continuous chip excent as it 
breaks of itself or bec:use of a chip breaking device, can 
use the sa~e cutting tool, or the s~~e tyue of cutting tool. 
These ouerations include the following: (a) Turnins, (b) 
Boring, (c) Planing, and (d) Shaning.* 
(a) Turning:** 
Turning is the operation Figure 1 
which removes chips from the surface of 
TURNING 
cylindrical metal metal stock by neans of ro-
tating this stock a~ainst a stationary 
cutting tool. 
This o~eration may be ner-
formed on any one of a variety of 
snecialized machine tools all derived 
from the engine lathe, which is the basic machine tool used 
for turning. 
The engine lathe consists of a bed with ways, a 
headstock, a tailstock, and the Ct=lrriage assembly. All 
lathes accornlish their rotary ~otion through a suindle 
which is mounted in the headstock and which receives the 
* 13' D. 59 
** }~terial for this section from: 
7' p. 347-376 
10, p. 24-43, 67-86, 306-368 
12' p. 70-123 
44, p. 137-241 
45' p. 101-543 
77' ~. 8 
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power from its source . The headstock is stationary and 
contains the gears which drive the snindle causin~ it to 
rotate . The tailstock can be adjusted along the ways of 
the lathe in order to accomodate different lengths of stock 
being turned. It is nrovi~ed with an a justable hardened 
center for holding work . The carriage assembly supports 
and guides the cutting tool . 
Figure 2 
An American Pacemaker Engine Lathe 
The stock to he turned may be held between the 
headstock and tailstock by means of two ri~id supports called 
centers, or in some sort of a device such as a facenlate or 
chuck, attached to the spindle or other source of rotary 
motion. The spindle and the device holding the material to 
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be cut are ~ade to rotate while a cutting tool is brought 
into contact with the surface of the material and is nassed 
from one end of the stock to the other. 
The cutting tool is usually held in a device knmm 
as a tool nost \{rich is rrtounted on the carriage asse!T!bly in 
such a fashion 2s to allow it to he fixed in nosition or 
~oved vertically or horizontally, deoen~in~ unon the tyne of 
Figure 3 
Tvnes of tathe Tools 
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To sneed TJroduction \vhen hundreds of identical 
parts are required, a turret lathe is used. The turret lathe 
is a lathe equi nDeo '\vi th a multi-sided tool holder called a 
turret, to which a n~mber of cutting tools rnay be attached. 
This device ~akes it nossible to swing the different cutting 
tools into successive use, and to reneat the sequence of 
onerations over and over again wittout resAtting the tools 
or removing the \vork bebveen onerations. 
The stock to he machined on the turret lathe is 
held ri~idly in nosition by Means of a collet, an arbor, a 
chuck, or soMe other snecial holding device, ~olmted on the 
facenlate or snindle. The facenlate or snindle is actuated 
in the same manner as an en~ine lathe. 
The turret lathe has several distinguishing features 
not found in the engine lathe. The principle difference in 
so far as annearance is concerned is the turret for holding 
the tools, hm·Tever, the rna in difference in these t\vo machines 
is the fact that the turret lathe is adauted to quantity 
production work, whereas the engine lathe is nrimarily used 
for miscellaneous jobbing, toolroom, or sin~le-oueration 
work. The essential features which make the turret lathe a 
quantity prodl:tction r1achine are these: tools r1ay be set un 
in the turret in the nroner sequence of use; each tool is 
nrovided with a stan or feed trip so that each cut of a tool 
is the same as its urevious cut; and extreme rigidity in hold-
ing the work and the tools is built into the turret lathe. 
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b. Boring * 
Boring is one of the several 
operations concerned with forming holes 
in metal stock. Most frequently it is 
associated with the enlarging or finish-
ing of holes already drilled or cored 
when cast. It is, hmvever, principally 
an operation of truing a hole that has 
previously been drilled. 
Figure 4 
Although this operation may be Perfor~ed on drilling 
machines, lathes, or milling machines, it is more commonly 
assoc'iated \vi th either the horizontal or vertical boring mill. 
The vertical boring mill is so named because the 
work rbtates on a horizontal table in a fashion similar to 
the old potter's wheel while the cutting tool is fed vertical-
ly. The latter is mounted on an adjustable height rail. The 
vertical boring mill is more commonly utilized to machine heavy 
work having holes vertical to its major surface. 
The horizontal boring mill differs from the vertical 
boring mill in that the work is held stationary and the tool 
revolves. Furthermore, it is more adapted to boring horizon-
* 
Material for this section from: 
7, p. 420-447 
10, p. 213-305 
12, p. 220-221 
44, p. 459 
77, p. 6 
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tal holes and for use on light work. 
The boring tool most commonly used is the single-
pointed lathe type tool supported in a manner that Per~its 
its entry into a hole. A modification of this tool is the 
boring bar which is designed to hold a small high-speed 
steel tool bit at the end. (See Figure ?c.) The bar sup-
Porting the tool bit is rigid and may be adjusted according 
to the length of the hole being bored. 
Figure 5 
Types of Boring Tools 
,.[ .,., re mm 9'ar :Srwr¥ 
A. 
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c. Planing * 
Figure 6 The nrocess of ~laning 
metal with a machine tool is simi-
lar to planing wood with a carpen-
ter's hand ulane. However, in 
metal planing, the cutting tool 
is held stationary, and the stock 
to be ulaned is moved ~ack and 
forth beneath the tool 
The machine tool devel-
oned ~o machine large flat surfaces of metal is called a pla-
ner. These flat surfaces may be horizontal, vertical, or an-
gular. The metal is removed from the stock by moving the lat-
ter in a straight line against a single-edged cutting tool. 
The ulaner may also be used for ke~day cutting, splining 
shafts, cutting T-slots, dovetailing, and nlaning convex 
surfaces when the centers are used. 
The planer consists of a bed, uuon the upner surface 
of which are ways. The table is made to travel back and forth 
upon these ways. The tools are carried on tool-heads, which 
can be given a slight vertical or horizontal motion or feed. 
Small planers have but one head for holding a single tool. 
In large nlaners, hm,rever, it is custorary to have two heads 
so that the two tools may be cutting si~ultaneously, thus 
* Material for this section from: 7, p. 402-419 
10, p. 56-66 
12, p. 136-143 
44, p. 293-316 
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doubling the canacity of t~e machine. 
The table referred to above is so designed as to 
uerEit the use of clamning devices to hold the work in po-
sition and to nrevent its moving either horizontally or 
vertically while the cutting stroke of the ulaner is in 
the process of passing across the surface of the material 
being planed. 
Figure 7 
WIVlL HIAD C:U 
BfVll 0" 
~8~l 
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. 
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d. Shaning * 
Shaning is the nrocess used ouite extensively ~or 
li~hter iobs of ~laning, narticularly where the cutting stroke 
is short. It differs fro~ nlaning in that the surface ~ener-
ated on the stock is caused by the ~ove~ent of the tool, rath-
er than the work, which is held stationary. 
The machine tool d0veloned to acconnlish this tyne 
of v1ork is known as a shaner. It consists of a hase and frame 
which sun~ort a horizontal ra~. This ram, which carries the 
tool is given a recinrocating motion eoual to the length of 
the stroke desired. The tool head at the end of the ram can 
be swiveled through an angle and is nrovided with means for 
feeding the tool into the work. On it is fastened the clap-
ner box tool holder which is pivoted at the un9er end to ner-
mit the tool to rise on the return stroke so as not to dig 
into the 1.vork. 
The \vork table is sun··,orted on the cross rail in 
front of the shaner. By means of a lead screw in connection 
with the cross rail, the work can he ~oved crosswise or ver-
tic ally, hy either hand or nov1er drive. The •N'ork on a shap-
er is ~olted to the wnrk table, or held in either a vise or 
some special fixture. The ta'Gle is nrovided 1.>1i th T-slots 
•1hich nernit bolts to be inserted to facilitate the holding 
of the ,,.,ork or the •·Jork holn inp; f'ixtures. 
* H"',terial for tris section from: 
7,p. 402-419 44, p. 317-334 
10, p. 44-55 77, p. 9 
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The tools used in shapin~ work are the same type 
as arE'! used in ·olanine; or in turning on a lathe 0 
Although the nlRner and the shaner are both adanted 
to tl··e machini.ng of' flat surfaces, there is not much oYer-
lap~ing in their fields of usefulness and they vary widely 
in construction and method of operation. 'dhen the t'lt!o machines 
are co~pared as to construction, operation, and use, the fol-
lm•Ting differences may be seen: ( 1) The nlaner is SiJecially 
adanted to large work; the shaper can do only small work. 
(2) On the planer, the work is moved against a stationary 
tool; on the shaper, the tool moves across the work, which 
is held stationary. 
2. Onerations Producin~ Small IndividJia~ Chins 
There is an almost infinite number of nrocesses 
or different anplications or combinations of 1!lrocesses, 
that finish the surface of metal narts by re~oving the metal 
in small individual chips. They can be classified, hmrever, 
into a fmv 12:eneral classes. Practically all the other spec-
ialized nrocesses are nrimarily a modification of one or 
more of these general classes which have ~een combined or 
used for a narticular purpose. These general classes are as 
follo11S: (a) Drilling, (b) Counterboring, (c) Milling, (d) 
Broaching, and (e) Sawing or cutting off.* 
13, p. 5'9-60 
ae Drilling * 
Figure 8 Drilli~R is a basic ~achine 
shou technique dating back to urimitive 
man. It consists of 11roducing a round 
hole in metal stock by forcing a ro-
tating drill a~ainst it. The same re-
sults nay be accomulished by holding 
I I tr.e drill stationary and rotatin3' the 
work; an examnle of this is drilling 
on a lathe -vri th the ;.-rork held and rotated by the chuck .. 
One of the simplest machine tools used in production 
2nd toolroom 1.'rork to create holes in metal is the ordina.ry 
drill press. It consists of a spindle which irnnarts rotary 
motion to the drilling tool, a mechanism for feed~ng the tool 
into the vJork, a table nnon \'lhich the v.fork rests, and a frame .. 
It is essentially a sine;le Durpose tool although a nu.mber of 
similar machine operations can be performed with the addition 
of a9propriate tools. 
The radial drilling machine is designed to be u.sed 
for large York where it is not oossible for the work to he 
moved around if several holes are to be drilled. It consists 
of a vertical column suu•Jorting an arm "·Jhich carries the 
drilling head 0 This arrn. may be Sl.vunc; around to a!'J.y desired 
* 
H:: terial for this 
7, p. 420-1~37 
10, p. 213-280 
12, Po 124-135' 
section from: 
lt-l:.' p 0 81-13 5' 
45', p. 601-610 
77' 110 6 
uosition over the work hed, and the drilling head has a radial 
adjustment along this ar~e These adjustments permit the ou-
erator to locate the drill over any desired uoint on the work. 
When several drilling spindles are located on a sin-
gle table the machine is lrJlmm as a gang drille There are ti.vo 
types of gang drills: Those \·lith the spinfl.le units perman-
ently spaced along the table and those \·lith an adjusting fea-
ture Permitting the spindles to be spaced at various distan-
ces along the work table. The work is usually held in a jig 
which can be easily slid on the table from one spindle to the 
next.. With automatic f'eed control, two or :r10re of these spin-
dles rnay be performing simultaneously, attended by only one 
operator@ The arrangement is similar to operating several 
drill nresses, but is much more convenient because of its 
compactness .. 
J,fultiple-spindle drilling machines have been devel-
oped for the purpose of drilling several holes simultaneously$ 
These machines are essentially single purpose production ma-
chines, and, when once set up, they will drill many parts 
with such accuracy that all parts are interchangeable. 
Several problems not encountered in ordinary drill-
ing operations arise in the drilling of long holes in rifle 
barrels, long spindles, connecting rods, certain oil-1:1ell 
drilling equipment and many other similar apnlications. 
As the hole length increases it becomes more and more dif-
ficult to supnort the work and the drill properly@ The ran-
id removal of chips from the drilling operation becomes nee-
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essary to insure the proper operation and accuracy of the 
drill. Rotational feeds and sneeds must be carefully com-
:outed since there is a greater nossibility of deflection 
than 'l:rhen using a drill of ordinary size. 
To overcome these problems, deep hole drilling 
~achines have been developed which are especially adapted 
to this type of machine work. In design, these machines may 
be either the horizontal or vertical type; they may be of sin-
gle or multi-spindle construction; and they may vary as to 
whether the work or the drill is caused to revolve. 
Figure 9 
Types of Drill Points 
Figure 10 
Ty:oes of Drills 
Th~ drill itself is an end-cutting tool used to 
originate or enlarge a hole in solid metal stocko Tycical 
drills and drill points are shown in Figures 9 and 10, above. 
b.. Counterboring * 
Counterboring refers to the enlarging of one end of 
a drilled hole. The enlarged hole, which is concentric with 
the original hole, is flat on the bottom in keeping with its 
purpose of setting bolt heads or nuts belm..r the surface of 
the material being 't·Torked upon.. ~'/hen the operation is re-
quired in order to finish off the surface around a drilled 
hole, it is knmvn as spot-facing.. This is a customary practice 
used on rough surfaces to provide smooth seats for bolt headse 
If the top of a drilled hole is beveled to ac6omodate the 
conical seat of a flat-head screw, the operation is then re-
ferred to as countersinking. 
The machine tool moqt commonly used for this op-
eration is the ordinary drill press or one of its family of 
specialized machine tools. The counterboring tool is some-
't..rhat sirr:ilar to an end mill and is provided with a Pilot pin 
which fits ihto the drilled hole to center the cutting edges 
of the toole ** Figures 11 and 5e are typical counterbo:t•ing 
tools. 
* Ivfa terial for this section from: 
7' p 0 l..'-20 -421 
l.f-4, p .. 115-116 
** See Section c, below and Figures 13 and 15. 
Figure ll 
Typical Counterboring Tools 
FiUistct' Body and Round or Filli:'t"l' 
Hoad Cap '!'.1p Hole Hexagon H<Mri it 
Screw f?~ any Ho.ul Cap 1\li"chlnn 
.)t.rew Screw St"'ri"~*v 
c.. Hilling * 
l'.filling consists of machining a piece of metal by 
~ringing it into contact with a rotating cutting tool equiuped 
uith multiple cutting edges. 
Figure 12 
T'i...ro Methods of :Milling 
:f: 
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Nat(::l"'ial for this section 
7, p .. 448-~-71 
10, p .. 126-188 
l'? !J" 1~-l..'--168 e::., 
t;.).. .. ' p .. 335-390 
77, De 7 
from: 
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MILLING 
A milling machine is the machine tool which re~oves 
metal as the work is fed against the rotating cutter. Excent 
for rotation, the circular shaped cutter has ~o other cation .. 
It is called a milling cutter and has a series of cutting ed-
ges on its circumference, each of which acts as an individual 
cutting tool in the cycle of rotation. The Hork is held on a 
table which controls the feed against the cutters In most mil-
ling machines there are three possible table movements - long-
itudinal, crosswise, and vertical, but in some,the table may 
also possess a swivel or rotational movemento 
The milling machine is the most versatile of all the 
machine tools designed to machine flat or formed surfaces \·.ri th 
excellent f.inish and to great accuracy.. Angles, slots, gear 
teeth and recessed cuts can be made with equal ease by using 
va.rious differently shaped cutters e f•1ost of the operations 
usually performed on shapers, planers and gear cutting machines 
may also be done on milling machines.. They produce a b1~tter 
finish and hold to more accurage dimensional limits vTith gr-
eater ease than a shaner and heavy cuts can be taken with no 
appreciable sacrifice in either finish or accuracy.. In most 
cases the "~:Jorl.: is completed in one pass of tho table beneath 
the milling cutter. These advantages plus the availability o-r 
a wide variety of milling cutters make the milling machine in-
dispensable in the machine shop and toolroom., 
There are ti:JO possible methods of feeding the vTork 
to the milling cutter as shmvn in Figure 12, a hove., Feeding 
the 1:1ork against the cutter, as in Figure l2a, is usually 
recommended, as each tooth starts its cut in clean metal and 
does not have to break through nossible surface scales Hm.-J-
ever, tests have proved that when the work is fed in the same 
direction as cutter rotation, as in Figure l2b, the cutting 
is more efficient, larger chips are removed and there is less 
tendency for chattere This method is frequently used in prod-
uction ",·rork i.·Jhere large cuts are to be taken and the surface 
of the work is relatively free fron surface scale. 
Hilling cutters a1•e usually divided into four 
classes dependent upon the type of cutting vrhich they are 
designed to doa These four classifications are: face mil-
ling cutters, utilized to rnachine metal stock on its flat nl-
ane surfaces; side or radial end mills, utilized to remove met-
al from small surface areas or flat plane sides which cannot 
be set up for a face milling cutter; angular ~illing cutters 
for cutting angles in metal stock; and formed cutters for pro-
ducing irregularly shaped impressions in metal stocka Tyuical 
milling cutters are illustrated as classified below. 
da Broaching * 
In broaching, a special tapered cutting tool, cal-
led a broach~ is forced through an onening or alongside a 
* 
Iviaterial for this section from: 
7, p., 518-539 
10, p., 369-388 
12, n. 221 
44, p .. 435-440 
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Figure 14 
Face l'-:Ii1ling Cutter 
Figure 15' 
Shell-end or Side I1ill 
Figure 16 
Angular Milling Cutter 
Figure 17 
Formed Milling Cutter 
piece of work in order to enlarge or shape a hole or an ex-
terior., It differs from other machining operations by using 
this long tool \·lith its series of teeth., Each tooth reYl"oves 
a small portion of metal along the entire cut.. The first 
teeth are loH or short for entering at the beginning of the 
cut. The intermediate teeth remove most of the metal, and 
the last fe~:~ teeth, vJhich are the largest, finish the hole 
or the cut to size. The cutting action of a broach is shm1n 
in Figure 18. 
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A broaching machine con-
sists of a w6rk-holding fixture, a 
Figure 18 
Cutting Action of Broach 
broaching tool, a driven mechanism, 
and a suitable supuorting frame. 
Although the component parts are 
fe'\'1, several variations in design 
are possible. In most machines, 
the broach is moved past the work, 
but equally effective results are obtained if the tool is 
held stationary and the work is moved. 
A brief classification of broaching according to 
method of e.pplication is as follov1s: a.. Pull or dra\'17 broach-
ing: The broaching tool moves and the 1:·10rk is held station-
ary; b.. Push broaching: The broaching tool moves and the 
vwrlc is held stationary; c.. Surface broaching: Either the 
i:!Ork or the tool move across the other; d.. Continuous 
broaching: The v10rk is moved continuously against stationary 
broaches in either a straight or circular motionG 
Figure 19 
A Group of Push and Pull Broaching Tools 
Although the process of broaching has been k .. nmvn 
for many years, it has not been used extensively in production 
\vOl"1;: until recently G The first develonments of broaching 
\:Jere confined principally to internal operations such as the 
cutting of holes and key-\.vays. Ivlany cuts, both external and 
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intornal, and of many shapes and sizes, can be made on re-
cently designed machines at a high rate or sneed cmd \vi th 
satisfactory accuracy and finish0 
Figure 20 
TirlO Types of Broaching 
Push Broach Pull Broach 
Figure 21 
KeyvJay Broaching 
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e., Sav.ring QI:. Qutting Off * 
Although most machine tools can do cutting off 
operations to a certain somewhat limited extent, suecial 
machines are necessary for mass-production work and for 
r:1iscellaneous 1l10rk requiring a 1r1ide variety of shapes and 
sizes., 
There are three types of metal sa11ing machines 
in com:m.on use., These are the reciprocating horizontal or 
vertical sa""', the circular sa-tv, and the band sa1'!Y., They are 
so classified according to the shapes of the sav1 blades 
used in conjunction uith them; straight, circular, or con-
tinuous., 
Figure 22 
A Set of Netal-Sli tting Sa1•1S 
J) c lJ .I 
Both the straight bladed reciprocating horizontal 
or vertical saw and the circular saw are designed for the 
purpose of taking straight cuts, and are used almost exclusively 
* Ivia terial for this section from: 
7' p., 502-517 
10, p., 189-212 
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for cutting-off operations e The continuous band savl' hmvever, 
in addition to this type of sawing, may also be used to pro-
duce irregular curv~~in metal. This. feature greatly widens 
the scope of usefulness for the band saw since it enables 
the machine to do a great variety of work that formerly had 
to be done with other machine toolse 
Figure 23 
Various Shapes of Teeth 
Used on Circular Metal Sai.riS 
Ho-v.rever, the reciprocating straight-bladed horizon-
tal or vertical hacksaw has long been a favorite in machine 
shops because of its simplicity in design and lovr operating 
costs. It consists of a sa"' frame, a means for reciprocating 
this frame and the saw, a \vork table and vise, a supporting 
base, and a source of power@ 
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3., O.Jl_era tioJ.ls Produc ilJ,g. Fine Pulverized Chins 
There is a ?;reat variety of Drocesses i.•Jhich finish 
metal parts by remov~g very small and sometimes r.1icroscopic 
chips. Among these are the following: (a) Reaming, (b) 
Grinding, (c) Honing, (d) Lapping, and (e) Superfinishing.* 
a., Reaming ** 
Reaming is the operation of enlarging and finishing 
a machined hole to accurate size and with a smooth finisho It 
produces a more accurate and better finished hole than is pos-
sible by means of drilling or boring .. 
The tool used in this op-
era tion is knovrn as a reaner and is 
most commonly used on a drill press, 
although turret lathes and screw 
machines are also used in rea111.ing, 
Chucking reamers are designed to be 
poi·ler-driven at slot-! speeds and are 
made in two general types, rose and 
fluted. Rose reamers do all their 
Figure 24 
Types of Reamers 
cutting on the beveled end. There is no relief on the lands 
of the flutes, and they have a very slight taner tmva.rds the 
shanlc~: to prevent binding. Chucldng fluted reamers do their 
cutting on the straight flutes, which are backed off or re-
lieved the entire length of the reamere 
• 13' p .. 60-61 
** l~terial for this section from: 
7' p .. t~21, ~-37-l..'-39 
10, Pe 283-287 
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Exuanslon reamers are those reamers vJhich can be 
adjusted either to compensate for 1:/ear or purposely to ream 
oversized holes., Ad;il~stable reaEJers differ from them in that 
'""" they can ~e manipulated to cover a considerable range in si-
-<~ 
zesa Taper and other special-purpose reamers are similar to 
those described exceut that they may be shaped to handle some 
particular cut or job. 
b ·a . ..:~· * ., r:t.nulng · 
The grinding nrocess is 
one of extrer1e ir11.nortance in machine 
shop production work. It possesses 
certain advantages that are not found 
in other cutting processes: le It 
is the only method of cutting such 
materials as hardened steel. Parts 
requiring hard surfaces are first 
Figure 25' 
machined to shape while the metal is in an annealed state, 
only a small amount of the excess material being necessary 
for the grinding operation. The amount of this allm·Tance 
depends on the size, shane, and tendency of the part to warp 
during the heat-treating operation; (2) Grinding produces 
* Haterial for this section from 
7' p 0 577-61~'-
10' p" lr-3l-ll·99 
411• p 0 2~'-3 G 2lr•t:--292 5'5' , 
82 
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finishes that are extremely smooth and hence very desireable 
at contact and bearing surfaces. This is due to the many 
small cutting surfaces on the grinding wheel. As the wheel 
may have considerable 'I:Jidth, there should be no marks as a 
result of feeding it across the work; 3. This process can 
finish work to very accurate dimensions in a short timee 
Since only a small amount of material is removed, the grinding 
machine requires a close regulation of the 'Hheel, and it is 
possible to hold work tolerances to fractions of a thousandth 
of an inch vii th considerable ease; l.1-., Very little pressure 
is required in this nrocess, thus permitting its use on very 
light 1:1ork that "~,·Tould other\,Tise tend to spring away from the 
tool. This characteristic permits the use of magnetic chucks 
for holding the 1.vork in many applications of grinding. 
As applied to machine shop practice, grinding refers 
to the removal of metal by means of a rotating abrasive wheel. 
The action of this grinding wheel is very similar to that of 
a mil.line; cutter described above" 'rhe 1,1heel is made of many 
small abrasive grains bonded together, each one acting as a 
small cutting toole Definite elongated metal chips may be 
seen clearly by examining the material rc:nnoved under a micro-
scope. 
Grinding machines are designed principally to finish 
narts having cylindrical, flat, or internal surfaces. The 
shape of the surface to be machined largely determines the 
types of grinding machine used; thus, a machine grinding 
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cylindrical surfaces is called a cylindrical grinder, a ma-
chine g:rinding internal surfaces is knm·m as an internal 
grinder, and one fol~ grinding flat surfaces is a surL'e.ee grinder., 
Figure 26 
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Tv10 general types of machines have been developed 
for grinding flat or plane surfaces; those of the planer type 
with a reciprocating table and those having a rotating table. 
Each type of machine has the possible variations of having 
the grinding 't•Theel spindle in either a horizontal or vertical 
positions The possibilities of construction are diagramati-
cally illustrated in Figure 27, belowe 
Figure 27 
Types of Surface-Grinding Nachines 
VERTICAL SPINDLE 
RECIPROCATING TABLE 
Honing is a special grinding process in vJhich very 
l:tttle material is removed. It is used primarily to rer1ove 
* 
l'Iatcrial for this section from: 
7, p .. 605 
10, p. 484-490 
13, p., 61 
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the grinding marks left by previous grinding or other 
machining onerations. 
For the honing of cylinders of internal combustion 
engines, many special machines have been developed. These 
machines employ a holding device for the honing stones which 
has either an adjusting feature or some expanding mechanism 
to maintain uniform pressure against the sides of the cylin-
ders. Four or six honing stones are uniformly spaced aroQnd 
the circ~~ference of the holders As the holder rotates at a 
T)eripheral speed of about 25'0 feet per r,inute, it is slmvly 
reciprocated. Very accurate dimensions can be maintained 
by honing, as the amount of. metal to be rer:1oved seldom exceeds 
h·lo thousandths of an inch ( .,002 11 ) e 
de Lapning * 
The purpose of lapPing is to nroduce a very smooth 
surface to correct minor surface imperfections, or to }irovide 
a very close fit bet\·Ieen two contact surfaces. Although it is 
a material removing operation, it is not an economical one. 
The amount of material removed is usually less than one thous-
andth of an inch ( .. 001 11 )e It is accomplished by using a lap 
charged with abrasive particlel or by mixing the abrasive 
particles 1tli th oil and applying the lTiixture betv..reen the lap 
and the part being vmrked on. Originally le:rrnine; l·?PS r1one 
* 
1:laterial for this section from: 
7, Pe 605'-606 
10, Po L.-90 -l.'-94 
13, p., 60-61 
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with a soft metal lap into which was rolled some hard abrasive, 
but more effective results are obtained by em.bodying the 
abrasive uarticles in a suitable carrying vehicle and placing 
the mixture bet11Teen the lap and the ·Hork. The lap should be 
ei the·r norous or soft to supnort and hold the abra.sive.. This 
causes the greatest wear to occur on the hard surface being 
iJJorked on. Open grained cast iron is frequently used in this 
work, although some applications require softer metals, such 
as copper or lead.. The vehicle to hold the abrasive may be 
oil, grease, or kerosene. 
Hardened gears are frequently lapped to i1:1prove 
surface conditions and eliminate excessive wear. Valves and 
valve seats are lapped to insure tight contact when closed .. 
This process is used for finishing gauges, dies, and carbide 
cutting tools. Crankshafts, bearing races and surface plates 
are other applications "lrlhich employ this process for proper 
surface conditioning., 
e.. Superfinishing * 
The commercial preparation of suitable smooth sur-
faces is of great importance in present day high speed machin-
ery., All machininp, operations as well as the usual grinding 
processes leave a surface coated with fragmented, non-crystal-
line or s:near metal 1ihich is easily removed by sliding contact 
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even though lubricated. The result is excessive wear, increased 
* Ha terial for this section fror:1: 
7, p., 606-609 
clearances, noisier operation and lubrication difficulties .. 
A recent nrocess, FJlov.m as Sl-1perfinishing, ha.s he en 
developed by the Chrysler Corporation. It removes undesireable 
surface metal, leaving a base of solid crystalline metal. 
This process, which is nrimarily one of finishing and not 
dimensioning, can be superimposed on any commercial finishing 
operation such as turning, grinding, lapping, or honing. 
A bonded abrasive stone operating at low abrasive speed and 
pressure is given a combination of multiple a.nd random mo-
tions., A lubricant of proper viscosity is used to carry 
away the r:inute particles abraded from the surface by the 
short abrasive stone stroke. These short strokes, varying 
from 1/16 to lftt· inch in length, have 300 to 3000 reversals 
ner r1inute. Having both a nrir.1ary and a secondary recipro-
cating motion in comhination ,,fith 'l.'lork rotation gives a random 
path to the abrasive stone. The action is similar to a scrub-
bing n1over:1ent and reMoves all excess and defective metal on 
the surface. :Hi eros conic examination reveals clean metal and 
a solid crystalline structure. 
It is interesting to note that this is accomnlished 
1rri th lm·l abrasive stone pressure. The pressure for internal 
surfaces ranges from three to ten pov.nds -per square inch., 
Experimental ·Hork 1-vi th lubricants of various viscosities 
demonstrated that the lubricant \:J'ould support the stone pres-
sure after the surface had been 1·10rn sufficiently smooth., 
Any further stone action had little or no effect, owing to 
the oil film betvJeen the stone a::J.d the metal surface e ~4/i th 
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proper equipment it takes only 5 to 30 seconds to finish a 
single bearing areao 
Figure 28 is an interesting diagram illustrating 
the types or surfaces obtained by superfinishing, lapping., 
honing, grinding, and turning, ':lhich 1,•JOuld be tb.e reverse 
order of operations for a part that was to be finished to 
the finest surface finish obtainable. 
Figure 28 
Cornparj_sons of Various Surface Finishes 
A.. General 
CHAPTER .ill. 
~' FUNCTIONS, A!i12 TYPES 
.QE 
CUTTING FLUIDS llliJ2 COOLANTS 
\Jhen Frederick \·1. Taylor, pioneer in cutting oil 
research, demonstrated by directing a heavy stream of water 
upon a cutting tool at the point ~,Jhere the chip is torn from 
the turning metal that the cutting speed could be increased 
thirty to forty per cent, he sponsored a ne'l:il era in machine 
tool operation.,* 
Since Taylor's time, there has been further rec-
ognition that nroper use of cutting fluids and coolants not 
only allows an increase in cutting speed but also lengthens 
useful tool life and aids in the correct formation of the 
B.. Tynes of Tool Failure 
Cutting tools fail generally on one of three ways, 
namely: (1) By softening or loss of temryer; (2) by rubbing 
on the clearance sides; and (3) by developing a groove or 
crater on the cutting surface .. 
Each of these failures can be lessened to some de-
gree by the proper application of a suitable cutting fluid* 
( 1) Softening QI: Lp~ .Q! Temner 
Excessive heat being generated during the cutting 
operation may cause tools to soften or lose temper. This 
* l:-8, Po 31-350 
heat is caused by the high rubbing action betvtYeen the cutting 
face of the tool and the chip being removed. libnorr1ally b.igh 
cutting speeds and heavy cuts will cause a tool to soften and 
temper to the extent of completely rupturing and >:!Baring av1ay 
the cutting edge. 
(2) Rubbing Qll the Clearance Sides 
It is a common oninion that the failure of cutting 
tools 0.u.e to 'v\.::ar causea by rubbing on the clearance sides of 
the cutting edges, occurs when machining cast iron or si~ilar 
metals ~There the chi!) nroduced is of a crur1bled nature 0 In-
vestigation has sho,,m that this rubbing action can te.ke nlace 
in the machining of all tyoes of metals. The extent., hmv-ever, 
can be controlled by increasing the rake and clearance angles, 
or by selecting and using a cutting fluid of suitable lubri-
cating and cooling characteristicse 
(3) Gr..Q~, 
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This tyne of cutting tool failure is easily detectede 
It is caused by the rubbing and slipuing action of the chip 
across the cutting surface of the toolo The distance that 
the groove first anpears from the cutting edge on the cutting 
surface is denendent on the metal bcdng "I:Torked, the size and 
depth of the cut, the cutting speed and feed, and the cutting 
fluid emnloyed. As the groove increases in magnitude, the 
cutting edge is 'rJeakened. If allov!ed to continu.e, the uressure 
of the chip will fracture the tool at t~is edge causing it to 
break off, to say nothing of the damage to materials which 
may ensue nrior to the cliscover3r of this tyue of tool failure e 
By adopting a tyne of cutting fluid which will main-
tain sufficient lubrication bebveen the chin and the cutting 
surface of the tool, these type~ of tool failure can be held 
to a mini:rnUJ'!!., 
C., General Tynes of Cutt.:! n~ J:i:luids and Coola.X'lt& 
The cutting oils most extensively used today can 
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be grou'l)ed t.m.der the follm·Jing general headings: ( 1) straigl1t 
mineral oils, (2) mineral lard oils, (3) sulfurized oils, in-
cluding (a) mineral lard (dark, transparent types) and (b) min-
eral (dark and transnarent tynes), (4) soluble oils. 
(1) ~traight liineral Oils 
Mineral oils are suitable for the light machining 
operations nerformed on some steAls, for cutting brass, and 
for difficult operations such as tapning and threading of 
".:'lhi te metals o Straight mineral oils are also recomnended 
where lubrication and cooling characteristics are necessary, 
but 'lvhere these reqnirements are not severe .. 
The greatest use for a straight mineral oil in 
metal cutting today is as a blending mediu ... m, to be r1ixed 
with a base cutting oil having higher lubricating value to 
meet operating conditions. 
(2) Hineral, ~ ~ 
Hineral lard oils are used extensively in automatic 
sere\•! machines vrhere a better surface finish is requ.irec! than 
could be obtained by using straight minerals oils. 
They are also desirable for the machining of coryper 
and conper alloys due to their non-corrosive characteristics, 
although better tool life could be obtained by the use of 
suljurized cutting oils containing free or added sulfur. 
(3) ~Oils 
When added correctly to mineral oils or ~ineral 
lard oils, sulfur increases their cooling and lubricating 
characteristics, and helps to nrevent welding of the chip 
to the tool. Sulfurized oils also have the ability to uen-
etrate smaller crevices than lard or fixed oils. This abili-
ty, plus added film strength, gives better surface finishes 
even with steels which are difficult to machine. For this 
reason, sulfurized cutting oils are continually gaining favor 
for machining medium, high carbon and alloy steels. 
( l:-) Soluble Oils 
-.,. ~
Cutting oils, hmvever, v!hether they involve straight 
mineral lubricants, lard oil combinations, or sulfurized nrod-
ucts, have relatively low ability to absorb and transfer heat 
av.ray from the cutting tools as co:rmared v-ri th "~;'later or vrater 
solutionso Therefore, inasmuch as there are numerous classes 
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of work where cooling action is more imuortant than lubrication, 
it is evident that so~e coolant containing a relatively high 
percentage of uater must be utilized., 
It is true that water is an ideal coolant because 
of its high s·oec:lfic heat ancl. thern<.al conductivity, but due 
to its tendency to cause rusting of the machined ~arts and 
the machine itself, it is mixed with a soluble oil. The ad-
dition of the solt:thle oil also imparts lubricating value .. 
To accomplish this, it is necessary to use soluble 
oils ca;pable of forming stable emulsions ·bTi th either i.:Tar:t:1 or 
cold -vmter, and remaining stable under continued usage. The 
emulsions must also shm-1 no tendency to gum or clog the me-
chanism of the machine tools being operated. 
lvhen soluble oil emulsions are used as grinding 
coolants, they should possess the ability to settle the 
grinding dirt rapidly. This ~eature insures long enulsion 
life, free cutting grinding wheels, sur~ace finished free 
from scratches, mineral surface structural changes, and un-
ifor:m circulation of the emulsion, all of '~t~hich assist to 
increase production. 
L\n emulsion for grinding is normally much leaner 
than for machining onerations. 'rhe solu.tion for ;;;rinding 
~ay reach a ratio of one part of oil to fifty or nore parts 
of water, while the turning emulsion may range from one part 
oil to thirty parts water. 
Pro1::>erly nrenared soluble oils are claimed by many 
operators to be adapted to a wide range of cutting conditions 
in the avera':?;e shop or tool room. Ho'I:Jever, it is necessary 
to give consideration to the machine and its design for the 
proner handling of the soluble oil emulsion, in order not to 
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"~!lash m,ray the lubricating oil so necessary for ease of ouer-
ation and lm·l machine maintenance costs., 
D. Chip Formation 
The mannel"' in \IThich the chip is formed lJy the cut-
ting tool is ~videly discussed today by cutting oil investi-
gators. The majority feel that the cutting edge of the tool 
is only active in the starting of the chip and in trimming 
the irregular surface uroduced. The chip once formed a.nd 
maintained annlies uressure at a point back of the cutting 
edge along the cutting surface. This formation of the chip 
ureceding the cutting edge of the tool can be altered to 
some degree by changing the lubricating value of the cut-
ting fluido 
The surface finish obtained Hith any cutting tool 
is deoendent on the type of chip oroduced and its freA move-
ment across the cutting face of the tool.. This can be readily 
understood when ue consider the difference in surface finish 
of tHo parts, one machined ,,1i th a sulfurized cutting oil and 
the other vJith a soluble oil emulsion under si-r~1ila.r onerating 
conditionse 
In the case of the oil, there is su_fficient lubri-
cation value to uerrnit the chin to slide freely across the 
tool face, Hhereas the eY'lulsion, although a good coolant, 
lacks the required amount of lubrication, and, as the chip 
is restricted in its movement across the tool face, the 
distance of chip formation nreceding the tool cutting edge 
increases, causing a decrease in the quality of the finished 
surface and thus, the resultant nossibility of scra:rming the 
part. 
It is true that this is an extreme case, as the cut-
ting fluids involved here have on"'0osite characteristics, one 
being rated as a very good lubricant but Hith less heat absorb-
ing ability, whereas the other has good c6oling characteristics 
but is less efficient as a lubricant 0 HoVTe1rer, any slight 
change in the lubricating or cooling value of a cutting fluid 
will alter the formation of the chin; this nroves hel~ful in 
overcoming Machining difficulties, increasing tool life, de-
creasing scran, and hence, increasing nroduction.* 
A cutting fl1.1id is delbrered to the tool and ':Jerk 
to nrolong tool life, decrease scrau~ed ~arts, increase ~ro-
duction and to obtain better surface finish of the machined 
narts o To be satisf'e.ctory, such a product has several funct-
ions to Derform, depending unon tbe nature of the material to 
be machined and the tyne of the cutting operation. These 
functions ':!ill include tHo of nrir,~ary i":'1nortance, viz: 
1. To dissinate heat, and 
2. To lubricate. 
Contin~ent unon these, the cuttin~ fluid must: 
3. Enable the cutting tool or grind in~ 1:rheel to 
produce a satisfactory finish; 
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' 0 Prolong the life of cutting tools; 
Prevent rust and corrosion; 
Carry and flush a,,,ray cutting chips and 
grinding dirte 
Heat Dissipat~gn 
The action of a cutting tool in removing chips 
from the stock being machined produces hear e l~ddi tional 
heat is also developed by the friction betv1een the chip and 
the cutting surface of the tool. This friction heat varies 
with the type of chip being Produced, the cutting speed, the 
feed and the depth of the cut. Should the metal being rna-
chined be brittle, the ch~p "1ill break and crumble causing 
but little frictional heat. On the other hand, should a 
long, curled chip be obtained, as in the machining of some 
alloy and 111ild steels, the ·pressure and friction on the con-
tact uarts of the stock and the tool are extreme, producing 
high frictional temperatures. 
The amount of heat f!;enerated in turning oDerations 
also varies, for in machining harder and tougher ste~ls more 
energy is required to remove the chiP than in machining brass 
or lm·J carbon steels e This increase in the amount of "~.t~ork 
done in removing the chip from tougher metals will obviously 
nroduce more heat, which in turn ~overns the selection of the 
coolant. If not controlled, extreme heat conditions may cause 
the cutting edge of the tool to be softened sufficiently to 
allovr abnormal 1·.rear. to occur, \'lith the result that it -vlill be 
necessary to grind '~'!'l.ore stock from the surface face of the 
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tool when sharuening, thereby increasin~ tool costs. Soften-
ing e.nd failure of t:he cutting edge of the tool, if not detec-
ted ir:rra.ediately, ·Hill 1"1e detrimental to t:re part being ma-
chined, causing imuro-per finish and rAsultant high rejection 
and scra.D rates. This aunlies 1Jarticularly to the automatic 
screw machine operations. 
Control of the te~perature of the cuttinR fluid, 
in turn, incree.ses its heat dissipation and lubricat:lng 
ability, with the added benefits of longer tool life, better 
accuracy in F1achinine;, increased nroduction and better uni-
formity of the surface finish obtainede 
Another '!)oint "t·Thich must 1"1e considered, uarticularly 
as re!!:ards \:J2.sted and scra1Jp_ed r1aterials, is the exuansion 
coefficient of the rnatel"'ial beinr; 'rorked upon.. Unless the 
cutting and cooling fluid is functioning prouerly1i the ma-
terial 1Hill become overheated, and under such conditions it 
is difnicult to 2aintoin the correct size within tolerance, 
t~us increasing spoilage and decreasing nroduction. 
The fact that ov0rheating is oftentimes the rost 
obvious diffic,tlty has led to its heing frequently regarded 
as the most detrimental.. Oninions differ as to this, hoi:Iever, 
among many o-r the more progressive onerators vrho 0.re nrone to 
regard lubrication as of equal imnortance., 
This impression, during the early exuerimental 
sta~es through Hhich the machine tool industry uassed, led 
to the use of water to reduce heat. Water was cheap, easily 
handled, and ad~irable for its heat abstracting qualities 
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but it caus0d rusting. Therefore, the addition of' soda ;,,!as 
adopted. 
Soda ash solutions are still used to some extent 
in grinding operations. They are detrimental, hm.Yever, in 
that they remove naint from any uarts of the machine with 
"~:Thich they coi:'l.e in contact, and a.re irritating to the hands 
or the machine o:oerators.. lifater and soda ash solutions may 
serve very well to remove heat from the t6ol and the work if' 
a1'Jplied in sufficient volu.me, but friction usually continues., 
As a result, additional pm-.rer 't•Till be consumed to overcm11e 
this friction. A.ny reduction of this friction could he ex-
nected to lead to greater uroduction, increased tool life, 
decreased scra:o and spoilage and a decrease in onerating 
costs due to imnroved cuttingo 
It is, therefore, ar.>parant that lubrication is 
anti tled to serious consideration. on all t;rr>es of r.1achining 
Ol)era tions.. Soluble oils have been developed to meet con-
eli tions \·There the main requirement is cooling, but in order 
to obtain 111aXi11mJ11 nroductio'n a certain ar,1ou.nt of lubrication 
is needed. 
In soluble oil emulsions, "~·later is the main com-
ponent; therefore, it is still able to serve its original 
uuruose as a tool coolant. In addition, the mineral oil 
1:1hich such a compound contains, gives the requisite amount 
of lubrication on Hork iflhere tool cooling is the essential 
factor, and also retards rusting of the finished work. 
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2.. Lubrication 
Lubrication is imnortant in the machining of metals 
vThich uroduce a long chip that curls bacl~ over the lip of the 
cutting tool. This gives rise to considerable frictional re-
sistance and "!)resents a difficult noint to lubricate effect-
ively, therefore, tu~less the cutting fluid can lubricat~, as 
1.1ell as perform the essential functions of a coolant, tne ':lear 
on the cutting surface of the tool may be considerable, d~creas­
ing tool life and necessitating frequent stouning of the rna-
chine for tool changes and adjust~ents. 
Furthermore, unless the cutting fluid is an effect-
iYe lu'!Jricant, metal-to-metal contact ~:rill probably develop 
with the welding of the chip to the tool which~will cause 
an altering of the.surface finish of the material and will, 
also cause early tool failure. 
There are numerous mild machining o1)erations that 
can be accomulished vii th straight mineral or m.ineral-lard 
oils, but as the operations become more severe these oils 
do not have the :::'ilm strength or lubricating chara.cteristics 
to prevent chin welding. Here it becomes necessary to eM-
ploy a s11lfurized cutting oil in ~,rhich the sulfur reacts 
during the machining operation to form an anti-~r1elding f'lux, 
~oreventing the chiP from 't·lelding to the rake of the tool .. 
3.. Th~ Natter of Satisfactor;x Finish 
The amount of cutting fluid delivered. to the turn-
ing tool or gri.n.d:i.:n.g '1.theel ha.s an effect on the surface 
finish of the material being vlorked., It has been ryroved that 
a considerable volume of fluid is cono.u.cive to 1'Jest results. 
A large volume or flood of cutting flu.td also insures against 
occasional dry cutting ueriods which are dangerous to all cut-
ting tools and grinding wheelse 
Host co:mmercial sulfurized cutting oils have excel-
lent lubricating characteristics; therefore very little chip 
1veldi<1g \•Till occur in conjunction 1.1i th their use 0 This uer-
mi ts free rnovement of the chin, resulting in a s!:.1oother, finer 
and more accurate surface :f'inish. On the other hand, solul:>le 
oil emulsions are ?J.sed mainly as cool::mts and the chip, as it 
flm>Ts across the tool face, recc:d.ves very little lubrication, 
Hhich restricts t~le r:1over>1ent of the chi u, causing a rough sur-
face fi"1ish, ':ib.ich may lead to scra<')ning of the nart or nJ.atr.:n:'-
ial being ~achinede 
Generally sneaking., the ht ':her the lubricating Yal-
ue of a cutting fluid, the smoother, finer and ~ore accurate 
the surface finish of the comuleted part .. 
!..'-.. To Prolong tb.e Li:t:e of Cutting To_ol.s 
Tool life is defined and ~easured in terms of the 
nu.r11her of. nieces nachined heb·Jeen tool grinds. Therefore, 
the tool life can be increased by the -~Jroper selection and 
a,plication of the cutting fluid. 
Figure 29 shoHs the relati"llely correct method of 
aunlying cutting fluid to the tool, chip and working noint, 
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FIGURE 29 
CORRECT I{ETHOD OF APPLYING CUT~ING FLUIDS 
In this view, the 
cutting fluid may 
be deflected from 
the work and tool 
and thereby not be 
able to perform 
most effectively. 
OIL LINE 
a. Showing the correct 
manner in which cutting 
fluids should be applied 
to the tool and work in 
order that the best re-
sults may be accom~lished. 
OIL LINE 
DEPTH 
OF CUT 
c. ~ihen cutting fluid is 
applied in this manner, 
as indicated, it can 
neither cool nor lubri-
cate the tool or the 't!iork 
with any degree of satis-
faction. 
thereby utilizing the rrraximilln coolinr; and lubricating 
ability of the cutting fluido If, on tb.e other hand, the 
oil is armlied in a man.ner as illustrated by Fi~ure 30, it 
will he deflected from the tool and the worko In this an-
plication, the volume is sufficient, but the direction is 
incorrect, nroviding little cooling and :-::>oor lubrication to 
the tool, vJhich undoubtably Hill cause result in poor tool 
life o In Figure 31, in turn, the amom1.t of cuttinr, flu.id 
is inadequate for good cooling and lubrication rGr:.;arflless 
of the type of cutting fluid er:~Dloyedo 
The above revie\\1' as to the ·oroner application 
of the cutting coolant may seem elenentary; nevertheless, 
more tools are ruined 1Jecause of this feature than by any 
other sin~le operating conditione In order to receive the 
full benefit from any cutting f~lid, it is necessary that it 
get to tb.e ·Harkin?; zone and be 1 cc~l)t there until the oDeration 
is C0''1"J1etec Figures 29, 30, <md 31, shovJing a lathe turning 
tool were selected for illustration, hut the same basic reason-
ing can be an~lied to all metal cutting tools and onerationso 
In considerine; rust and corrosion it is "~:Jell to re-
member that ':le must deal nrirna.rily 1,-.Ji th tr,ose factors 1.vhich 
a.re the basic causes; viz.,: \;later a.nd oxidation., To former 
is invol\red in any soluble oil or nc.ste solution: the latter 
. . 
is the result of the use of unstal;le, f'atty oils or COT'11JOtmds 
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in any mi:n.eral cutting oil nrenaration. Soluble oils or paste 
emulsions Hill u.sually require chief consideration. These 
range from one pe.rt of' oil to ten !?B.J:"ts 1:.ra ter, to a ratio of 
one uart of oil to seventy uarts of water or even higher. 
The stability of inferior preparations of this nature may be 
slight. and should the emulsion be allo1r.red to stand fDr anv 
-- , (.) 
length of time, breakdoHn and separation of the cormonents 
The r:rtost in,jurious feature of bree.kdovm and sen-
aration of' emulsions is that t!1e oil Cloes not reach the tool 
and 'I:Jork evenly, due to the uneven distribution of the oil 
throughout the emulsion. As a result, 'l·.rhere there is an 
. 
~1)11'"Cq<:>nce of' 1 .. "'-1-e·"" <.. · ... U .c;c.,_ - •i C< (J .( 9 rust snots may anuear on the finished 
worko This will be accelerated by any marked increase in 
acj_di ty, 'l..<Jhich 'Hill 1Je the result of breakdm"'n in many of' 
such prenarations. In some types of errmlsions, a rancid 
odor 7'1ay be regarcJed as an indication of instability. Any 
such nreuaration should be discardefl imnecHately before the 
machined parts rust or the moving parts of the machine tool 
rust and ~tick. The cause of the odor should also be in-
~testigated., 
The nost eff'ective soluble oil is one that i:lill 
mix readily i,J'ith ,,,Yater, form a stable e:r-mlsion, and ·r~,aintain 
this stability for a long "9eriod., 'l'his vlill prevent rusting, 
since the life of the er1ulsion 't·Till be increased considerably., 
In machinint; brass a1!CI so1~:1e ty;;es of 'bronze, sho"~.1.ld 
the cu.tting fl:1id contain lard oil "~'lith too high a nercentage 
of free, fatty acids, dark spots may anpear on the machined 
surfaces.. In most cases, the narts so affected vJill require 
additional machining to remove the stain and this may result 
in accuracy falling velm..r acceptable standards. A sirililar 
concH tion may be experienced .,di th inferior types of soluble 
oils., 
6., R_EllJ10VU .9! 1.:!.-wing Clt.:tus ~ QJ>indil1E, Dirt 
In cutting operations, such ss cleep hole drilling, 
!""'illing, and reaming, the ability of a cutting fluid to ;,vash 
&\'lay the chips is a major requirerqent in orf!.er to obtain good 
tool life and satisfactory finishes. In deep hole drilling, 
the cutting fluid should be delivered in sufficient volume 
to flush the chips completely out of the hole.. Any accuniU-
lation of metallic chips at the cutting edges of a tool will 
develop an abrasive action, ,,,hich, 1·rith continued o!)eration, 
-vJill b2·eak dovm the cutting ec'lges of the 'l')articular tool and 
nroduce inaccuracies and noor surface finisho The wed~ing 
of the accumulatee. cJ:'.ips betHeen the cutting ed !~:es of' a 
rnulti-edged cutting tool and the Hork •trill nroduce oversized 
h0les or inaccurate work, and may also cause scoring, to 
further affect the finish.. Should t'-,is v1edge action take 
~"Jlace in milling, the surface finish may shmv mB.rks irihere 
the chips he.ve been forced betv1een the cutter a!1d the \·rork; 
also, the cutting edges of the rnilline; cutter ,,Jill shm'l 
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signs a{' rubbing u.nder high pressure, necessitating resharne:n-
ing of the cutter. 
In grinding operations, it is most iMnortant that 
the coolant flush and carry the grinding dirt to the settling 
tanks. LE' the coolant does not function sa tisf'actorily, t;he 
dirt uhich settles on the centers, guides, and chucks, 1,dll 
affect the accuracy of the \,Jerk prof!.uced, until precautionary 
measures are taken to remove t~.is dirt before setting up the 
machine and grinding the parts., 
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.Q!i .. A PrER IV 
SELECTION OF 
CUTTING FLUIDS AND COOLANTS 
Spoilage of I·Jork 11 waste of time, and ineffective 
use of cutting fluids and coolants can be greatly reduced 
ttru proper selection procedures. Therefore, it is felt 
that an exposition of the proper methods of selecting cut-
ting fluids e.nd coolants is indigenous to a.ny discussion 
of waste in machine shop operations. 
1 .. 0-.. 
TA3LE VII 
HOlf TO SELECT A 
. CUTTING FLUID 
TAP 1/...,TER 
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As a coolant, water is superior to any other mat-
erial. Tap water is therefore the best cutting fluid where 
high cooling is required. But tap water is so corrosive 
that it can be used only where rusting of the machine tool 
and the work can be tolerated. Followin7. water in coolin~ 
~ ~ 
ability, in order of decreasing efficiency, are vJater-oil 
emulsions, low-viscosity oils, and high viscosity oils. 
Table VII illustrates the re·lationship between commonly 
used materials., 
As the cooling ability of a fluid increases, less 
of the heat liberated in cutting is allowed to raise the 
temperature of the cutting tool, the \"lork, and the machine 
tool.. This property is important beoe.use all tool materials 
lose harc.ness as temperature rises., Greater cooling ability 
of the cutting fluid permits either increased tool life, or 
increased cutting speed. From the machine-operator's vie'I:T-
point, cool work is always desirable because it reduces the 
inaccuracies from expansion of machined parts.. For materials 
with high coefficients of expansion, such as aluminum, a 
coolant will reduce errors ce.used \ihen vmrk is finished to 
size at elevated temperatures, and then sr:rinks belo'lli the 
tolerance at room temperature. 
Generally, a high cooling rate is desirable in a 
cutting fluid, but a coolant may be too effec.tive., This is 
possible irTi th some steels \ihen tempere.tures de.veloped in the 
work just ahead of the tool are above the critical point and 
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the coolant is so e~fective that it quenches the work before 
it reaches the actual tool-'V'Jorlr junction., For example~ the 
work may be an annealed high-carbon steel, but the actual 
chip area at the tool-work junction may be hall! ened by the 
quenching rate of the cutting fluid, causing very rapid 
tool failure. It may be possible to correct this condition 
by increasing the cutting speed, so the hot section ahead 
o~ the tool passes over the cutting edge of the tool in too 
short a time to permit quenching to a hardened structure; 
or if this ~ails, to use a cutting fluid that is a less 
effective coolant. 
The second most important property of a cutting 
fluid is its lubricating effect., The fluid, as a lubricant, 
has an e~~ect on the machine in sharp contrast to its effect 
on the 'li'/Ork-tool junction., Sometimes, bece.use of machine 
design, sometimes because o~ the inaccessible location of 
machine elements, but often because of sheer ce.relessness 
on the part of the operator, the cutting flui.d has to supply 
most of the lubrication of mach:1ne parts., Fluids made 't'Ti th 
oil as the base are excellent lubricants in t~se cases. 
Oil-type fluids are either straight mineral oils 
or mineral oils plus additives. These additives may give 
to the oil either wetting ability, an extreme pressure (EP) 
e~fect, or s. polar compound to assure ths.t the oil s.dheres 
to the metal parts that it covers. lfuen oil-amulsions are 
used, it is necessary to make certain that the emulsion has 
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an adequate lubricating effect., Emul'sions in normal co:ncen-
trations contain only three to five per cent of oil, so lub-
rication with them is quite a proolem. 
Little or no precise information is available on 
the lubricating effect of any cutting fluid at the tool-work 
junction. There is a very serious cuestion as to whether or 
not any lubricant ever reaches the critical area of metal-to-
metal contact betv-reen the tool and the chip .. * 
Careful research on this matter has shm•m that 
minute quar:tities of various fluids act as lubricants if' 
carefully introduced to cover the tool-chip interface, and 
this effect .makes possible a great increase in cutting speed .. 
Further research ~rihich is being conducted in connection 1.-.ri th 
the Cutting Tool Research Program at the Engineering College 
of Cornell University is expected to revolutionize the prac-
tice of cutting steel in American plants • .jtt!-
At least one commercial product which recognizes 
the desirability of 8getting to the point' is on the market 
at the present time. The following is quoted from material 
furnished for this thesis by Mr. F. E. Anderson, president 
of the F .. E. Anderson Oil Company, Inc .. , manufe.cturers of 
L USOL: -i!·i.,.* 
"LUSOL Gets to the point .. That's the big differ-
ence between LUSOL and conventional cutting and soluble oils., 
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LUSOL was developec and engineered to control ternpere.tures 
at the cutting point of the tool so that tools, chips, and 
l'lork-pieces stay at a constant, lo1r1 tempere ture during the 
cutting opere.tion.. LUSOL accomplishes th:i.s by remaining in 
extremely intimate contact with cutting tools and work, re-
gardless of feeds and speeds, enabling it to absorb and to 
transfer heat from the tools and the work faster than any 
other type of cutting fluid., This not only results in in-
creased tool life, but also minimizes changes in dimensions 
throughout the operation. 
11 No one 1r1ord describes LUSOL because it is a cool-
ant, cleanser, lubricant, rust preventive, and water con-
ditioner.. LU30L is a chemice.l concentrate vihich is mixed 
1,.Jith water in different proportions according to the use .. 
It has no oil in its make-up to slm,r do1;;n heat removal rate .. 
Anti-weldants, so necessary in oils, are not added as such 
to LUSOL because heat is dissipated. so ra!='idly that \'Jelding 
of chips to tools is minimized., Chip removal will not drag 
out the active ingrectients of the LUSOL solution and lessen 
its effectiveness., 
nvlater, the best cooling agent that can be employed, 
has its objectionable qualities overcome oy the addition of 
LUSOL, as stated above. To make it an even tletter coole.nt, 
LUSOL makes .,.,ater into 8\'ret water'.. A theoretical discussion 
for the tec"b..nically minded follows: 
uThe globules of LiJSOL are 500 to 1,000 times 
smaller than those of an ordinary cutting compound.. This 
gives it wetting properties, accounts for its detergent action 
and abi-Lity to penetrate to the very edge of the cutting tool .. 
This com-pe.ri son is sho"'tn graphically . belov; .. 
r•The sketch to the left demonstrates hO"t'l it is 
possible for the LUSOL solution to be in actual, intimate 
contact "t'Ji th pra.ctically all of a surface.. The spheres of 
liauid LUSOL are so much smaller that there 8 s no room for 
the insulating air space which surrounds another liquid like 
a soluble oil, chemical emulsion, or superfatted soluble .. 
48 The second sltetch sho~tlS hoi<'r LUSOL can penetrate 
the interstices bet'itTeen the tool and the "~>JOrk, to dissipate 
heat. No balling up and running away from the surface; 
LUSOL reaches the point to be cooled .. 11 
Another imnortant property of both oil and emulsion 
type fluids is the Extreme Pressure (EP) effect.. This effect 
is given by an additive popule.rly described as increasing the 
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F'igure 30 
Comparison of LU30L to Ordinary Cutting Fluids 
LUSOL DROPLETS 
... -"· 
•• "l-~0· .-.-.~=Po'' .... 
OIL DROPLETS 
LUSOL 
DROPLETS 
film strength of an oil, but in a cutting fluid such additives 
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are best descrived as 'anti-fluxes 1 ,. That is~ thc:y act to pre-
vent welding between tool and chip under normal cutting con-
ditions of heat and pressure,. The most usual anti-fluxe are 
sulfur and chlorine compounds,. These are most useful in op-
erations such s.s threading or broaching i"Jhere the speeds are 
slovr ~ tool-chip pressures are high~ and when the operation 
prevents an adequate bath of fluid to carry a~ray the heat gen-
erated. 
Generally~ corrosion to the vliork and machine is no 
problem vd th oil-type cutting fluids, but, as already noted, 
it is a serious problem vJi th \vater-base ~ateria.ls.. 'tlater is 
an active corrosion e.gent, but corrosion can be controlled in 
t"'I'JO 1.·ie"ys; first 9 it is necessary to formulate the soluble oil 
base so that the potential hydrogen ion concentration factor 
(pH) of the emulsion will be hi:h enough (over 7) to reduce 
rusting of ferrous materials, but not so high (over 10) that 
it causes co.rrosion of aluminum and some other non-ferrous 
~:tlloys .. A pH of 8,5 to 9 .. 5 is a good ra.nge. Second, and 
more important, the emulsion must leeve a protective film on 
the machine ano. v:ork to avoid atmospheric corrosion.. If this 
film excludes atmospheric moisture and oxygen, no corrosion 
can occur.. Iv!inera.l oil is probably the best and cheapest 
protective film to provide this effect. 
To assure that a film of oil from the oil-w.ater 
emulsion will adhere to the machine and work 9 it is necesse.ry 
to have present a polar agent.. A polar e.gent is one ths.t 
attracts and retains a thin film of oil to a metal surface., 
In the past, soaps a.nd nc>.tura.l fats \'lere used as polar agents, 
but modern cutting fluids include chemical compounds that are 
more effective, do not turn rancid, have no offensive odor, 
a.nd Etre not rendered ineffective by hard 'tiater .. 
Several properties of a cutting fluid appea,r to be 
of minor importance, yet are required in every cutting fluid., 
The me,terial must not be a health he,za.rd to the macl':ine op-
erator, should not support bacterial growth, and should not 
give off toxic gases.. The material should be stable in 
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storage, and if an emulsion type, it must form an emulsion 
1.·:ith simple mixing, so that complicated mixing apparatus will 
not be required. The residue left on the work by the fluid 
should be removed easily by an alkali-water wash. This is 
particularly important when the parts are to be 'V'Telded or 
plated later. 
Ne~,.Ier synthetic orgs.nic emulsifiers have me.ny ad-
vantages when used either alone or as emulsifiers for cutting 
oils, but cere must be exercised in their use.. If these 
emulsifiers produce an emulsion that is too detergent, the 
emulsion v:ill remove the lubrics.ting-oil film on the machine 
ways and gibe; mating parts me,y then freeze from lubr:lcs"tion 
fE:lilure.,. Fluids that are highly a.etergsnt have very low 
surface tensions, and this will cause the cutting fluids to 
creep through bearing seels into the gearcase or bes.ring 
shells of the machine. This can cause gear or bearing fail-
ure. Care must also be taken the.t the cutting fluid does not 
create a fire hazard. For example, lov1-volatile oils such 
as kerosene create explosive vapors tbat can be easily ig-
nited by a hot chip. 
Usual steps in determining the composition require-
ments of a cutting fluid for s.ny application are shovrn in 
Table VIII~ below. The basic decision is to determine the 
cooling ability requil"ed of the fluid. Using the principles 
given above on the relative merits of oil and oil-vlater 
emulsions as cooling mediums, one of these two basic types 
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must be selected. 
TABLE VIII 
STEPS IN SELECTING A CUTTING FLUID 
1. BASIC DECISION: COOLING ABILITY REQUIRED 
a. Oil type for low cooling power 
be Erf:UlSiOn type for high COOling p01"Ter 
2. SECONDARY FACTORS FOR JI:ACH TYPE: 
a. Lubrics.ting ability 
b. EP properties 
c. Polar effect 
d. Corrosion protection 
e. Health hazards 
f. Ease of removal 
g. Detergency 
h. Fire hazards 
3e FINAL DECISION 1 BASED ON STEPS 1 and 2 
4. FROPER-APPLICATION. 
Te.ble IX is presented as a fair rule of thumb e.s 
an aid in making the basic decision referred to above. If 
a tool edge removes less than one cubic inch of mild steel 
per minute, an oil will provide adequate cooling ability. 
If a tool edge removes over t'I'IO cubic inches of mild steel 
per minute, an oil-water emulsion type is required. For 
metal removal rates between one and two cubic inches per 
minute, either or both types 'tv ill \.York. For free cutting 
materials such as brass or aluminum, double the above values. 
For high-tensile steels or high-alloy materials, ha.lve the 
above values e 
After this basic choice is made, it is necessary 
to check each of the secondary factors to see if the basic 
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TABLE IX 
RULES OF THm,re FOR CUTTING FLUID SELECTION 
USE AN OIL, if the tool ed~e removes less than one cubic 
inch per minute of steel, or less than two 
cubic inches per minute of free cutting mater-
ials like brass or aluminum, or one half cubic 
inch per minute of high-tensile or high-alloy 
material., 
USE AN OIL-\fATER EMULSION., if the tool edge removes over 
two cubic inches per minute of steel, or over 
four cubic inches oer minute of brass or al-
uminum, or over one cubic inch per minute of 
high-alloy or high-tensile materials. 
FOR RATES BETWEEN, either or both types will work., 
Note: These rates may be e.f:f"ected by the need for cor-
rosion protection, or because of smoke, or danger 
ot fire - see text material., 
selection covers all the necessary factors., If none of the 
secondary factors conflict, the basic selection is good. 
But sometimes a secondary factor is important enough to alter 
the basic selection, as the follm'lin::= examples illustrate: 
An oil-•·Iater emulsion may be desired on a heavy cut on a 
low-carbon steel part, but the part may occasionally be 
stored under diffic.ul t storage conditions for several t-leeks 
before the next operation and the oil-water emulsion may 
fail to give satisfactory anti-corrosion protection during 
this period. An oil type would be substituted here to give 
sufficient protection against corrosion., 
A.gain, an oil might be desired for its lubricating 
and extreme-pressure advantases, but the ";rork speed might be. 
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so high that it \"IOUld prevent the oil from flooding the 
tool-work areas In such cases, the oil tends to be thrown 
off the work and smoke badly. The oil spray and fumes are 
distasteful to the operator at best, and may even be a 
heelth hazards In such cases~ the original selection of 
an oil v1ould require a change to an oil-emulsion to elimin-
ate these difficultiess Another example might be the se-
lection of a 9utting fluid for magnesium. Here, the only 
requirement is cooling 11 so an oil-v"Ye~ter emulsion 1.vould be 
Lne basic selections However, hot magnesiv~ chips react 
violent~y \'lith ",-Jaters This fire hazard meJtes the use of 
an oil for cutting magnesi'I.'IIIl mandatory.. After the basic 
selection has been approved or modified by a consideration 
of the secondary factors covered in Table VIII~ the next 
problem is proper applications 
No matter how carefully the fluid itself has 
been studied, the fluid will be no better than its appli-
cation* The fluid must intimately flood the tool-chip-work 
area with a flow sufficient to get into all rubbing areas~ 
remove the heat generated in cutting, and flush the chips 
a\vay from the cutting zone., The common practi'ces of either 
directing the cutting fluid on the 'l'mrlr a fe'I'T inches e.\'Vay 
from the tool and expecting the work t,o carry. the fluid to· 
the tool-chip area, or applying the fluid in a thin stream, 
should be avoided. 
reasonable property compi"Qmise together \1i th 
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proper application vdll eliminate most machine shop dif-
ficulties with cutting fluids.* 
* 109, Pe ll8-120 
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CHAPTER V 
HANDLING OF 
CUTTING FLUIDS AND COOLANTS 
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In handling cu~ting fluids and coolants; storage, 
distribution, and reclaiming are the three principal factors 
involved. The firat.two must be studied with respect to the 
existing plant facilities. Reclaiming or oil purification, 
however, should not be entirely contingent on local conditions, 
since the type of oil and nature of the chips must also be 
. const\'3 
" 
A. §to rage a..Yld Distribution 
All reserve tanks should be located so that the 
temperature of the contents can never approach sub-zero tem-
pert:.tures. Any petroleum product will become more viscous 
when subJected to low temperatures. Under such conditions, 
draining or pumping the cutting fluid from a cold tank will 
take longer than it 111111 1rlhen the tank is located in a ,.;arm 
room. Furthermore, the oil will not mix as reasily with 
make-up stock if it is in a more viscous condition as a 
result of weather conditions. 
Another point that must be considered "~:<Then storing 
cutting fluids and coolants is that if they become congealed, 
any ingredients vThich may have been added to the mineral 
base to improve the cutting quality, may separate. In some 
cases, these ingredients will not go back into perfect 
mixture when the oil is brought back to normal temperature~ 
and only by prolonged heating and agitation can a uniform 
product be obtained again .. 
In this connection, some consideration should be 
given to the size and type of the tanks and resevoirs employed .. 
For instance, in the design of grinding machines, maximum 
grinding wheel performance is strongly influenced by the 
capacity and design of the coolant tanks., Should they be 
too small or lack proper baffling, the turbulence of the 
emulsion due to operating conditions would not allow the 
grinding dirt to settle regardless of the type of soluble 
oil or compound employed.. This dirt would then recirculate, 
loading the grinding volheels, clogging the pipe lines~ and 
cause abnormal wear of the pumping system., This is costly 
from three angles: 1.. production losses will occur~ be-
cause the grinding wheels, followup wheels~ centers, guides, 
and chucks will require more frequent attention; 2., Main-
tenance expense of the machine and equipment will increase 
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and~ because of the wear of moving parts~ it will become neces-
sary to stop the machine to make such repairs, again with a 
loss in production; and 3. excessive rejection rates of 
parts will become a factor due to the loss in accuracy re-
sulting from the settling of the dirt on the centers, guides, 
and chucks .. 
It is obvious that proper handling of cutting fluids 
and coolants can lead to marked economies.. The use of such 
products in their intended state reduces, to some extent, 
the rapid deterioration of cutting tools, and insures the 
proper operation of the machine tools. 
Bo Necessity for Reclaiming Cutting Oils and Coolants 
To maintain this intended state, adequate means 
must be provided for reconditioning or reclaimation of the 
cutting fluids or coolantso As is. possible with many other 
types of oil, metal-cutting fluids and coolants can readily 
be purified or filtered after they have become contaminated 
in service. This is a very important feature in machine 
shops, for, regardless of the precautions observed in select-
ing such products, unless they are maintained in a suitable 
state of purity and kept free from abrasive foreign matter, 
the extent to which satisfactory metal· cutting can be main-
tained may suffer materially. 
Machine tool operations liberate large quantities 
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of hardened chips and fine abrasive particles "t'l"b:'tch a.ull tools, 
load grindling "tvheels, and cause damage to the surface finish 
of the work produced. Since one of the functions of cutting 
fluids e,nd coolants is to remove and carry or flush awa,y 
turning chips and grinding dirt, these foreign particles are 
present in the used fluids, and if allowed to recirculate, 
these harsh contaminants i'Iill cause excessive machine dm'ln-
time, excessive tool wear and loss, a high rejection rate, 
and consequent lower production. 
Most machine tool operators are probably influenced 
chiefly in favor of reconditioning by reason of the fact that 
the current oil bill can often be me.rkedly reduced, 'V'iith but 
a relatively small increase in cost of plant investment. 
However, there are other distinct advantages which should 
not be overlooked. 
Cutting tools receive maximum protection v~hen the 
oil is kept free of chifs, scale, and dirt, which not only 
tends to dull the cutting edges of the tools, but also leads 
to increased po"t.;er consumption.. Because of the increased 
tool life betvreen sharpenings, considerable time is saved., 
thus promoting fewer interruptions in production and higher 
output rates. The inherent possibility of an increase in 
either machine speed or tool feed also promotes increased 
production with the usual possibility for greater accuracy 
in cutting at higher speeds or feeds. 
Oil temperatures are reduced with the result ttat 
not only the cooling, but also the lubricating ve.lue of the 
oil is enhanced. Furthermore, by maintaining a cutting oil 
at a lovJer temperature, the tendency toHard oxide.tion, the 
development of acidity, e.nd the possibility of gumming are 
reduced. Acic1ity and oxidation are both regarded as being 
decidely detrimental, o.ue to the fact thE:tt co:frosion and 
pitting of both the tool and the work may be caused by these 
factors. 
Further economies can be achieved through the use 
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of e, higher grade of oil, 't'Ihich i:Iill give more satisfactory 
service over an extended period of time with but little danger 
of sludging. This affords far better lubrication of the tools 
and the wearing parts where the cutting oil comes in contact 
with the moving parts of the machine tool. All this compen-
sates for perhaps a slight increase in the initial cost of 
the cutting fluid. 
Another factor with far reaching advantages, is 
the possibility of the reduction of the inven.t:)ry requ:'!,:cements 
of cutting fluids and coolants. Thls results in a lo·.-Tering 
of the capital tied up in inventory e.nd, since the storage 
is usually accomplished in bulky, spece-consuming barrels, 
this space is released for more productive purposes, thus 
increasing the profit potentialities of the particul~tr shop. 
Of further importance is the fact that today's 
conditions have brought sharply into focus the need for con-
serving me.terials and avoiding s,ll ,,.,aste., :Management should 
be consta ..ntly on the alert for opportunities to salvage and 
reclaim for further use all material wherever possible.. One 
of the best opportunities for salvage that exists in nearly 
every metal-working plant, and particularly in machine shops, 
is that of reclaiming cutting oils and coolants from metal 
chips. ~he reclamation of chips has been recognized for 
many years as a nattural means of making import::mt savings; 
now management must realize that only by reclaiming both the 
metal chips and the cutting oils is it getting the utmost in 
salvage value and taking advantage of all the savings avail-
able. 
Figure 31 
Are You Feeding These Pigs?? 
It is rarely considered good practice to discard 
cutting fluids and coolants until they have been used for 
some time. Reusage is practically an economic necessity and 
can readily be accomplished. Contrary to popular belief, 
oil does not wear out through usee Repeated scientific tests 
have proved that oil itself, even after long, hard use, still 
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retains the inherent chare.cteristics that are so importan.t 
in lubrication, insulation, metal-working operations, heat-
treating of steel, and other industrial applications. How-
ever, these characteristics are overcome and re:1dered ineffect-
ive by contamination which invariably accumulates in normal 
usuage. In other words, oil just plain gets dirty!! It 
gethers so much dirt, grit and other harmful ma.terie.l in the 
course of time that it not only becomes useless, but it 
actually causes extensive damage to the equipment that it is 
supposed to serve and protect not only by failing to perform 
the fUt."lctions for i'~hich it ;·,ras prepared but ~)y serving as a 
vehicle for harmful elements. In any operation, costly damage 
to equipment, expensive repair bills, and loss of production 
are among the heavy penalties imposed by use of" dirty oil.* 
The accepted practice of discarding o.il periodically 
is both extravagant and dangerous. First, it calls for one 
hundred per cent replacement of oil the.t still has an indef-
inite life of usefulness, and second, oil that is allowed to 
stay in the system until thoroughly contaminated will, as 
explained above, cause serious damage to equipment e.nd parts 
by the time it is considered ready to throw out. Also, 
periodic oil thrm1-outs entail ex1,.1ensi ve and time consuming 
cleaning and flushing of the oil system with resulting e0uip-
ment dovJntime and loss of production. Thus, the expensive 
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habit of disce.rding old oil creates more problems than it 
solves and should not be tolerated in modern plant operations. 
The perfect solution is to keep the oil clean by removing 
the contaminants as they form. 
C$ Eauipment and Processes for Reclaiming Cutting Fluids 
and Coolants 
Reconditioning and reclaiming equipment may involve 
the use of a centrifugal chip extractor and oil purifier, or 
a chip settling tank -vrith a suitable oil filter. In ope·rating 
either system, the cutting oils may be delivered from the 
:9e.rticular machines by he.nd or truclr and treated periodically, 
or suitable piping may be installed to enable continuous 
purification. Both methods have their advantages. The in-
stallation of either one \•Till usually depend entirely upon 
the amount of cutting oil involved, the relative location of 
the machines, and the rate at v.rhich the cutting oil pecomes 
contaminated. 
Cutting oils are recovered from chips taken from 
macbines, from the sumps of machines, and by drainage directly 
into circulating systems which serve many machines in common. 
As much as thirty per cent of the cutting oil in a machine 
may accompany the chips vlhen they are removed. The amount of 
oil so removed depends upon its viscosity and stickiness, 
and upon the nature of the chips produced in the cutting op-
eration; fine or hairlike chips remove very little cutting 
oil, whereas "~Pride and tightly curled chips remove ms,ximum 
amounts .. 
General equipment for purifying oils for reuse 
includes settling tanks or vats, filters 9 and centrifugal 
extracting or purifying machines. 
The settling tanks or vats should be free from 
all agitation except that of the inescable convection 
currents that come from che,nges of tempere.ture :~ since e.ny 
agitation tends to hold foreign matter in suspension and 
pick up some that may have settled out., 
Three other qualities desired in settling tanks 
are: (a) A means for changing temperatures, as some matter 
will settle out at a given temperature and viscosity that 
\vill be held in suspension at another temper·ature. Tem-
peratures shou~d be controlled by ste8m coils, or in very 
rare cases, by refrigerant coils. Usue.lly there is a most 
effective temperature range ·,.Jithin 'lihich to hold the oil 
throughout most of the settling time., Temperature controls 
should be of the automatic thermostat types and of the re-
cording variety unless the auantities of oils hendled are 
too small to make this expense practical., (b) A means 
should be provided for removing the cleansed oil from the 
top of the vat or tanlt \'lithout disturbing the e.ccumula.tion 
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of sludge at the bottom; and (c) some method should be avail-
able for removing this accumule.tion of sludge from the bottom 
of the t~:m1t or VE.t so that no temptation exists to allo'ltl it 
to accumulate enough to affect the operation of the settling 
tank .. 
Filters should be either the clotb, paper, clay, 
or diatomaceous earth types.. Clay filters can remove from 
certain types of cutting oils some of the sulphur, chlorine, 
and wetting agent elements.. In general, filters should 
remove any solid matter held in suspension .. 
CentrifUgal extracting or purifying machines, of 
varying ce.paci ty, are highly desirable.. The type to be used 
depends upon the quantities of oil to be cleaned and upon 
the contamine.nts to be removed,. 
The most efficient 1:1ay to purify oil recovered 
from chips and turnings is "~Pli th a centrifugstl oil purifier .. 
Cutting oil, first separated from the chips and turnings in 
a chip extractor 9 ce.n be purified to practice.lly new oil 
effectiveness by this means.. Many plants have found that 
1.02 
a cutting oil reclamation system is one of the best salvage 
investments they can make. Such a system includes extractors 
and purifiers, sterilizing End settling tenks with any neces-
sary transfer pumps, and collecting and storage tanks,. 
Auxiliary equipment such as conveyors and crushers for handling 
the oily chips and for disposin2~ of the dry chips are also 
utilized in connection with such a system in many modern 
shops .. #, 
A typical system for reclaiming cutting oils as 
installed by the De Laval Se~arator Company is sho\vn in 
Figure 32 .. * 
# See Chapter VIII - Dispos2.l of \fasted Materials 
* 57, 166 
Figure 32 
Suggested Layout 
for Cutting Oil Extraction and Purification System 
. (Flov; is from right to left) 
The chips and turnings are loaded into the bs.sket 
-
of the chip oil extractor, where the oil is removed by ce:n-
trifugal force.. This remove.l of the oil from the chips or 
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turnings is the first step in the reclamation of cutting oils, 
and the amount of oil ultimately recovered depends on the 
thoroughness of this process~ 
All commercie.l c'tb.ip oil extractors are designed to 
accomplish three objects: le to speed up the handling of 
the material, thereby lowering the cost of reclamation; 2e 
to recover a maximum amount of oil and thereby add to the 
profits o-f the installation; and 3 .. to furnish dry chips, 
wtich command higher prices on the scrap market. 
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The oil extracted by means of the chip oil extractor 
is collected in a tank from 'lJIIhich it is transferred. to the 
sterilizing tank by :means of a pump,. 
A cone-bottomed sterilizin3: emd settling tank with 
a steam heating coil and a floa.ting suction is recommended .. 
If steam is not available, electric heaters can be used., By 
heating the oil to approximately 185 degrees Fahrenheit and 
holding it at the.t temperature for a fe"1r hours, the oil •;Jill 
be sterilized and the heavier settlings v-dll drop into the 
conical section of the tank, from which they c?n be dreMn 
off at intervals,. 
The sterilized oil is then passed through an oil 
purifier '!;'ihere fine particles of sediment and any ,,,Tater ttat 
has not been settled out are removed by centrifugal force .. 
The purifier discharges into the purified oil collecting 
tsmk from \\1hich the oil is pumped to the clee..n oil storage 
system. 
Some plants provide additional tanks piped so that 
the purified oil can be blended \vi th make-up oil, E:nd the 
clean blended oil then pumped into a pressure te,::k from i·Fhich 
it is drawn off at various machine stations. The dry chips 
are usually dumped into a conveyor hopper and elevated to 
large outdoor storage bins or containers.# 
The total qu~mti ty of oll that can be recovered by 
this method depends upon several factors: the method of ex-
tracting the oil, the efficiency with which the reclaimed 
oil is purified, and, in a great many cases, on ~hether or 
not the chips are crushed. Chips crushed before being ex-
tracted "~<'rill yield more oil than uncrushed chips but such 
crushing increases the im-portance of properly purifying the 
oil, for it cuts additional particles of metal dust into the 
used oil. No sterilizing or settling tank can possibly re-
move all of this fine dust. Even after many days in a set-
tling tanlt, some l'IOUld tend to remain in the stored oil in 
am intermedie,te le.yer of unusa:ole oil bet\"reen the cle~"n oil 
and the hef'vy material \-ihich had settled out earlier. A 
centrifugal oil purifier enables such waste to be avoided, 
for it removes even the finest chip dust and returns prac-
tically all of the recovered oil ·to usable condition. 
Centrifugal extractors can recover a minimum of 
95 per cent of the oil from the chips, and the figure can 
run well over 99 oer cent.* Figures on the quantities of 
oil recovered from chips vary a great deal from shop to 
shop.. '!'he ty ·e of chip, the kind of metal, e.nd the type and 
amount of oil used are all factors. Some large shops may 
get 100 gallons of oil for every ton of chips processed. 
61: See Chanter VIII - Disposal of ~"'asted Materials. 
*' 34, Po 243 
Other shops may get but 20 gallonso Therefore, it is 
impossible to make an accurate forecast of the profit to be 
obtained from the recovery operations without first making 
a test to see how much oil the chips are carryinge In the 
average shop, a typical yield runs around l~O gallons per 
ton of chips processed.* 
The recovered oil is by no means the only source 
of profit from installations of this type. The effect of 
he.ving a plentiful daily supply of cutting oils results in 
a more generous and conscientious use of the oils; this, 
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in turn, yields a marked reduction in tool •,;ear a.n.d rejection 
rates because of poor surface finishes (9 Where no attem·ot 
is made to recover the cutting oils the tendency is to get 
as much as ~)ossible out of each fresh batch of oil, ,:ri th the 
na.tural result that it is used long 8.fter its efficiency is 
gone .. 
A method frequently employed by smaller shops to 
recover cutting oils consists of storing the chips in '!.¥arm 
dre in bins '\1here the oil is allov;ed to dre.in into stora,ge 
tarurs by means of gravity flow. Up to 50 per cent of the 
oil removed 1."11 th the chips may be recovered in this fashion. 
If the bin is exposed to cold, the recovery ma.y be less, 
and if exposed to rain, an unprofitable amount of water may 
come off l:.ri th the oil.. The foremost disadvante.ge to this 
method and also to a.ny storage of oily chips lies in the 
*57, 166 
fe.ct tr~at such store.ge crsates a fire ha.ze.rd of enormous 
proportions., 
l.07 
The need for using clean grinding coolants and the 
advantages resulting from their use are important factors not 
to be neglected. Sediment-contaminated coola~ts contain free 
abrasive grains ivhich are relatively large compared v\ith the 
usual depth of the cuts taken in grinding, honing, lapping, 
and super-finishing operations. ~rhen these stray abrasive 
gre,ins e.nd metal particles come bet11een the tool and the 
work, .. deep sera tches are made.. Thus, in order to erase these 
marks during finish grinding, honing, lapping, and super-
finishing operations, more metal must be removed. This can 
result in rejection of finished parts due to improper finish 
or inaccurate dimensions. 
The De Laval Separator Company bas recognized tc~is 
need for clean grinding coolants and has developed a 'Hermetic 
clarification system• designed to furnish purified grinding 
coolants to the grinding machines.* 
~he De Laval clarification system is very simply 
installed, and requires no radic~tl chan~es in shop layout .. 
The necessary equipment includes one or more 'Hermetic' 
clarifiers, a centrifugal pump to feed the clarifier, and a 
storage tank. Since the arrangement of the grinding machines 
and the space available for the cle.rification system vary 
considerably, the details of each system must be designed 
* 57, 166 
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to fit the requirements of the particular shop. 
Systems are of two basic types: 1. Gravity, in 
which the clarified coolant is pumped to an overhead tank 
:rrom •:rhich it feeds by gravity to the grinding m~chines; and 
2. ~ressure, in which the clarified coolant is pumped to 
the grinding machines under pressure. This latter type of 
system is more frequently installed because it is gen~rally 
not possible to locate an overhead tank for the gr2vity 
system advantageously. 
Jl.fost grinding machines contain their Orin sump 
tanks with a pump that continuously delivers coolant between 
the worlr and the v;heel. Many sho·cs opers.ting large batteries 
of grinding machines he.ve found the maintenance of these in-
dividual grinder pumps and the cleaning of the many sm2.ll 
tanks to be quite expensive, and have installed centralized 
coolant sy~tems. such systems usually employ a common tank 
for settling out a portion of the dirt 1rJhich e.ccumulates in 
the coole,nt and a pump for returning the coolants from ttis 
tanl-t to the grinding machines. rrhe addition of e. De Laval 
clarifier tremendously imyroves the efficiency of such a 
system. A typical layout of this type is illustrated in 
Figure 33. 
Obviously, in installations where a centralized 
coolant system is employed, the heaviest and most easily 
removed impurities settle out in the tank and the finer 
impurities and organic materials are removed by the clarifier. 
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Figure 33 
Typical Layout of De Laval 
Continuous Grindling Coolant Clarification System 
A summary of the typical advantages to be obtained 
by the installation of such a system of co·:)lant clarification 
follows: 
Enables better flnishes to be produced in less time, 
Equipment v·iill pa)" for itself very quickly, 
Lii:elihood of distorting vmrk is markedly reduced, 
Possibility of fatigue cracks starting is lessened, 
~·!heels rete~in their fa..st cutting action much longer:P 
Use of softer and coarser ;:·;heels is made possible, 
r;meel loss per dressing is very effectively red.uced, 
Increases production bett"l<~en \•:heel dressings, 
Decreases 1:1ear on the ru.1ming parts of grinders, 
Reduces labor expense of cleaning grinders ~~d sumps, 
Reduces grinder circulating pump maintenance costs, 
Increases the useful life of the grincting coolant .. 
'!'he Honan-Crane Corporation of Le·banon, Indiana, 
a subsidiary of the Houdaille-Hershey corporation, has on 
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the market e. Houdaille Magnetic Filter for removal of ferrous 
chips and. abrasive particles from cutting fluids e.nd coolants.* 
This filter is designed for installation on individual machine 
tools. 
In operation, contaminated coolant from the machine 
flo"Vrs by gravity into the filter and through a specially de-
signed ctannel ·101hich keeps the coolant in conste.nt turbulence 
so that meta.llic and abrasive particles \"'ill remain in sus-
pension as they approach the magnetic field. 
Particle removal is accomplished by the use of 
permanent ring me.gnets completely enclosed in a rsvol\ring 
non-msq::s.~.'1etic cylinder. End pieces of the cylinder are cir-
cular steel discs T·rbich act as magnetic poles, extending 
into the fluid, smd also sec;l off the magnet cores to prevent 
the fluid from coming in contact ...,.;ith the magnets. This 
design provides 360 degrees of megnetic attraction. 
Metallic particles, carrying along entrained non-
me.e;netic particles are collected on the me.gnetized discs so 
that the entire mass of contamination is ce.rried u:o out of 
the solution and is i·riped off into a trough for disposal. 
'T.'be clee.n coolant then flows to the machine tool sump vrhere 
the coolant pump on the mabhine tool returns the coolant to 
the viorlr. 
* 62, 64 
To obtain maximum economies through the recovery 
and purification of cutting fluids and coolants, a system 
should be selected which will give maximum efficiency and 
savings, including such typical advantages as longer tool 
life, less me.chine dovJntime, less '\'lear on the spindles and 
other moving parts of the machine tools, fe't<'Jer rejects for 
spoilage reasons, and longer useful life of the cutting 
fluids and coolants. 
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CHAPTER VI 
MATERIALS WASTED 
IN 
!~CHI~~ SEOp- OPERATIONS 
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:9y definition, v1aste is loss; the difference bet'l'.reen 
input and output - the difference between the actual quantity 
used and the actual quantity required, be it energy, time, 
equipment, or - in this case -material.* 
I Types of Material Wast~ 
The very nature of the processes which are utilized 
to reduce metal stock to the desired shapes and sizes produces 
waste. The waste thus generated is unavoidable and is a 
natural by-product of the particular machining opere.tion. 
Waste of material which results from failure of the finished 
part to conform to the necessary standards in regard to size 
or shape is avoida.ble \'Taste and should not be tolerated. 
Therefore, materials vthich are vH:1.sted as a result of machine 
shop operations may be classified as either a.voidable or 
unavoidable depending upon the final disposition of the part. 
II Avoidable Material Waste 
It is extremely difficult to place the responsibil-
i ty for producing avoidable viaste on either the machine op-
era. tor or the management of the shop because, in many cases, 
the responsibility is actually dual in nature. 
However, it is possible to allocate the various 
causes and reasons for avoidable vJaste to certain broad 
.. 51, p .. 1 
categories 'dhich more definitely place the res:9onsibili ty 
for the genera.tion of these 1r~astes.. These categories 11ould 
include: A. Lack of training or experience; B. lack of 
proper supervision; c. Lack of proper e.nd sufficient me.in-
ten~nce of the machinery and equipment; and D. a general 
lack of planning on the part of management. 
A. Avoidable Material ~1Jastes Caused by 
Lack of Training or ExPerience. 
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This category is very definitely one of dual re-
sponsibility. Oftentimes, management is justifiably reluctant 
to make the financial investment necessary to train employees 
properly. This reluctance usually stems from the unhappy 
experience of losing trained personnel to higher paying com-
petitors before obtaining a reasonable return on the expense 
of the training program. In order to overcome tt.is objection, 
management must thoroughly screen those emnloyees which it 
may desire to train in order to select those who will remain 
with the company. Some financial incentive must be offered 
upon completion of the program in order to retain the trained 
personnel. 
As far as experience is concerned, there might ~tlell 
be a shortage of experienced machine operators such as is the 
case at the present time. Trade e.nd industrial educational 
institutions and the available apprenticeship programs are 
capable of training only a limited number of ne"'T operators 
annually and the supply has not yet equalled the existing 
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demand. More experienced operators may be attre.cted by 
. . 
offering higher wages, but this is an expensive venture 
especially during periods of high competition. 
The need for experienced operators may be obviated 
by the purchase of completely automatic machine tools, which 
require only the services of a machine tender. B.ut, here 
again, the huge capital expenditure is prohibitive and the 
production requirements are voluminous. 
The causes :ror avoidable ,,>~aste wbich may be charged 
to laclt of training and experience on the part of the machine 
operators vrould include the folloviing :# 
a.. Failure to impress each opere.tor 'tii th the 
monetary value of each item of material or supplies. 
b. Inadequate or improper instructions in the 
care and use of machinery, tools, material:s, and supplies, 
which results in : 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
{6) 
Lack of lmowledge of tbe possible use and 
capacity of the various machines. 
The use of unnecessarily large and povver:f'ul 
machines tor small, light '~'ork, or 
Overtaxing small machines on large ,,:ork,. 
Operation of machines at incorrect feeds 
or speeds. 
Careless use of machines or tools for 
purposes for 'l'·rbich they 'i·lere not intended,. 
use of '"~rong tool resulting in dame.ge to 
the tool, spoiled parts, and demaged machinery .. 
Tbe listings in this chapter are not intended to be all-i~ 1 sive and it must be realized that many of the causes -~c u 
0 
s · "'re overla.nuing in nature and might ,,,ell be t~~l~~:~ ~n ~ategories-~ther than those in which they do 
appear. 
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(7) Ineffective use of tools because they vJere 
not designed to fit the requirements of the 
particular job .. 
(8) Burning, scorching, or scoring of materials 
or parts because of lack of or improper use 
of cutting oils and coolants. 
(9) Incorrect or improper use or adjustment of 
jigs, fixtures, attachments, or other "~tiork 
or tool holding devices. 
(10) Over-finishing of parts. 
c. Failure to report promptly all defects or con-
ditions needing correction, such as excessive wear of machine 
parts, excessive vibration, dust, faulty bearings, and minor 
damages to tools and equipment, v1hich results in: 
(l) Use of defective tools and equipment. 
(2) Increase in potential sources of damage 
to materials and parts as '>'iell as the 
machinery and the machine operators. 
d. Misunderstanding of blueprints and specifications, 
or inai)ility to read end understand them. 
e. Inadequa.te or improper instruction of the machine 
operators in the care and use of measuring devices, which re-
sults in: 
(1) Incorrect ·reading of micrometers, calipers, 
and other measuring devices. 
(2) Damage to measuring devices resulting in 
incorrect measurements and general failure 
to maintain close tolerances. 
fe Use of sub-standard or defective material or 
material not vJell suited for the job. 
g. General lack of initiative and ever present 
carelessness which results in: 
(l) Defective v;orkmanship due to too much 
haste or to carelessness. 
(2) Careless handling of materials or parts 
in process. 
(3) Scrapr-ing materials or parts that could be 
salvaged or repaired. 
(4) Forcin::; parts in assembly operations, 
tearing threads, or splitting by using 
an oversized plug to fill a hole., 
B. Avoide.ble Material '~":Taste Caused by 
Lack of Proper Supervision. 
Re~asons for avoida.ble v:a.ste caused by lack of 
proper sw~e!">Vision can be elimina.ted by a progre,m designed 
to re-orientate and re-educate the supervisory staff as to 
their functions and responsibilities as such. Items v~hich 
could be classified in this category vmuld include: 
a. Lack of proper and sufficient disci~linary 
procedures '.1.'tich result in: 
(1) Rough or abusive treatment of machinery, 
tools, materials, parts, supplies, and 
equirment .. 
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(2) Carelessness or indifference amon~ the 
operators in the care of me.chj.necy, tools, 
materials, Darts, supplies, and equipment. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Allm'iing operators to use materials and 
supplies, as v1ell a,s tools, machinery, 
and equi r:>ment, vJhich are inadeQuate, de-
fective, or otherv!ise not suitable for 
the 1:1ork being done. 
Allowing operators to put materials and 
supplies, as ·Nell as tools 9 machinery, 
and equipment, to unauthorized uses., 
Alloi>;ing operators to use im-croperly such 
supplies as cutting oils, coolants, lubri-
cants, waste, and v1iping re.gs. 
Loss of tools, parts, 2.nd materials through 
theft and pilferage. 
b., Insufficient interest, skill, lm.o~:vledge, and 
experience to handle super~isory assignments which result in: 
(1) Failure to supervise closely to see that 
instructions aPe properly carried out. 
(2) Failure to pay attention to the workers' 
opinions on the adjustment and condition 
of the machinery, tools, and equipment& 
(3) Carelessness in assigning work to men 
'\'IThose physica.l deficiencies such as eye-
sight, mental deficiencies, and general 
attitude may result in spoiled 'I.·Jork and 
ionasted me,terial .. 
(4) Taking an operator's ability or under-
standing of instructions too much for 
granted and not me.king sure that ·,;orkers 
are qualified for the work to which they 
are assigned., 
(5) Permitting pressure for output to develop 
wasteful work habits .. 
c$ ~hen the supervisory staff is charged with the 
responsibility, 'lS!i ther in v;hole or in part 19 of inspection of 
production, the following ma,y result: 
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(1) Over-inspecting parts or materials causin~ 
excessive rejection and waste of time .. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Under-inspection of parts or materials 
causing rejection at a later inspection 
point and allo·~ling \•10rk to be done on de-
fective parts. 
Alloviing defective parts and materials to 
pass inspection as standard, or 
Fa11Ul"e to catch spoilage or defective 
v:ork before subsequent operations are 
performed., 
d.. :;"Jhen c"b...arged t'iith the responsibility of check-
ing the setup performed by an operator, or completely setting 
up a machine, erl">>rs msy be made vihich reaul t in loss or 
damage to parts and materials, as well as damage to the tools, 
machinery, and equipment.., 
C. .Avoidable l"laste Caused By Lack o:r Proper and 
SUfficient Maintenance of Machinery and 
Eaui:gment. 
The follmving v1ould be included among the reasons 
for avoidable v;astes caused by lack of proper and suff'icient 
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maintenance of the machinery and. equipment: 
a.. Failure to arouse in the Horkers a sense of 
pride in the care, maintenance, and use of the machinery and 
eo.uipment .. 
b., Failure to ins::~ect mactinery and equipment at 
regular inteJrva.ls so as to keep it in good cond.i tion and :pre-
vent it from getting out of adjustment, 1·.'hich results in: 
(1) Failure to make needed repairs promrtly., 
(2) Allm·ling operators to make 8 shoestring' 
repairso · 
(3) Damage to materials and. parts due to 
operation of me,ctine in .poor condition .. 
c.. Poor 8housekeeping' i"ibich means : 
(1) Failure to keep machinery and equipment 
clean .. 
(2) Allo-v.;in;::; pa.rts e,nd materials to get under-
foot i.Yhere they are more apt to become 
damaged .. 
(3) Keeping material and parts ~fhich should be 
scrapped around the machine or -v-.rorkpla.ce. 
(4) Keeping unnecessary m&terial, parts, and 
supplies at or arou..1'ld the me.chine or work-
ple.ce .. 
D. Avoidable Waste Caused by a General Lack of 
Planning on the Part of Management. 
The reasons causing avoidable 1'!e.ste which are 
occasioned by a general lack of planning on the part of the 
managerial staff -are among those '•Ihich are more clearly de-
fined as being the sole responsibility of management rather 
than the dual responsibility of management and labor.. Among 
the reasons 1t1hich may be classified in this category '":ould 
be included the follo'.ving: 
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a. Fe,ilure to provide adequate me.terials and parts 
handling equipment which results in: 
(1) OVerloading o:r trucks and tote boxes ;·;ith 
parts or materi8.1s in process ce,using 
damage to the parts and materials being 
transported therein .. 
(2) Improper handling of finished products in 
assembly, testing, storing, crating, load-
ing and shipping. · 
(3) Spreading of parts, materials, and supplies 
that could be piled out of harm 3 s '.'lay .. 
(4) Failure to provide proper and adequate 
protection o:f parts, materials, and supplies 
from heat, ,_,;eather, moiEture, acids, or 
dust. 
(5) Failure to see that materials and parts 
are piled and stored in the proper rr.anner. 
b. Failure of the management staff to keep informed 
about the latest types of processes, machinery, tool$, and 
equipment. 
c.. Inability to trace defective ;·:ork to its source 
so that corrections can be made. 
d., Lack of adequate and sufficient inventory control 
'<'l"hich results in: 
(1) The ordering or requisitioning by operators 
of more material or supplies than necessary 
and not returning the excess to stock. 
(2) Lack of a system controlling issuance of 
materials, tools, and parts that prevents 
loss and theft .. 
eo Excessively large production over-runs due to 
failure to plan as carefully as possible., 
f <~> Not enough attention paid to the proper routing 
of materials and parts, coupled t'iith 
g,. Poor layout of department or shop >tihich neces-
sitates extra handling and backtraclring of material and parts., 
h. Insufficient attention given to selection of 
materials v:t:ich can be remedied in part by the follov;ing: 
(1) Re-examine.tion of materials specifications 
for chances to: 
a. Use less expensive materials, 
b. Eliminate special grades, 
c.. Use materials of lighter gs.uge or 
less strength, 
d.. Use fei'ier variet.1es of materie,l .. 
(2) Re-examination of sources of supnly for 
chances to: 
e... obtain better prices; better delivery, 
b. get holp in design and processing, 
c.. buy :9arts nov: made in shop; or make 
parts no·:,; being purchased .. 
{3) Re-examinati')n of scrap a11d 1:iaste for 
chances to: 
a.. use \vaste material in makin12: s.nother 
part or product, ~ 
b. replace materials '.-.lhose scrap cannot 
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be re-used \':i th those \·Jhich have use.bl.e 
scrap, 
c.. turn ltiaste mate-rial into valuable 
by-products., 
(4) Specify materials that have a minimum 
tendency to produce scrap .. 
Such matel"ials are those that are 
easiest to ·:-:ork, and v!hich, experience 
shm,;s, meet specifications "ldth the 
lo':·:est proportion of rejects in a given 
series of operations. 
(5) -.,~here machining must ~Je employed, selecting 
the material for the part in such ·.form e,s 
to require only the minimum of stock re-
moval<. 
~nere tubes ar bars are used, for ex-
ample, e.ttention should be given to 
ii'Ttethe r the ms.terie.l specified is hot-
rolled, rough turned, cold-drav-m, or 
centerless-ground, from the vievrpoint 
of minimizing the amount of material 
that v~ill have to be removed in the 
cleaning or tte part. 
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(6) Attention to the 1-vidths, thicknesses, and 
lengths of materials specified and purchased. 
An increase in tube or bar lengths 
over ttose now in use (within practical 
shon eouipment limitations) may permit 
the,production of a ~reater number of 
parts per w.i t of material, v\l'ith con-
sequent reduction in but t-end 1·:aste. 
i. Further reduction in ·1"1aste materials me,y be 
obtained through a study of the processes utilized and the 
tolerances required. 
(1) Select fabricating operations that produce 
little or no vte.ste rna terial. 
Avoid, if possible, process-designs 
that require removal of much matal 
by machining. For example, don't 
bore out a hollo~..-J cylinder '::hen tubing 
can be used, or when tp.e hole can be 
cored in a casting operation.. Study 
the list of processes that cc:m turn 
out a part of not too complex design 
in approximately final form, '':ithout 
requiring much subsequent machining, 
such as die casting, mold casting, 
po1·:der metallurgy, cold heading, drop 
forging, etc .• 
(2) Specify tolerances so as to insure that 
extra amounts of metal are removed only 
1._rhere necessary. 
. . 
In other i":ords, ee.ch surface should 
be considered as to ~hether it is criti-
cal or working, on the one hand, or non-
'tJOrking on the other e.:dd the tolerances 
should be so set that no excess metal 
vJill be removed that is ~ot absolutely 
necessary. 
(3) Design so as to emlJl.oy standard parts and 
tools wherever possible. 
a. It may be possible to avoid grinding, 
macr·ining, or slitting to specie.l sizes .. 
b. Above all, remember that design practice 
can be just as important as production 
practice in reducing or avoiding scrapped 
or wasted parts and materials. 
III !~aterial and '!'ool ~'ifastes in Particular 
Operations .. 
The foregoing has been a discussion of material 
'traste in machine shop operations in generel.. Ho~11ever, there 
are v:astes o:.e materials a.nd tools ·1Jhich are common to only 
one~ particular operation.. rrhese viastes ",·!ill be discussed 
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from the viei·ipoint of the cause of the 1:.'aste and the remedial 
steps v;rticb may be· tal-;:en to prevent, eliminate, or reduce the 
v1aste as it occurs in the various opere.t:}ons. 
A. ~~aterial e.nd Tool \!haste in Turnin~ 
•rurning operations involve so many varialvles that 
it is virtually impossible to make specific recommendations 
that YOUld ap1::ly to all conditi·)nS., Since excessive heat is 
one of the gree.test d:i.fficulties to overcome in turning oper-
ations, the follo-,•::i.ng five simple points, carefully checked, 
often represent the dift'erence -beti·Jeen a slo';i or fast job -
and a good or poor finish: 
First : Select as large a tool as possible, because 
the life .of the cutting edge depends on 'good 
heat dissipation into the.bocy of the tool, 
as v:ell as into the ;~zork and cutting oil .. 
Second: To insure giving the cutting edge of the 
tool the maximum mechanical support, it is 
best to hold the· front cleara.nce angle to 
the minimum, ro'Ughly bet~·;een 7 and 10 degrees., 
r:~hird : Top ra1-re should be fairly steep.. 'l"ools 
•:lith e. '5 to 10 degree angle ;,dll generate 
less heat and 1:Jill be freercutting., 
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Generous chip curlers or chip breakers 
are also a decided advantage. 
Fourth: Use finishing cuts for very close toler-
ances.. If the :,,ork cuts to e. taper, it 
is recommended to turn to within .00318 
or .005u of' finished size, then take e. 
light finishing cut at a fairly high speed. 
Fifth : Most steels take a goJd finish quite 
easily and on the light cuts a good 
coolant that l.i\l"ill carry a." .. :ay the heat 
is more important than a lubricant. 
A discussion of the more im1Jortant causes of material 
and tool ivaste found to exist in turning operations f'ollo'<~'s: 
Trouble or 
~Lse of ~.'Taste 
1. Tool heats badly. 
2. Cutting edge of tool 
breaks off .. 
:;. Chips pile on top of 
·tool. 
Correction or Remedial Action 
Is the tool heavy enough? Does 
the tool h~tve enough mass to carry 
off generated heat? 
Cooling agent should be checked to 
insure that it is capable of carry-
ing off the generated heat. 
Tool may have been ground on too 
coarse a grinding "~heel. 
Not enou~h mechanical sunport due 
to grinding a la.rge conca.vi ty in 
the front clearance of the tool. 
Use a straight angular grind :·;i th 
minimum clearance of 7 to 10 degrees. 
Top rake angle of tool not steep 
enough. Should be 5 to 10 degree 
angle. 
Also indicFtes need of chip curler. 
If a chip curler is being used, it 
is not deep and Nide enough. 
Stoning the top rake angle to a 
fine smoothness helr·s chips slide 
off .. 
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Materia.l and Tool "da.stes in Turning OPerations 
Trouble or 
Cause of l·la.ste Correction or Remedial Action 
Tool may be set too low., (See 
Figure 34 a, b, and c.,) 
4.. ·r:ork cuts \"Ti th taper., Rough turn to "v•ri thin .. oo;," or 
.005" of' finished size and then 
take-light finishing cut at fast 
speed., 
5.. Poor or rough finish., 
6., Cannot hold close 
tolerances., 
7. Tool R:ldes 1·~ork. 
8., -:~ork glazes or 
hardens. 
Check cooling agent to insure its 
c8pability of carrying a~t;·ay the 
generated heat,. 
cut:ina tool should be checked .. 
If groUnd on coarse grit l:!heel 
and not stoned, this is a natural 
result., 
Cut may be too heavy. 
Stock may be too soft., 
Close tolere.nces are. not readily 
obtainable on heavy cuts. 
Machine to ~·iithin .003" or .. oos•• 
of finished size end tolerance 
reauired a':ld then take a she.ve .or 
finishing cut ~,,i th fairly fa.st speed .. 
Have lubricant on the thin side 
for cooling purposes. 
Tool not sharp enough. 
Top rake angle of' tool not steep 
enough. 
Look for pla.y or loo.seness in tool 
or machine., 
Tool may be either dull or riding 
too f'ar .above the center of the 
\-IOrk .. (See Figure 34 a, b, an.d c.,) 
The use of a solid type steady-rest 
vJill glaze or '.·~orl~-harden Job - -
change to rollsr ty.pe steady-rest. 
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Figure 34 
~tting of Lathe Tools in Relation to Centers 
a .. 
Point·of Tool Height of Center 
Good 
b .. 
Point of Tool Above Center 
Very Bad 
c, 
Point of Tool Belo1'J Center 
Very Bad 
Material and Tool ~~iastes in Turning Operations 
Trouble or 
Cause of ~'raste 
10, Cannot take finish 
cut close enough for 
threading., 
Correction or Remedie.l Action 
Rake angle may be too small. 
Side clearance should be checked. 
Stock may be too soft. 
Carriage assembly may be loose, 
Cutting edge of tool may be set 
belo\·J center line., (See Figure 
34 a, b, and c.,) 
Stock may be too soft or the cut 
may be too heavy., 
Add a fast shaving operation, taking 
a light, fast finishing cut., 
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Material and Tool 'tiaste in Turning Operations 
Trouble or 
Cause of \aste 
11. Tool burns .. 
12. Excessive tool v;ear .. 
13.. Chatter marks on the 
l··rork. 
14. Tools heat exces-
sively and finish is 
rough. 
15.. Double chips .. 
Cor~ction or Remedial Action 
Cooling agent may ba too thin. 
Cooling agent may not be properly 
directed. (See Figures 29 a~ b, 
and c and Figure 35.) 
Spindle speed may be too high. 
Material may be too hard for type 
of tool being used .. 
Generally an indication of too 
rich a mixture of cutting fluid .. 
Fluid may not be properly directed. 
(See Figures 29 a, b, and c and 
Figure 35 .. ) 
Tool not held tight in fixture, 
causing vibration. 
Tool not properly set ~:.ri th center 
line of "mrk.. (See Figure 34 a, 
b~ and c.) 
Excessive clearance angles tend 
to cause chatter .. 
Too heavy a cut or too light a 
machine can cause chatter .. 
Check for looseness in the tool 
holder. 
A roller type steady-rest ':rill 
help prevent chatter. 
Not enough clearance angle on the 
tool, causing it to rub against 
the iriork, c:ree.ting friction heat"' 
Tool me.y be dull .. 
This occurs vihen the tool has a 
chip groove which is carried through 
the front of the tool.. Can be over-
come by proper regrinding. 
Figure 35 
Right and ~'lrong •,ray of Feeding the Lubricant 
to the Cutting Tool. 
Coolant Should be Auplied Directly to the Point ,.,:here the 
Chip is Formed and Removede 
B. Material and Tool Waste in Drilling. 
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Drilling is one of the most common and yet most 
important jobs of machining, as later operations are fre-
quently located from the first drilled hole. Accuracy, 
therefore, is vital. Like all machining operations, drilling 
also presents a housekeeping problem. Chips must be kept 
avray from the "~-'rork, because they can act as t:m abrasive and 
dull the drill. 
In any drilling operation, the following factors 
are impo rte,n t : 
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The 1.vork must be kept clean. 
Drills must be carefully selected emd 
properly ground .. 
Tools must be properly a,ligned and the 
vwrk firmly supported. 
Stream of lubricant must be properly 
directed .. 
The depth of the hole to be drilled 
controls the number of bites required., 
A discussion of the more important causes of 
material 'r:aste and tool \l'iaste found to exist in drilling 
operations follows: 
Trouble or 
Cause of 1tlaste 
1. Broken drills .. 
2., Drills viill not enter 
the \'rork .. 
3. Poor cutting results 
on certain materials. 
Correction or Remedial Action 
Drills should be chucked. as short 
as possible to stop flexing or 
1::eaving .. 
Dull drills are apt to break. 
The speed o~ the drill should be 
checked. Speeds that· are too sl01.'1 
or too fast •:.:ill cause drills to 
break .. 
Check clamp and drill fixtures 
for rigidity, tightness, and 
backlash .. 
Be sure that the chips are,not 
packing. 
If the c,'eb (point) is too ::ide, 
it •,Jill glaze the ';Iork.. Drills 
are designed to have a web thick-
ness of 12i% of their diameter. 
The trouble is usually found to 
be in the point angle of the drill. 
The hardness or softness of the 
material determines the point 
angle.. Drill manufacturers recom-
mend a 150 degree point angle for 
manganese steels, 140 degrees for 
stainless steels, and 118 degrees 
for carbon steels. 
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Trouble or 
Cause of' vraste. 
4. Drills 1vear undersize 
quickly .. 
5. Rough surface in 
finished hole. 
6. Ch2nge in chip form-
ation l;ihile drilling. 
7. Hole drills oversize. 
Correction or Remedial Action 
This condition usually results 
from either poor lubrice,tion or 
from e. lubricant vrhich is too rich 
and should be thinned down. 
An undersized drill jig ~·Jill 
cause i'lear on a drill .. 
This is generally due to too fast 
a feed. ~ry higher speed and a 
slo,,·;er feed. 
Check drill for proper grinding. 
Check lubricant for proper volume, 
being sure that enough reaches the 
drill. 
Foor chip elimination may be a 
cause .. 
Check the entire setup, including 
the me,chine .. 
If the job has been running satis-
factorily, this is an indication 
that the condition of the drill 
has changed. Look for a dull or 
chipped drill. 
Che.ck machine S'".'indle for excess 
vi ear, and the jig bushing for a 
sloppy fit.. If these are all right, 
the trouble lies '.d th the drill., 
Check the lip length of the drill .. 
OVersized holes are caused if the 
lips are not equal in length. 
This condition thro'.-iS t.he point 
off center. 
C. Material and Tool ·,·:-aste in ].filling Operations 
In milling, as ·r;ell as in any other machining 
operation, cleanliness is important and good housekeep.tng is 
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absolutely necessa~y" A chip or a speck: of dirt betv;een the 
spindle end the arbor or bet'.';een the cutter and the arbor can 
cause the cutter to run several thousandths out-of-true., 
Chips or dirt in 8T' slots can cause the fixture or clamping 
blocks to be out of alignma~t and so force the resulting cut 
out-of-square. 
A discussion of the causes of material and tool 
·,·Jaste in milling operations follows: 
Trouble or 
Cause of. •;.faste 
1. Excessive vibration. 
2. Cuts not straight. 
3., work piece slips. 
4. EXcessive chatter., 
Correction or Reme~ia!_~ction 
Check clearan.ce, especially on 
cutters with more than one cutting 
surface., If clearance is not suf-
ficient, rubbing will cause vi-
bration. 
Check lubricant., 
the result of too 
not carrying a'.'Iay 
enough., 
Binding may be 
heavy an oil, 
the beat fast 
Checl-;: ho~v the v;ork is clamped., 
The •.-:orkpiece can be sprung from 
over tightening of the clam"? or 
vise. 
Some pieces, due to shape, are 
hard to hold. Often, a piece of 
paper slipped under the vrork ,,,;ill 
help to prevent slipping. 
If the cutter is sharp; clearances 
are sufficient; and lubrication is 
correct, the job requires a cutter 
·which has a shearing action that 
cuts more freely. 
Look for backlash in the machine, 
a loose arbor, or a i'lOrn shank on 
the cutter. 
Check the cutter for nicks. A 
nick leaves a high spot and causes 
the cutter to '.'JOrk loose. 
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Material and Tool ~aste in Milling Operations 
Trouble or 
Cause of if!aste 
5e Cutter does not run 
true. 
6. ':!ork cuts out-of-
square. 
7. Work burnishes. 
8. Poor or rough finish-
ing cut. 
9. Indication of high 
pressure on cutter. 
Correction or Remedial A~~ 
Generally, this is due to poor 
housekee~ing. Cleanliness is of 
major importance. Dirt or a fine 
chip can be caught between the 
arbor and the spindle or bet;·1een 
the cutter and the arbor. This 
vrill cause the cutter to run sev-
ere.l thousandths out of true. 
Also, a sprung arbor or a burred 
spacer "'rill cause the same trouble. 
Again, good housekeeping. This 
can be from chi!"S bet't.reen the work 
~d the fixture or chins and dirt 
in the 'T' slots, causing misalign-
ment ':Jhen clamping the fixture., 
Brush or blo':·z eJ.l the chips av.ray 
before mounting a ne-vJ lflOrk piede. 
The cut is too light and the cutter 
is not biting into the "~ilOrk. In-
crease the depth of the cut. 
The last cut 1,\ras too he~vy. Take 
a lighter cut and increase the 
speed for better finish., 
Check for a dull milling cutter. 
Feed may:be too high. 
Surface speed may be too low. 
Increase the surface speed slov11ly 
until the proper speed is ascer-
tained• 
Cha.nge to a cutter vJi th coarser 
teeth., Too many teeth me.y be cut-
ting at the same time. A coarser 
tooth cutter ~~rill allo1tJ more space 
bet't'reen teeth and relieve chip 
packing, l'lhich is caused by lo~·J oil 
pressure· or misdirected flo·w not 
't';ashing the chips from cutter teeth. 
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D. Material and Tool Waste in Broaching Onerations 
Broaching, of all machine onerations, is the one 
\>Jhere good housekeeping is most essential.. Not only should 
the broach teeth be brushed often, but broaching machines 
present many ple,ces "tli th relatively small clearances ivhere 
chi:ps may lodge and jam, causing de.mage to the machine and. 
the broach. Chips are unavoidetble and are broachingts 
greatest menace .. 
A discussion of the causes of material and tool 
".·:aste found to exist in broaching operations follo'::s: 
Trouble or 
Cause of v:aste Correction or Remedial Action 
1. Broken teeth on broach .. Packing of chips due to improper 
grinding of the broach may be a 
cause fo1 .. broken teeth .. 
Chip packing can occur Khere a 
continuous chip is being produced 
e~d the proper clearance has not 
been provided for it .. 
In surface broaching, a large 
error in alignment can .thro1'i 
too heavy a load on the teeth, 
causing breakage .. 
Ab1ays check the holder for 
straight travel ·before a part 
is actually broached. 
~~en placing broach inserts in a 
holder, be sure that everything is 
clean and free from grit or chips. 
Foreign matter can force inserts 
out of line .. 
Check steps of inserts with a dial 
indicator: A small difference in 
their height may tear teeth .. 
Material end Tool ~aste in Broaching Onerations 
Trouble or 
Cause of ~'iaste 
2. P~or finish and a 
variation in size on 
the broached surface. 
3. Drifting in internal 
broaching .. 
Correction or Remedial Action 
Look for loose work-holding clamps. 
Check loading fixture and seating 
of vmrk piece.. Improper loading 
and chip accumulation are causes .. 
Check the center of the starting 
hole.. It is probably not central-
ized with the broach center. 
4. Excessive wear and This may be caused by driffing. 
dulling of broach teeth. 
Round or spline broach 
cutting off center. 
Chatter marks. 
7. Parts \·rill not hold 
to size. 
e. Tearing and/or heavy 
burrs. 
Also, check lubricant. If too 
thin, cut back vJith base oil.. 
This is caused by drifting. On 
round holes, one side does not 
clean up.. On spline broaches, 
the splines v;ill be eccentric. 
See above recommendation to 
eliminate drifting. 
Inserts may have feather edges 
and require stoning., 
·.,?ork me.y not be held tight enough. 
Part vibrates from forcing cut. 
Chatter marks can also develop 
from using too light e. machine. 
Check the hydraulic system of the 
machine. 
Look for something loose \'Ibile the 
broach is cutting. 
The 1r1ork may be springing due to 
the cutting force. 
Checlt the ':iork-holding cle.mps to 
insure that they are strong enough. 
Soft steel is draggy and can be 
the cause of this condition. 
E. Jiaterial and Tool \<Taste in Reaming Operations .. 
A frequent source of trouble in machine reaming is 
caused -,,Jhen the axis of the spindle is not in propel"' align-
ment \·ri th the exis of the reamer. This conc1i tion is easy to 
detect and should be corrected promptly.. T't!O noticeable 
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types of misalignment occur, namely~ parallel and angular. 
Corrections for either or both must sometimes be made at the 
ss.me time.. Causes for misalignment~ singly or in combination~ 
can be due to ~r~eor in the >;Jays of the machine 9 'tiear or dirt 
in the sleeve or tool clamp~ or poor leveling of the machine .. 
These troubles are generally indicated when a rigidly held 
reamer produces a poor finish and oversized or eccentric 
holes - especially at the start of a new hole. 
Th::re are several methods of correcting misalign-
ment., First, check the machine and tool holders for dirt, 
chips, 1'/0rn sleeves~ or '::om bushings.. If the trouble is 
found here, it can be corre.cted quickly., Second, check 
turret lathes and multi-spindle automatic machines for ::om 
\vays and improper indexing. A quick v1ay to correct for these 
cono.i tions and get the job in alie:...nment is to use floating 
holders.. It should be noted that some floating holders com-
pensate only for parallel misalignment, l':hile other correct 
for both pa.rallel and angular misalignment., In some· ca,ses, 
misalignment can be corrected simply by inserting a blank 
!bushing in the tool holder and reboring it from the head 
stock., 
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Since reaming is usually the last machining 
operati::>n v1hen prepe~ring a hole in metal stock 9 ample mat-
erial must be left from previous machining to Dermit the 
reamer to talre a de:fini te cut.. This is a protection against 
dragging or riding, vJhich ~:,reduce rapid 'Vfear and failure of 
the ree,mer. .Allo-.,;ing the reamer to take a definite cut also 
avoids burnishing, \·Jhich results in undersize holes e.nd 
rapid reamer v-;ear. 
A check-list of the causes of material and tool 
':la.ste found to exist in reaming operations follo•:iS: 
Trouble or 
Cause of ·::a.ste 
1. cutting edges of the 
reamer bum .. 
2a Cutting edges of the 
reamer viear badly or 
dull rapidly. 
3. Hole cuts eccentric. 
Correction or Remedial Action 
Spindle speed may be too fast. 
Check lubrication 9 as a good 
coolant is necessary. May be 
usin~ too rich a mixture and 
need~to thin it out in order to 
facilitate heat removal. 
Check lubricant as it may be too 
rich and may need to ba thinned. 
Sulphur is an abrasive and if the 
mixture is hee.vy •:; i th sul1)hur , 
it vTill '\•rear away the cutting 
edges of the tool rapidly .. 
The reamer should not be rotated 
bacln.rard to remove it from the 
ho1e. It should either be passed 
completely through the hole or 
-v;i thdra,.Jn l'ii thout stopping forv1ard 
rotation., 
A poor start means a poor job. 
Check the alignment of the 1:1ork 
...,;1 th the tool. Misalignment may 
be due to poor ~rwrl<;:-hold.ing fixtures .. 
Fine chips and incorrect setting 
will also cause this trouble. 
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Trouble or 
Cause of \·Taste 
4. Rough finish. 
5. Chatter mar1{S., 
6. rr;ork &de.zes or 
burnishes. 
Tool marks in finished 
reamed hole. 
~~ction or Remedial Action 
If the reamer is sharp and is 
correctly ground and the lubri-
cant action is satisfactory, re-
duce the spindle speed., 
Check the lands of the reamer .. 
They may be too 1tdde and may be 
rubbing, causing chatter marks .. 
May also be caused by a dull 
reamer, or a drilled hole to 
le.rge to allo1:.r the reamer to 
get a good bite .. 
There is less tendency for 
chs.tter marks vri th spiral fluted 
reamers .. 
Check the rigidity of the tool 
holder. 
The reamer is not biting in deep 
enough to get a good cut. Acts 
like letting a dt'ill Cl.1::ell and 
results in work-hardenin~ the 
v:ork surface.. A deeper bite 
'lt'lill usually correct this fa.ul t., 
The reamer \'las ground I'Ii th too 
coarse a grinding ,,.Theel. Use a 
fine grit, free cutting grinding 
v.rheel, being careful not to burn 
the edges of the reamer. 
It is characteristic for tools to 
leave the pattern of the grinding 
.,,;heel on the part. 
OH..\PTER VII 
\>l.A.STES OTHER TP..AN MAT.ERIALS 
IN 
¥~CHINE SHOp-OPERATIONS 
I. Types of vfastes Other Than Materials '"!aste. 
Any investigation of waste in machine shop oper-
ations would be incomplete without a ceraful perusal of all 
types of v.Taste •t!hich can occur in industry as a 'lfthole or in 
machine shops in particular., Types of 1r;aste other than the 
1·rastes of materials and tools are extremely di:fficul t to 
eve.luate financially because of the lack of information and 
statistics maintained concerning these types of v.zaste .. 
Liker::ise 111 they are also difficult to allocate according to 
responsibility for their crea.tione However, it is clee,rly 
evident that in rne.ny cases the responsibility for these 
types of 'Haste is inder::-d dual in character.. Especially is 
this true if management has recognized these \nJasteful con-
ditions and has instituted controls designed to minimize 
their results, and ~hese controls have been ignored or not 
enforced by the supervisory staff and the machine operators 
at the lo'.-:er echelons., 
.A.r.aong these v·iastes 1'l0Uld be included: {1) the 
•:raste of manpo;,v-er, (2) the vra.ste of machinery and equip-
ment, {3) the v;aste of v;orkspace, (4) the waste of time, 
(5) the vrastes resulting from non-cooperation, and (6) the 
wastes resulting from accidents .. 
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1. The rlaste of }..[anpo~ 
Present day shortages of manpov1er require that 
management malte the most effective use possible of the skill, 
a.bili ty, and intelligence of every 'I:JOrker. •;•?aste of' manpO'."ler 
can adversely affect the profit-producing potential of any 
industrial concern. 
The follc:rvJing is a check list of' the ma.ny o:Jays in 
'.'lhich ma.npov1er is ';vasted.. Most of these reasons and causes 
of manpm·Jer l··ua~te could be eliminated by proper use of the 
fundamentals of' job rating, methods study, motion a.nd. time 
study, incentive v1a.ge payments, and better planning a.nd 
policy formulation and ad~inistration on the part of' manage-
ment and the supervisory staff. 
A.. ~1annm1er \~astes ':"?hich Could Be Eliminated 
By Better Job Rating Procedures. 
a. Putting a i•iorlrer on a job that he cannot 
he.ndle ~;1 thout physical stre.in .. 
b,. Failure to take into consideration the 
qualifications and ability necessary to 
perform a given job. 
c.. PUtting a man of initiative on a monot-
onous repetitive job,. 
d.. Tee.ming up men 'iiho are not congenial or 
":ihO ca:nnot vJOrk efficiently together .. 
e.. PUtting men on hazardous jobs v1ithout 
proper sa.fety instructions and equ:ipment. 
B.. an. ovJer Trlastes '~'.rlhich Coul.d be Eliminated by' 
er Use and ApPlication of Methods and 
Motion and Time Study. 
a. Using job methods that require a,'\:"Jk;va.rd 
body position, excessive reaching, or 
needless lifting. 
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b., Permitting men to develop v10rk habits that 
do not malre fUll use of both hands. 
c., Unhandy arrangement of the vc'Orkplace .. 
d., Tools, materials, and supplies incon-
ve.ntently located. 
e., SlovJing d0'1·m of men as a result of· the 
use of v1rong tools. 
f. Including superfluous or useless move-
ments in an operation. 
g.. Inefficient sequence of operations in 
performing an operation. 
h.. Permitting the hand or transporting 
device to come baclt empty 1:rhen it could 
be transporting something both ·r;ays., 
i. Needless backtracking and avoidable 
changes of direction in the performance 
of a job., 
C.. JllianPO't;er '{w;astes ~:!b.ich Could be Eliminated b;y 
Better Use of ~age Incentive Plans. 
a. Use of wage incentives that fail to 
stimulate a man's best efforts. 
b. Ina de qua te re':lard for extra effort. 
c., Failure to define the output expectations 
on each job .. 
D.. Manpo·1tler lfastes }fuich Could be Eliminated by: 
Better Planning and Policy Fo;rmulation and 
Administration on the Part of Management and 
the Supervisory Staff. 
a. Failure to check carefully to be sure 
that the vwrker thoroughly understands 
instructions and is capable of carrying 
them out. 
b., Lack of interest on the part of the 
worker because of poor supervision. 
c.. Permitting grievPnces to go unconsidered .. 
d. Failure to give credit where credit is due. 
e. Failure to make certain that each operator 
understands the part that he personally 
must play 1n maintaining the departmental 
output .. 
f., Uneven distribution of the 'V'rork load among 
the opere.tors .. 
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g., Partiality in the assignment of tasks so 
that one man feels that he is being imposed 
upon 'lfJi th more than his sh~tre of the • dirty 
work 8 or tough assignments., 
h. Failure to arouse in each worker a feeling 
of pride in the accomplishments of the de-
partment as a >'!hole., 
i. Failure to control turnover of capable and 
experienced operators .. 
j. Too much 'bossing• and not enough intelligent 
direction .. 
k., Not lteeping promises that could be fulfilled. 
1., Failure to get full production as quickly 
as possible from nevr vJOrkers by using care-
less or lax methods of instruction .. 
m.. Lack of interest in an operator's progress 
and personal attitude., 
2., The Waste of Machinery and Equipment 
The follmrJing are some preventable causes of v1aste 
and excessive •,.;ear of machinery and equipment i.tJbich have not 
already been developed. The blame for the existence of these 
causes for v1aste rests almost entirely '•li th mElnagement .. 
a.. Poor instruction of operators in the 
proper use and capacity of the various 
me.chines .. 
b. Failure to malte regular examinations of 
Nire ropes, belts, chain drives, gear 
drives, conveyors, and lubrication systems. 
c.. Lack of cooperation ~r;i th the maintenance 
denartment in the unkeep, renair, and 
painting of machinery and equipment .. 
d... Neglecting machines "lhich are not in use, 
such as failure to protect idle machinery 
from \'Teather, dust, dirt, rust, fumes, or 
acids. 
e.. Failure to inspect for lubrication of all 
moving parts of machinery. 
f. Failure to plan v1o:rk so that full and. 
proper use may be made of all the avail-
able machinery a·,,d equipment .. 
g. Scrapping machinery and equipment that 
could be repaired. 
3. The Waste of Workspace. 
'r"'orkspace is at a premium today.. :Management needs 
to make the best possible use of every square foot of space .. 
Anything less than the best use of s9ace is a form of pre-
ventable •tHaste. 
Responsibility for the viaste of i~JO:rkspace ma.y 
generally be divided bett'leen the planning and layout of the 
shop and tne policy formula.tion and administration, both 
functions of management .. 
A. ~'faste of VJorksnace Tr?hich May be Eliminated by 
Better Planning and Layout of the Shop. 
a.. ~'irong placement of machines and other 
permanent equipment. 
b. Locating lockers, oil tanks, benches, emd 
stock supplies in inconvenient places .. 
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c.. AllO't•Ting unused machinery and equipment 
to take up valuable floor space .. 
d. Allowing 'dark spots• with insufficient 
illumination to result in the inefficient 
utilization of such space. 
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B.. 1~8.ste of \'lorkspace "·'hich Could. Be Eliminated by 
Better Polic:r Formulation.and Adm!nistration., 
a. Scattering or placing tools~ machines~ 
supplies~ materials, pa,rts, and portable 
equipment around work~ in aisles, or 
other spaces where a clear space is needed. 
b .. Allowing operators to leave portable tools, 
ladders, materials, and. materials handling 
equi-pment in the way of other ''"orkers. 
c" Failure to keep passage~1ays clear. 
d.. Collecting scrap piles in places valuable 
for productive pur,oses .. 
4. The ~·Taste of Time .. 
Time is the easiest thing to ~.{a.ste., It slips S'I:Jay 
unless careful s-ppervision is exercised to make the best use 
of every minute., 
Through the years, a great deal of material has 
been published concerned irlith the ...,raste of time.. Frederick 
Taylor in his treatise on 1Shop Management• discussed the 
slow pace adopted by machine operators by classifying it as 
either natural or systematic soldiering.. According to Taylor, 
natural soldiering ~as caused by the natural instinct of men 
to take it easy; and systematic soldiering '::as brought about 
by the v;orkmen 's relations with oth•r men.* 
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Of more recent date, 'f:!r .. Tell Bema, General Manager 
of the Nationel AssociPtion of Machine Tool Builders, had the 
follo\•Jing to say in a letter commenting on an outline of this 
thesis:* 
Another thing which you do not touch upon 
is the deliberate intention of machine oner-
ators not to produce up to a reasonable speed. 
This is not altogether chargeable to the union, 
although I thinlt the unions are at fault for 
not having straightened out the thinking of' 
their members. It comes from the Industrial 
Revolution in England and for all I know, 
even before that.. There seems to be a feeling 
that there is in this \·Torld just so much 1-1ork 
to be done and therefore if T:ie dre.g it out V'Je 
have employment for a longer neriod of' time. 
I ',ias taught that as a carpenter's apprentice 
in Ithaca in 1908 by an old carpenter ·:1ho 
never belonged to a union, but v1ho got it from 
his father and his grandfather. It is a very 
potent source of loss in industry.. It is a 
misunderstanding that has been sanctioned by 
no less an authority than the United States 
Government.. It is economic nonsense and it 
ought to be straightened out." 
Regardless of the opinions of' the b;o learned 
gentlemen as expressed above, it ":JOUld seem that the -tlaste 
of time could be alloca.ted in part to a general lack of 
planning on the part of management, poor supe~rision on the 
part of the supervisory staff, as ':rell as to the operators 
themselyes. 
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A. Causes of Time ~aste -~ich Mar be Eliminated by 
Better Planning on the yart of' Mana~ement. 
a.. Failure to educate ':Torkers about the 
falla.cies of the 1lump of labor a theory., 
b. Lack o£ proper planning which causes the 
operators to ~:1ait for v.rork bet':ieen jobs 
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or to 1.1ait for materials, or l"Ihioh reouires 
the operator to spend excess time cogitat-
ing. 
c. Failure to :ple.n labor needs in advance so 
s.s to heve men ready to carry out '•'Iork 
schedules. 
d. Keeping too ms.ny men on a jobe 
e. Failure to check up and do everything 
poss:i.ble to correct and reduce absenteeism. 
f. Assigning men to lWrk for which they are 
not physically fit. 
g. Allo':iing conditions to exist 'rJhich result 
in excessive fatigue '1'1hich slo·ws workers 
d0\1n tO'\'H3.rd the end o£ the shift e 
B. Causes of Time ~rfaste ~zC'hich :t-!ay be E~iminated by 
Better SuPervisory Policies. 
b .. 
e., 
Failure on the supervisor•a part to 
thoroughly understand orders and instructions 
received., 
Failure to make orders and instructions 
clear to the operators. 
Failure to insist tha.t tools, supplies, 
materials, and portable equipment be kept 
in proper places. 
Not seeing that men are sunnlied "tli th 
proper too~s and equipment.for each job. 
All01Hing 1vorkers intentionally to do less 
r,vork then they are capable of doing. 
Delay in making decisions. 
Failure on the supervisor's part to 
organize his· ov.rn time and \'iOrlt .. 
C. Causes of Time Waste ~~Ihich ~r.a:v be Elimins,ted by 
Securing Better Onerator Co-operation .. 
a. Failure of vJOrkers to start punctually. 
b.. Lack of mow ledge of 11hat constitutes a 
full day is v1ork.,. 
c. Early quitting to 'beat the clock 8 • 
d. Unnecessary visiting and conversation on 
the job.,. 
e. Failure to follow instructions.,. 
f.,. Not keeping tools handy and in order .. 
g. Doing personal v;ork. 
h. Not reporting promptly when '\!IOrl{ is 
done so th~.t other i.vork can be assigned. 
i. Taking more time than is needed ·,·!hen 
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filling out reports, records and requisitions. 
j. ~1istakes ~·Ihich necessitate doing i.·mrk over .. 
k.. Inefficient v;ork ha'bi ts •. 
1. Taking time to do a better or finer job 
than is necessary .. 
m.. Not giving all possible cooperatiOn to 
fellov: v1orkers, supervisors, inspectors, 
or nei."i' help .. 
n. Improper care or operation of machines 
resulting in lov.r ou·ttput or breakdo~vn. 
o.. Failure to report promptly vihen repairs 
a,re needed.,. 
p. Waiting at tool cribs and stockroomse 
q., Unnecessary handling of material or parts. 
5. Ihe Wastes Resulting From Non-Cooperation. 
Men itiorkin; together can accomplish effective 
results. r~ren v:rorking at cross purposes can 1:raste much in 
terms of time, material, manpov1er 11 and production .. 
Cooperation must operate along a two-way street. 
It must be mutual. In no case can it be one-sided .. 
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The follmd.ng is a list of causes of non-cooperation 
which result in waste. Practically all of these practices are 
found at· the supervisory and managerial levels, although they 
may be found at the lower levels of production as well. 
a. Failure to cooperate l\i th other supervisors 
and deps.rtments. 
b.. Failure to cooperate ;;rith clerical., engineer-
ing, sales, accounting, and employment depart-
ments., 
Co Lacl{ of thorough Ul'l.derstanding of comna.ny 
policy and the failure to explain this policy 
to the workers. 
d. Failure to deal sensibly 1.;i th gossip and 
talebearing .. 
e., Failure to encourage \-JOrkers to offer 
suggestions coupled 1d th failure to listen 
open-mindedly 1tlhen the "'>·rorkers do offer 
suggestions. 
f., Failure to consider or refer to the proper 
authority all usable suggestions no matter 
\·Ihere they may come from. 
g. Passing the buck to other supervisors, to 
'::orkers, or to executives above. 
h. Not adequately representing the workers' 
viei•Ipoints to management .. 
i. Permitting the attitude of disgruntled 
employees to disaf'fect the attitude o:r 
other employees. 
j.. Failur~ on the part of supervisors to give 
full support to unpopular company regulations 
or to help to correct such regulations. 
k.. Failure to promote friendliness and cooper-
ation among employees .. 
1., Thoughtless criticism by the supervisor of 
any company policy or of any individual in 
the organization. 
m. Not cooperating '1t7holeheartedly irJi th rnans.ge-
ment in its educational activities as carried 
on through training plans, bulletin boards, 
employee magazines, suggestion systems, safety 
campaigns or regulations, or group discussion 
meetings .. 
n. Failure to recognize the interdependence of 
departments and supervisors upon one another. 
o. Putting personal likes end dislikes ahead of 
the interests of the organization .. 
6" The 1:7astes Resulting From Accidents 
·r:ork accidents constitute another form of 1::aste 
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which is not often recognized as such. Accidents are v:aste-
ful because they consume time, they interfere 1tJi th production, 
they damage machinery, tools, and equipment, they cause in-
surance rates to rise, a~d they prevent trained personnel 
from carrying on 'Hi th their regular duties. 
Except in cases of \\anton and flagrant disregarcl 
for existing safety regulations on the part of operators, 
the responsibility for vJasteful accidents can, in most cases 3 
be le.id at the feet of the supervisory and ma.nagerial staff. 
The follov;ing are causes of v~asteful accidents: 
a. Failure to recognize accident prevention as 
a part of production" 
b. Failure to give all employees thorough 
instruction in safe operating practices. 
c. Failure to install mechanical safeguards 
and keep them in use and repair. 
d. Allowing employees to v1ork •,Ji th guards 
out of ple,ce" 
e. Failure to display signs at proper places 
and to see that they are clean and legible" 
f. Poor housekeeping. 
g. Failure to underst~md a,:n.d give consideration 
to all the indirect costs of accidents. 
h. Lack of understanding as to v1hat constitutes 
an accident hazard. 
i. Failure to keep records of accidents, to ana-
lyze them, and to use the information gained 
to prevent future accidents. 
j. Not setting a good example in the matter of 
safe practices. 
k. Lack of reguletr and conscientious safety 
inspections. 
1. Failure to enforce all safety rules and 
regulations. 
m. All0'1Ting men to ';Jork "·'ithout necessary 
protective devices such as gloves, goggles, 
•::elding helmets, safety shoes, and safety 
belts, if appliceble. 
n. Failure of the supervisory staff to recognize 
its responsibility for accidents. 
o. Failure to stimulate end maintain the interest 
of the employees in accident prevention. 
p. Neglect of slight injuries. 
q. Failure of supervision to follov,-up safety 
instructions constantly to see that they 
are being follo\•red. 
r. Failure to sell each worker on the importance 
of safety to himself and his famj.ly. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
DISPOSllL OF bfASTED 14ATERIALS 
The collection, preparation, and disposal of 
1,·1asted and scrapped materials as a branch of me,terials 
handling has received little recognition in current publi-
cations or discussions held by the various engineering 
societies .. 
An analysis of the general flo':·: of scrap in any 
machine shop from the time of its generation through to its 
ultimate dis::.~osal •::ould i:ndiCR:te that this ;:)roblem should 
be discussed from the :f'ollo1dng vie"t,·.:poi:nts: the identif'i-
cation, separation, and segregation of the scrap and ~·<'asted 
material according to its cla.ssificPtion; the collection and 
handling of the scrap and wasted material; and its storage 
and handling prior to its ultimate disposal .. 
I.. Identification, Separation, and Segregation of 
the Scrapped and Wasted Material According to 
its Classification. 
It shou~d not be necessary to do more than mention 
the ti·Jo most vital reasons for thorough scrap segregation -
(1) failure to keep alloy grades segregated means that the 
scarce alloys are lost and appear in remelted metal as con-
taminants or impurities, rather than as useful alloying 
agents ; and ( 2) mixing of lov-;-grade scrap ·,ri th high-grade 
scrap means a loss of revenue to the scrap i)roducer, for 
the price he may receive from the consuming furnace is 
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usually the price for the loh;est grade of scrap contained in 
the shinment. 
It is important to the scrap producer to know the 
exact break-dov~;n of scrap classifications in the sera'!) market, 
for by making his Ol,;n segregation as close as is feasible to 
the classifications recognized by scrap dealers and consumers, 
he v~ill me,terially expedite the flov; of scrap and may increase 
his net return thereon. 
lJiany shops handling scrap metals stop at se:carating 
the ferrous grades from the non-ferrous grades and do not 
follo\'i through on the finer and more important job of segre-
gating scrap according to alloy. Scrap is not deemed to be 
segregated, whether in the form of borings~ turnings, solids, 
or other machinings, unless it consists of one alloy only, 
and is so identified and handled as to be accepted for re-
processing into metal of the original alloy specificat:i.ons 
·::i thout the necessity for other than routine inspection by 
the processor. When completely segregated~ if the volume 
of scra1) is sufficient to afford the time and expense in-
volved in total segregation, the scrap not only becomes 
more useful for direct reuse, but is also more readily sal-
able and will insure a greater financial return in scrap 
value. Thousands of dollars in added profits, together 
'tli th me.n and furnace hours, "b..ave been lost on this account. 
No matter ho·~v carefully instructions to avoid 
scrap mixups are heeded, some confusion.of scrap material is 
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certain to occur. An essential aid ~or any plant in avoiding 
or correcting such mixups is a plan for quick identi~ication 
of scrap metal. In most shons and for the majority of sort-
ing, checking, or identification problems that arise, three 
basic methods - magnetic testing, sparlr testing, and spot 
testing - will provide enough information for certain iden-
ti~ication. A brief description of the nractical procedures 
for each of these follov:s .. 
A. Magnetic Testing 
Jl.fagnetic testing consists merely of determ:ining 
';;hether or not the material is 8Ferro-:ma.gnetic •.. Among the 
alloys, the iron-base alloys such as cast iron, plain car-
bon, and lo•:J-alloy steels are most likely to be 8ferro-
magnetic8, although a fe~ nickel alloys are also magnetic. 
The magnetic test is best and simply carried out, 
vli th a. small permanent hand ma,gnet, It can serve only for 
an initial approxims .. tion classification of alloys, and 
never as a fin!:l test, except to separate b1o alloys of 
kno•:Jn composition, one being magnetic and the other non-
magnetic., 
B. Spark Testins 
Spark testing is based upon the fact that some 
metals, in the finely divided state, 1"i'ill oxidize rapidly in 
air \'ihen hee.ted to a high enough temperature. "'Yhen such mat-
erials are ground by a high-speed grinding vJheel , the :fine 
particles torn loose are oxidiz·ed and raised to an incandes-
cent temperature through the heat and friction of the :::heel"' 
Of the commercially important alloys, only those '.d th iron 
and nickel base compositions give characteristic sparks. 
Certain elements used. as alloying agents in steels impart 
ch~lre.cteristic and recognizable variations to the plain 
carbon steel sparks"' 
Proficiency in s::;arlr testing requires practice 
and reproducability of sna.rking rssul ts.. The li:2·hting con-
ditions should be approximately the same each time; sparks 
should be examined against a dark background. Care should 
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be taken to exert the same amount of presstwe over the same 
sparking area in each test.. Only i·ri th such reproducability 
or l'!i th a set of checking standards of known compositions, 
can spark testing be used for absolute identification, except 
as in magnetic testing, to d:i.stinguish bet· .. Jeen t':1o materials 
':Ihose compositions are kno1.·n. 
The spark test is best conducted on e. higa-speed 
pov·:er grinder, \'1i th the specimen held so that the S'lJI::lrks fly 
off horizontally. The preferable setup is to hold the metal 
part or tool stationary and touch it 1tii th the ¥rheel of a 
portable grinder., The surface speed should be approximately 
8000 feet per minute. A stationary grinder is satisfactory 
if care is taken to exert the same relative pressure in apply-
ing all specimens .. 
Contamination of the spark from particles retained 
in the wheel during previous spark tests on materials of 
different composition should. be avoided., Frequent dressing 
of :.~he ,..;heel \.;ill serve to eliminate such contamination. 
c. Chemical Spot-Testin~. 
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The chemical tests that may be used for sorting or 
final identification of materials range from simple drop tests 
v;hich shov.z reaction in the presence of specific acids, to 
scientifically :·:orked out spot tests 1i'Ihich determine the 
presence or absence of a snecific alloying element in a metal. 
Spot tests are based on the formation.of character-
istic colors or precipitates of the unkno·,.;n elements ·v;hen 
those elements react 'l?:i th various test reagents.. The tests 
may be carried out 'electrographically' on 'filter pa~er or 
on spot plates. 
The electrogra::::hic method consists in forming a 
sand;·;ich of the unknOi"ln material and a piece of alt.mlinum or 
platinum or other inert alloy on the outside, 'lii th t"!O pieces 
of filter paper mo..istened ·.·'ith an arpropriate solution bet"l:een 
the ti·.:o. The current from t-v;o dry cells is ·then passed through 
tee filter paper for a specified length of time, vri th the un-
known metal serving as the anode, and the inert metal as the 
cathode., The filter paper \\'ill thus be impregnated vJith dis-
solved matter from the unkno~n metal. The papers are removed 
from the sandtorich and treated ,,:ith suitable reagents to bring 
out the desired color reactions. 
!•Tore common is the solution method comprising the 
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placing of one or tvvo drops of an acid or an alkali on the 
metal surfaceo The subsequent spot tests to identify the WL-
kno-:?n ma,y be conducted on the metal surface itself, or by 
transferring the solution to a reagent impregnated filter 
paper, or by transferring it to a spot plate. Capillary 
tubes are best fo~ transferring, since minimum quantities 
of reagents and solutions give the best results. In certain 
sim:ole ce.ses, ·the solution and testing reactions may be 
carried out in test tubes. 
The Norton Company of ~·-orcester, Me,ssachusetts, 
has ;,;orlced out a vary comprehensive and highly effective 
'field of identification' system for identifying materials, 
assuming that their identity is completely unkno'::n to start 
':i th.. The method consists of, first, a magnetic test; second, 
a spark test;, and third, a series of .. ohemical spot tests., 
(1) If the unknO'•ln is non-magnetic, it is either 
a stainless steel of the a,usteni tic type, an c usteni tic cast 
iron, or a non-ferrous alloy.. It should then be spar!~: tested., 
(a) If the ma.teris,l is non-magnetic, and 1 ts 
spark test sho\'ITS orange-red sparks containing occasional forked 
bursts, it is most likely a stainless steel of austenitic 
type., Specific spot tests for chromium, nickel, e~d manganese, 
1:rill serve to show the type of stainless steel that it is .. 
(b) If the spark test gives a dull-red spark, 
the material is a non-ferrous alloy high in nickel content, 
such as Inconel, Hastelloy B, constanan, or Monel.. Specific 
spot tests v:ill then be necessary to reveal the presence of' 
chromium, iron, copper, or other alloying elements. 
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(c) If the material is both non-magnetic and 
non-sparking, it is either a copper, aluminum, magnesium, 
zinc, tin, or .lead base alloy. Usually it then may be quickly 
classified as to general type by its color, relative ¥I eight, 
and hardness, and spot tests may be carried out to verify 
the conclusions or to identify the individual alloy composition 
involved. 
Thus 11 a light·":teight alloy ~·:i th a gray luster is 
either an aluminum or a magnesium-base alloy. Then, a drop 
of concentrat.ed ni trio acid vvill react immediately \·Ji th the 
magnesium but not with the aluminum. 
If the material has a similar color and luster, 
but is relatively heavy, it is probably a zinc or tin-base 
alloy., TreatmE'nt ·dth concentrated nitric acid ms.y be help-
ful, f'or zinc alloys •,dll dissolve to cleer solution, :·.:hereas 
tin e.nd its alloys leave a ::hite residue or precipitate. 
If the non-magnetic and non-sparking material is 
heavy and dull-gray in color, it is probably lead or a lead-
base alloy. ~~'hen treated '•d th sulphuric acid such an alloy 
,,;ill leave a heavy ;;hite precipitate. 
If the non-magnetic and non-sparking material has 
a red to yello'"' color, it is a copper, a brass , or e. bronze .. 
Specific chemical spot tests for tin, zinc, lead, silicon, 
aluminum, beryllium, nickel, etc .. , 'i:ill reveal v'rhich of these 
the unknovin contains .. 
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(2) If the material is magnetic, it may be either 
a plain carbon or alloy steel of the ferritic engineering type, 
a tool-steel, plain or lov?-alloy cast iron, a chromium or 
chromium-iron alloy, pure nickel, a nickel-base alloy con-
taining more than 85 per cent nickel, or a hard-facing cobalt-
chromium-tungsten material. Spark tests should then be ap-
plied for further b:realtd.ovm .. 
(a) If the magnetic materie.l thro'·:s dull red 
sparks, the material is either nickel, high-nickel alloy, a 
hard-facing cobalt-chromium-tungsten steel, or a high-tungsten 
steel. Spot testing for nicl{el, cobalt, and tungsten vzill 
~rovide a check on any of these .. 
(b) If the magnetic material sparks profusely, 
it is either a plain carbon or lovJ-alloy steel, cast iron, 
high-chromium tool steel, or stainless steel. ~he actual 
spa.rk thro·:;n :may be of the greatest aid in further identifi-
cation - even to the extent of estimatin::; the carbon content. 
Of' course, final, positive identification in any 
case must usually be accomplished by means of' chemical spot 
tests. The reader is referred to pages 109 through 111 of 
the Salvage Manual for Industry, published by the ~~Tar Pro-
duction Board of the United States Government in 1943, for 
a more exhaustive survey of the numerous spark and chemical 
spot tests "Vlhich are available for use in determining the 
alloy content of unlmm1n met,a1s ·* 
* 100, p. 109-111 
II The Co~lectio 
':lasted Mate 
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The previous section has emphasized the importance 
from the vie\vpoint of scrap pricing as ,,,e~l as in the interest 
or the consuming furnace, of establishing reasonably narrm-1 
scrap-grade classifications.. Segrega.tio:n should then be car-
ried to a point in the shop where important savings of criti-
cal materials L~d alloys may be made. 
This section, therefore 9 •:Jill discuss the systems 
and methods that oen be used to assure segregation of scrap 
according to the classification schedule previovsly chosen, 
and to keep the scrap segregated until its ultimate disposal .. 
If the basic principles for doing this may be summarized in 
one sentence, it is: 
Frovide separate, plainly marked containers for 
each type of mf',terial right at the machi11e vJhere 
the scrap is generated, and remove or replace 
the containers as they become full or when the 
material in process is changed. 
The first thing to do is to determine the c~assifi-
cations of scrap v.;hich 1rJill be generated in the shop.. Then 
determine the department or location :VIhere it will be gener-
ated and approximate the quantities; provide adequate con-
tainers, properly marlted to receive each type of scrap, and 
be sure that each macb.ine opere.tor underste.nds the use of 
the containers and the types of material he is ':1orking vYitb. .. 
If the volume is great enough and a mechanical 
conveyor system is not utilized, the collection should be 
planned so that individual collectors h~;;ndle only certain 
materials. This avoids confusion as well as training the 
collectors to identify~ by sight, practically all materials 
assigned to them for collection. 
In shops where ferrous and non-ferrous metals are 
worked, it is highly advisable to use some type of magnetic 
separation as a final safeguard against contamination as 
well as full recovery. Several types of magnetic separators 
may be purchased commercially. 
Care must be talten to accomplish all collection~ 
storage~ and loading of scrap v;i th a minimum of handling.., 
The collection of metal from points of temporary storage 
near or at the machines should be frequent enough to pre-
vent the operators from mixing materials.. The temporary 
storage containers should be either painted or tagged or 
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in some way identified, so that the opera.tor and the collect-
or -vzill both continue the segregation of scrap. 
Actually, the complexity of the marking system 
referred to above is in proportion to the number of types 
of material processed and the type of production, Nhether 
(a) indefinitely repetitive on individual machines, or {b) 
involving frequent changes of materials on individual 
machines or in departments.. In any case, hoi:Jever, the :ra.,;;J 
material and the scrap material container at the machine 
that fabricates the material and the storage bin should all 
bear the same code , color, or name markings " . 'r'here depart-
mental or machine production is highly repetitive and only 
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one or a fe"V>r ma,terials are processed, these markings should 
be adequate and serve as a simple check on correct identifi-
cation. 
':·:i th respect to segregation e.t the machines, ··::hen-
ever a change of material is made, the operator may brush 
his machine off, empty the scrap collectin3 pan into the 
temporary container for that material, replace the pe.n, and 
ste.rt his 1:;orlt on a new job. This action is often consider-
ed a legitimate part of the ! tear-do-~·;n • and 1 set-up 1 time, 
smd the 1-:orkers should be well instructed concerning its . 
importance. 
Chip-pans or boxes are usually standard equipment 
on machine tools. These are relatively small and should 
alv;ays be emptied \·-ihen the ma.terie.l in process is che.nged .. 
Chips may also be deposited at the machine in ';JOoden or 
steel be.rrels or in boxes made of steel, 'rrood, or corru-
gated ce.rdboard. They may be heavy and large if i•rork is 
repetitive, and if the collectors never move them out of 
the area but simply dump their contents into larger boxes, 
bugsies, or trucks. However, if the containers are moved 
to the scrap storage area they should be light, but able 
to stand considerable handling and rough usage .. The size 
... 
of the containers should bees:r a relation not only to the 
quantity of scrap produced in each area, but also to the 
frequency of the collections"' ~;There the containers are 
infrequently moved they should be larger than if moved 
often; otherwise the overflovl may become mixed 1-.:1 th other 
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classif'ications .. Excessiyely large containers, on the other 
ha.nd, may impose a delay in moving the scrap because of their 
size, or become e.n inviting catch-all for refuse other than 
that for -#hich they 1:iere intended., 
If' the chips are to be crushed, the containGr loads 
should be about the same size as the crusher loads. Similar-
ly, if the chips are to be freed of oil by means of a centri-
fugal extractor, the loads should aprroximate the capacity of 
the extractor.. In connection vii th this aspect of handling 
and subsequent processing, it is .._.,orthvJhile to note that if 
the scrap storage sp&.ce is large enough, an extractor should 
be selected that is large enough to permit the operator to 
handle in one shift an entire ·,,Jorking day 1 s accumulation of' 
chips. It is poor economy to install an extractor of small 
size when a some1Ihet larger machine '·:ould enable the ·.,.~ork 
to be done on one shif't, thus saving on labor and possible 
overtime .. 
It is of' the utmost im11orte.nce to move the scrap 
out of the department that generates it into the scra.p yard 
or depot and thence back to the mills or foundry vii thout 
delay.. Infrequent or delayed scrap removals are bad house-
keeping in general, but in addition, they introduce a scrap 
inventory back-log and may lead to contamination. To avoid 
jamming of the entire scrap program 1 t is necessary to l{eep 
the scrap moving out of the departments the,t generate it .. 
As mentioned earlier, the scrap can be moved 
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according to a variety o'f pla11s, depending on individual 
circumstences., Scrap may i)e moved one department at a time 6 
or one material at a time throughout the entire shop 6 or 
collectors may be permanently assigned to s~eci'fic scrap 
materials .. 
At any rate, various types of equipment are needed 
to do a good job o'f scrap hendling.. ,..t.7ell designed containers, 
lift trucks, auto-trucks of the load lugger bucket type, 
mono-rail crane or bridge cranes eouipped ':Ji th magnets, 
narroi·:-gauge railroads, electro-magnets, sere·,; co11veyors, 
pneumatic and belt apron conveyors are many of the more 
common a.ids to efficient scrap he.ndling .. 
Follovring are sever(;l case studies l."'lhich serve to 
illustrate the uses of various combinations of scrap handling 
equipment .. 
Case Study Number 1 - Cast Iron Borings 
Company: Chevrolet Motor Division of General 
Motors Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Details of Handlin~: Borings are discharged into 
tote boxes located on the floor at the machines. These are 
manually dumped into t~·Io \'!heeled chip buggies ¥Ihich are 1·theel-
ed to a centrally located drainage pit a.nd underfloor sere~,; 
conveyor. The latter feeds to an 800 foot long pnBumatic 
sucking conveyor. Near the end of the plant, the borings 
are transferred to a blm1er-ty:9e pneuma tic conveyor and are 
blovJn underground 500 feet to bins ~'Thich are located in the 
yard adjacent to the plant. 
Reasons for This Eauipment.: The oua.ntity o'f 
borings from the scattered machines makes it practical to 
use :he chip bug~lies. The lightness of the scrap calls 'for 
pneumatic conveying equipment. The long diste.nce of the 
move demands that t\·ro types of pneumatic equipment be installed., 
Case Study Number 2 - Copper Shavin~s 
company: Buffe.lo, Ne·,: York, plant of the 
~'~estinghouse Electric Corporation. 
Details of Handling: Shavings fall through the 
·machin-es onto a rubberized fabric conveyor belte ':!:his belt 
transfel"S to a:n inclined belt <vhich feeds a holding hopper 
above a balere The gate on the hopper is controlled 1y the 
baler operator.. The bales are formed into pallet loads 
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':Jhich are f'ork-trucked to temporary storage, then to outgoing 
carriers .. 
Reasons for this Equipment: The baler is placed 
near the largest flm·I of scrap.. Because of the high volume 
and steady output of the material, conveyors a.re used. Be-
ce.use of its ':.'eight and composition, rubberized cstmras belts 
are used.. Fork trucks and self-dumping hOPDers are called 
on for longer mov-es from other scattered machines., 
Case Study Number 3 - Cast Iron Chins 
Company: Cadillac Motor Car Division, 
General Motors Corporation. 
Details of Ha : A special automatic Bausch 
12 station transfer dri ling machine is used to perform 208 
operations on cast iron motor housings as the parts move 
forvrard bet"<·reen the six sections of the machine.. The mach-
ining operations performed at each station vary from drill-
ing to reaming, counter-sinldng and spot-facing.. Up to 21 
holes are drilled simultaneously by one multiple snindle 
drill head.. All movements are preclsely timed to complete 
the operations during a predetermined interval .. 
The operation of the mac~ine produces dry cast 
iron chips ':Ihich drop through an opening 9 inches wide and 
32 feet long running beneath the machine.. Air jets blovJ the 
chips a,l;Ja,y from the work.. These c'b...ips drop through the mach-
ine into an enclosed flight conveyor under the floor. They 
are discharged into chip boxes which are hoisted onto dollies 
and moved to a central collection area. Here, they are again 
hoisted and the load deposited in revolving body trucks v,rhich 
are hauled to briquetting areas by an industrial tractoro 
Reasons for this Eguinment: This type of conveyor 
is ideal for moving small material from confined areas.. The 
receiving boxes are large enough so that they need. be handled 
only once during a ,.;ork shift., They are designed for effort-
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less handling by overhead equipment \·ti th no persone,l contact 
1::ith the chips,.. Tractor-train h~:mdling is an effective Ylay 
of moving the large-volume loads over long distances. 
Case study Number 4 - Machine ChiDs 
Company: cro~r1n Cork and Seal Oo:rr.oration, 
Baltimore, Maryland. 
Details of Handling: Chips are fed by a scre1·~ con-
veyor into a pulverizer beneath the plant floor, and are then 
blown through a pneumatic conveyor into a bin.. Chips are kept 
segregated in pails, as a crane carries the pails from the 
bins to oil extracting equipment. Oil is salvaged by 1rJhirl-
ing the chips in a centrifugal oil extractor. Dry chi~s are 
then blov:n into another bin. Fine,lly, space is saved by a 
rooftop storage bin that permits easy gravity loading of 
trucks in carload lots. Compartments keep various types of 
metal segregated. 
Reasons for This Equipment: The soggy, oily con-
dition of the chips as they come from the machines requires 
the use of a screl·! conveyor.. Dry, light· .. : eight chips may be 
blown by pneumatic conveyors to storage points. 
Figure 36 to the right 
illustrates the use of an interest-
ing development engineered by the 
Schenectady plant of the General 
Electric Company.. It is a perma-
nent magnet formed to the size of 
drilled holes i:ihich saves the op-
erator the troublesome and slow 
task of removing chips by hand. It 
eliminates time out for cleaning 
which slo":zs up the use of the machines .. 
The great variety of forms 
in eshich scrap appears suggests that 
Figure 36 
flexability, speed, and ada"Dtability of handling equipment 
are of utmost importance to a lo,..--cost operation. Scrap 
handling equipment is just as important as the devices that 
move fabricating materials and finished products. 
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If the volume of scrap is sufficient to defray the 
expense of installing a conveyorized system of scrap handling, 
1 t is evident that conveyors me.terially increase. the floor 
space available for productive purposes. It is not necessary 
to ].::-rovide room for chip carts or containers at or near the 
me.chines and the space that 1.·,rould be needed for movin~ the 
. ~ 
carts and contain;:;rs into side aisles can be utilized for 
storage of material at or near the machine v,rhich in turn 
may reduce the necessary size of the existing storage facility. 
According to }:Ir. F., E. Bliven, Material Handling 
Engineer, General Electric Corporation, Erie, Pennsylvania, 
the follo;;Jing five points are the essentials of the General 
Electric Corporation •s, scrap handling program and might •:zell 
be considered as the essentials for any successful and profit-
able scrap bs.ndling program:* 
(1) A careful selection of personnel and the 
education of '::orkers and foremen in the need for careful 
segregation, and the best methods for obtaining it. 
(2) Sufficient ground area in the scrap collection 
section is essential to segregate and bin scrap safely and 
economically. 
(3) All scrap operations should be handled at one 
location, and the physice.l equipment of the collection section 
should be devised and selected v;i th this in mind. 
* 114, Pe 36-39 
(4) It is necessary that the collection section 
operate so that production of scrap reaches the stage of 
full classification and sorting into saleable scrap on the 
day following its generation. 
( 5) Orderly DAILY HANDLING is regs.rded as the 
best possible means of eegregation and disposal of scrap. 
III The Stora~e and Processing Qf Scran and 
".'!as ted Material Prior to Final Disnosi tion. 
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The object of scrap storage is to provide storage 
space for material until sufficient quantities are available 
for sale and shipment. Storage facilities should be located 
close to the various sources of \\raste material production, so 
that the materials from various departments can be collected 
;·Jith minimum handling. ··'henever possible, space adjacent to 
a railroad siding or road1·:ay should be used so that m~. terial 
to be shipped out of the shop can be easily loaded into rail-
road cars or motor trucks. 
By its very nature, scrap is usually bulky and 
difficult to handle, and it is good practice to process the 
scrap before storing. Processing increases the value of the 
scrap and reduces it to a minimum size with a maximum weight 
per cubic foot. This permits easier handling, more efficient 
storage, and reduces space requirementsG 
~:Jhen sufficient quanti ties of scrap are produced, 
it is ·Nell to consider the shipment of m~.terial to the son-
sumer in carload lots whether sold through a dealer or direct. 
Small quantities of scrap should be disposed of through a 
local waste material dealer. 
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It is V>rell to bear in mind that the consuming. 
..... 
furnace requires a material furnished in sizes to permit ease 
of handling at the furnace.. Scrap in sma.ll pieces '.'Jill oxi-
dize more rapidly during melting than heavier scrap. ~his 
means, in some cases, a high percentage of loss; furthermore, 
mush time is lost vihen a mel ter charges his furnace \vi th a 
materie.l of lo'fl density. It is therefore understandable that 
the ultimate user of the scrap ,.;ill pay a higher price for 
materials with a high density, in convenient-to-charge sizes 
and shapes, and properly identified as to alloy content .. 
In most machine shops, the largest volume of 
process metal scrap is represented by metal turnings and 
borings, consisting of carbon steel, alloy steel, brass, al-
uminum, magnesium, and cast iron. ~his material must be 
properly classified e.nd tagged so that ma.ximum recovel"Y 
can be made of the alloying elements. To handle this material 
most efficiently, and to insure proper segregation, careful 
planning and selection of equipment is necessary. Broadly 
speaking, this involves analysis of the ma,terial to be handled, 
an efficient method of routing the material through the shop, 
processing of the scrap by crushing, oil extracting, and 
briquetting, and the provisions for conveyors and storage 
facilities. 
Having already discussed the collection and handling 
of the scrap and. vJasted material, \\'e shall deal here only v:i th 
the processing and storage facilities .. 
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.A.. Metal Crushers 
Metal crushers range in capacity from one to fifteen 
tons per hour. The density of the materials discharged from 
the crusher is governed by the size of the openings in the 
grate bars.. A msjor benefit of crushing is the fact that 
crushed turnings occupy only one third the gondola car space 
taken up by uncrushed turnings .. 
Other adventages to crushing are: (a) the material 
is reduced to a minimum size 11 \·Ii th an increase in density 11 
'lr<hich ~:Jill permit efficient rail and_ truck transportation; 
(b) crushing increases the value of the scrap;_ (c) crush-
ing permits the storage of scrap in bins and facilitates un-
loading; (d) crushing permits ease of handling by shoveling 
or by automatic co11veyors; and (e) crushing makes for more 
efficient oil reclamation. 
B. Oil Reclamation 
In any system of processing metal '-\'aste and scrap 9 
it is necessary to consider oil reclamation equipment. The 
economic aspects and equipment for reclaiming valuable cut-
ting oils and coolants have been thoroughly discussed in 
Chapters III, IV 9 and V of this thesis. 
C. Briguettin~ Presses 
The operation of briquette presses is generally 
as follows: 
The borings or crushed turnings are fed into a 
chip box 11 set a.bove a die and a rem.. The machine is 
operated hydraulically and the loose turnings and borings 
are pressed into cylindrical-shaped briquettes~ averaging 
in size from 2 to 7 inches 1n diameter and from 2 to 6 inches 
in length. 
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Briquetting machines -;c;ilJ. deliver 8 to 15 briquettes 
per minute and have a capacity of from one half to four tons 
of briquettes per hour.. Briquettes are excellent proo.ucts 
for remelting, are easy to handle, permit maximum loading of 
railroad cars or motor trucks, and e,:re an ideal v!ay of main-
taining segregation of the material .. 
D.. Storage Facilities 
Storage bins should be designed and constructed 
with compartments to provide for continued segregation. 
· ..·:·hen designing bins for material to be discharged into rail-
road cars, they should have a capacity of li cars. This will 
permit continued operation of equipment when cars for unload-
ing the bins are not immediately available. ~·Jhen loading 
boxcars \"lith bulk materie,l, it is usually possible to utilize 
70 per cent of the cubic capacity of the boxcar. Therefore, 
bins provided for this purpose should be designed 1:1i th a cape,-
ci ty at lea,st equal to the total cubic capacity of the boxcar. 
If trouble is experienced in unloading material 
from the bins, it is well to provide vibrating equipment. 
Vibrators may be mounted on the sides of the bin and. vrill 
overcome any slug5ish unloading conditions. It is well to 
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remember in this connection that the more finely the chips 
and turnings are crushed, the less trouble will be experienced 
in unloading the bins. 
Provision should be provided for draining any excess 
cutting oil that may remain in the material during storage or 
the removal of any rain1:.rater t,-:hieh might accumulate in the 
bins. 
J:IJ Ultimate Disposal of Scrap and -::as ted Materials 
All scrap metals are purche.sed from the trade by 
·,;holesalers or consum:'.ng fu:r:naces according to grades and 
classifications specified by the purchaser, and stande.rd 
throughout the industry. 
Representative samples of scrap metals offered 
for sale are taken up by the prospective purchaser, and if 
upon analysis~ are found to conform to the metellurgo-chemical 
composition~ as represented, are then purchased.. Sometimes, 
the analysis is ~·:aived, -oarticularly. if the scrap is of a 
standard metal content and has been shipped from a icJell 
knovm source.. In actual practice, purche.sing procedures 
are dependent in a large measure upon the integrity of the 
seller .. 
Scrap prices are generally governed by market 
conditions, the net metal content of the scrap, as ':Jell as 
its freedom from contaminants of any kind. Naturally, the 
price is also often related to the quantity of the scrap 
involved in a single transaction .. 
CHAFTER IX 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECO£/Lt:IENDATIONS 
I Conclusions 
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As v;as pointed out in the introduction of this 
thesis, the accumulation of profit oftentimes depends upon 
management 8s ability to eliminate or reduce all internal 
losses, in order to insure financial gains., ~':aste of the 
factors of production - ma.terials, manpOi·Ter, and machinery -
constitute one of the greatest factors ·V'Ihich combine to 
make up these internal losses. 
~aste of materials in machine sh~p operations 
represents a huge monetary deduction from ~·:hat other:Hise 
be included in the profits of a machine shop. Financially, 
this particular ~:;aste has amounted to a minimum of $59, 
182,000.00 in 1948; #74,715,200.00 in 1949; $72,336,700.00 
in 1950; and $95,410,000.00 in 1951. 
The social implications and benefits the.t vJOuld 
accrue to the populace as the direct result of a substantial 
reduction of these loss figures 1-;ould be measured by the 
increase in goods and services made available to all., 
One of the lesser operating expenses in a macl:ine 
shop, vihich directly affects the production of better quality 
goods is the cutting fluid and coolant bill. The uses, types, 
functions, selection, and handling of cutting fluids and cool-
ants '\<vere thoroughly discussed in Chapters III, IV, and V. 
It is felt that the proper selection, use, and 
handling of these fluids can lessen the financial loss 
arising from wasted materials. The installation of facil-
ities for the reclamation and purification of these fluids 
will tend to accomplish this end through two approaches: 
(1) the installation will pay for itself through savings 
affected by the reduction in the cash disbursements ear-
marked for replacement of these fluids, and (2) better 
quality production with less waste will be insured through 
the enhanced fulfillment of the functions of these fluids. 
The various reasons causing materials viaste in 
machine shop opera tiona '::ere dealt ':l'i th in Chapter VI, 
both in general and for particular operations. These 
reasons were found to stem from: (1) lack of training and 
experience on the part of the machine operators; (2) lack 
of proper supervision on the part of management; (3) lack 
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of proper and sufficient maintenance of the machinery, tools, 
and equipment; and. ( 4) a general lack of planning on the 
part of management. 
The deduction from profit caused by vias ted material 
can be lessened by ef'ficient methods of collection, preparation, 
and disposal of this commodity. Therefore, Chapter VIII was 
devoted to a survey of: (1) the proper methods of identification, 
separation, and segregation of scrap and wasted material accord-
ing to its classification; (2) the proper collection and handling 
of this scrap and '\'lasted material; (3) its storage and process-
ing, prior to (4) its final and ultimate disposal by sale. 
Types of Naate other than materials \'Taste as 
found to exist in me.chine shop operations Kere conaidel"ed 
in Chapter VII. Included in this category were: (1) the 
1vaste of manpower; (2) the vJaste of machinery and equipment; 
(3) the •:Jaste of workspace; (l~) the waste of time; (5) the 
11'lastes resulting from non-cooperation, and (6) the v·Jastes 
resulting from accidents. The responsibility for these 
\·iastes vras found to be dual in character and 'Has placed at 
the feet of both management and labor. 
In fact, it is this <:lriter's opinion that both 
the managerial and supervisory staff levels of most machine 
shops in particular, and industry in general, should be 
soundly criticized for a.llo;·ring any condition to exist the.t 
tempts labor to do less than its best degree of capability. 
II Recommendations 
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The most fertile field for any attempt to reduce 
the financial loss incu.rred as a result of -:.:aste in me,chine 
shop operations seems to lie in a campaign program designed 
with the intention of eliminating or reducing the Y:aste of 
materials and supplies. Such a program, if carefully planned 
and conducted, ':rill tend to decrease the loss resulting from 
other ,,~Tastes. It is also easier to 'HOrk ·,,;i th because of the 
greater availability of statistics and inf'ormation "d th v;hich 
to emphasize the gains made during the campaign. 
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The successful implements,tion of a ~!raste reduction, 
elimination, and control program is never a one-man or a one 
department job. Top management must enlist the cooperation 
of all of its subordinate employees in the t,·rar on 1r1aste. In 
support and justification of the necessity for securing the 
comDlete cooperation of the men belOv! top management, it is 
felt that: first - management t,:ould miss the biggest and best 
opportunities to save money and increase profits through a 
v1aste control program if it failed to interest the men in 
the shop; smd second ... that the men ~·:ould actually become 
enthusiastic boosters of the idea if they understood what 
1 t l•Jas all. about and that it Hould mean more money to them 
as well as to management. 
The key to the success of any shop t.raste control 
program is the appointment of a single individual, of execu-
tive caliber, ·,dth full responsibility and authority to do 
v:hat is necessary to make the program effective. The ree.son 
for his a.p:oointment is to direct the atta.inment of the follm·:-
ing broad objectives: (1) to see that all scra,p and '::aste 
material is efficiently handled; (2) to obtain maximum reuse 
and economic value for all such scrap and 'r!asted material; 
and (3) to eliminate unnecessary scrap by intelligent ob-
servation of scrap sources and by close cooperation i·Ji th 
production and design departments. 
The success of the program is largely dependent 
upon the cooperation - or better, the participation in it -
o~ individuals and groups of individuals& There must be 
cooperation of supervisors, 'pJorkers, and labor-management 
commit tees., There must also be kno~;ledge of ree,sons , pur-
poses, objectives, and results., To this end, the organi-
zation of the follo• .. ring committees is suggested as aids 
to the executive selected to head the program: (1) a 
policy committee to plan and direct the over-all campaign 
and to prepare and approve budgets; (2) a publicity com-
mittee to handle the internal as v:ell as external publicity 
concerning the program; (3) a Special events committee to 
plan and direct a:n:y special events connected ~'lith the pro-
gram; {4) a poster committee to handle the visual material 
and ·.-·ork ~·:ith the publicity committee; (5) a suggestion 
committee to plan and promote the suggestion system during 
the campaign and to help investigate the suggestions; (6) 
a slogan committee to direct promotion of slogans through 
the suggestion system or through a slogan contest; and (7) 
an e.'•lards comm:.t ttee to obtain and present sui table a:"'·ards 
for winners of contests. 
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These labor-management committees are the most 
effective means of assuring the active aid and participation 
of the supervisors , foremen, and •,.,rorkmen during the progre.m, 
for, at their meetings, (l) all phases of the program vrill 
be discussed, and (2) the members of the committees c~n be 
made sharply aware thereby of their critical place in the 
picture. 
Poster 
Committee 
Figure 37 
Organization Chart 
Machine Shop ~aste Control Program 
Coordine. tor 
Awards 
Committee 
All the personnel selected for membership on the 
various committees must be cooperative 1.dth e. full under-
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st2nding of people.. Everyone on the committees, smd especial-
ly the chairmen should: (a) be diplomatic,· (b) understand 
human nature , (C) kn0\1 hO'Irl to handle people !I (d.) be fair, 
(e) be patient and impartial, (f) be enthusiastic, (g) be 
proud of the job, end (h) 'be "'>Jell liked by fello's employees 
and su'bordine.tes.. Thus, objections to changed procedures, 
jealousies, doubts, a yen for 'the good old way' and similar 
difficulties may be diplomatically, but forcefully, overcomee 
The preliminary \·IOrk, then, cons:ts·ts of the 
selection of the most capable availeble executive or executives 
to organize and operate the program. Committees must be 
set up under the executive selected, composed of men from 
each operating department or division, noted for their 
enthusiasm and ability to get do·~·Jn to brass tacks and pro-
duce results. 
Before any publicity is giyen to the move, data 
should be collected from all possible sources sho't'Ting ·,·:hat 
other shops and plants have done in ";;aste prevention and 
elimination programs, the plans used, and the results ob-
tained by use of thsse plans" The comm:l ttees should e.n-
alyze the v:ork done by others to dra:t; inspiration and ideas 
from these sources, and to determine and evaluate the 
effectiveness of certain of the procedures used. general 
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program sho~ld then be drawn up in reasonable detail, making 
sure the.t it is practical. This plan should then be ·::holly 
approved with the assurance of active support from the high-
est executive in active charge of the shop. Provision should 
be made for selling the idea to the i·lorkers on an extensive 
scale and vorith evidence of permanence. 
In connection •:zi th this le<st, 1 t is ''iell to note 
that labor-management committees usually function, for the 
most part, through publicity and suggestions. Many of the 
methods that have been employed for other drives and by 
other companies can be of use in the ,Haste elimination pro-
gram. It is the committees• job to publicize the need, the 
ways a:t:d means, and the goals of the campaign., They pl:::m 
the procedure, ra;llj,es ~ celebre.tions, contests, a'~rlards, 
and all other activities that 'rlill promote the camnaign,. 
Things such as the follo':.'ing must be considered: 
Charts 
Slogans 
Posters 
Signs 
Bulletin Boards 
Displays 
Talks 
Rallies 
Suggestion Boxes 
Contests 
Publicity for ;Joth plant and 
city ne'"rspapers. 
Use of animated score boards. 
Fledge Cards 
Membership Cards 
Badges 
Scrap Parties 
Buttons 
A1·ca.rds 
Motion Pictures 
Slide Films 
Information Stands 
Competition bet,,reen 
departments. 
A definite and convenient date for conducting the 
campaign should be a!"l..nounced at a period fa,r enough in ad-
vance of the actual campe .. ign to ~·:orlr up enthusiasm to a 
high pitch. Once the program is undezr., . ray, it should be 
pushed vigorously and the enthusiasm should not be allo·~,red 
In connection ·,·;ith the starting date and the 
announcement thereof, Mr .. J. rvr .. Toney, Director of Public 
Relations, Radio Corporation of America, Ce.mden 2, Nevl 
Jersey, states that the RCA. management feels that •teaser' 
campaigns are excellent stage-setters for important drives. 
RCA recently conducted a vna.ste rectuction drive '!ri th the 
central theme of "Save ~1aterials - Save Jobs - Serve Your 
Country .. , "Triple-s Campaign••.. During the preliminary 
stages o:r this .... ,a.ste reduction drive, in order to arouse 
interest in ;·Jhat was coming, all RCA plants •·Jere plastered 
viith posters and streamers carrying the "Triple-s•• campaign 
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theme, but not explaining it. Prominent among the promotion-
al devices used ·::as a stree.mer sho'.'fing an evil character 
called 'Job Robber 8 , later identified as 'Haste., on the date 
selected for the formal opening of the campaign, employees 
reporting for -v.:ork '::ere greeted on eyery side "·Ii th posters 
satisfying the curiosity that the teaser campaign haa aroused .. 
Public address system announcements supplemented the posters. 
The plants held rallies - each different - at 1trhich employee 
and management representatives told about the progra.m, nnd 
stressed the importance of the program to the emp~oyees. 
Ne':;s releases to local papers and radio stations added to 
the impact by bringing the story to families and friends of 
employees. Special events and stunts played a prominent 
part. one plant brought in a bre.ss band;: another launched 
big ':Iee,ther baloons bearing the 'rrriple-S • theme to signal 
the campaign •s start. All plants featured villainous 8Job 
Robbers 1 cavorting about with be.gs on their backs supposedly 
robbing jobs. All employees received copies of the 'Triple-s 
Campaigner•, an expertly edited four page flyer telling the 
full story of the drive. There were several messages from 
top executives, plus feature articles, photographs, and a 
full page of explanations of the slogan contest rules and 
prizes. 
Too much? "Not on your life, 6 says the company, 
~~You can 8 t do too much to get an important drive like this 
off to a good start. You must make that first impression 
go over >;Ji th a bang, or your whole program will just limp 
along. u 
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Figu.re 38 
Illustrations of Visual Material Used in RCA 8s Triple-s Campaign 
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Incidentally, this program did not 9 just limp along', 
for 17 ,000 slogans •.-rere received in nine days. Based on v~orld 
'rlar II ste,tistics, 12,000 to 11+ ,000 \'I' ere expected.. The sug-
gestion pr~gram sho~ed the same type of response as the slogan 
contest. Volume of suggestions ran three times normal and 
one of the smaller plants reported nearly 25% participation 
by employees in the first three ,,reeks .. 
In connection •.,d th the slogan content referred to 
above, the top av1ard v'linning slogan t,·Jas: 11ir-Te have the most 
to save. Let's save the most!! a•.. Other typical suggestions 
v<ere: ••non • t Scrap Your Jobn, "Don't Throi•T A"'ray Your Jobu, 
11 The Triple-a Campaign. rrlill Stop This Job Robber", "vre Can 
' 
Serve if Tr?e Conserve"' "Be scotch e .. " Letts Save 59 11 and 18 Don 8t 
be a Jack-S, Go Triple-S 11 • Figure 38 illustrates some of 
the visual material used in connection td th this campaitm .. 
.. .... 
Severc:.l years ago, another company introduced a 
similar campaign using as its theme "V'Jar on 'i'la.ste13 .. To 
build up the interest in its private 8i'rar' emd to arouse 
the employees' curiosity, the company had teaser (Jri 8 cards 
posted at all plant time clock stations. On the same day 
the mysterious letters made their appearance on the factory 
aisles and road',·Jays.. The employees couldn 1 t quite figure 
out -~Jhat :;as going on, and there was a lot of lively specu-
lation as to 1·1hat h;TO,·r 1 really signified,. 
Three days le.ter 11 ne\·lSboys at the plent gates dis-
tributed tabloid nev;spapers i·Jhich outlined the '::hole program .. 
During the noon hour of the same day, the company unveiled 
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in its yard a big bulletin board designed to record the 
progress of the campaign.. The display on the board 1·;as 
':JOrked. out in three dimensions a11d had the three Axis part-
ners• necks extended over chopping blocks, with axes sus-
pended over them., The axes :.vere arranged so that they could 
be moved closer to the dictator 8s heads as tonnage in the 
drive was built up.. The ~Pihole thing \•ras ,,;orked out so that 
the axes 1.>IOuld come dovm at the end of the drive - at ':rhich 
time$ i·ii th appropriate ceremony, the employees could. Natch 
the heads drop into baskets. 
The unveiling of the bulletin board we.s follO'tied 
by the distribution of pled.ge cards. On signing pledges to 
participate, the employees ~rere given membership cards in 
the 'Materie.ls Salvage Brigade 1 • These membership cards ";;ere 
all filled in beforehand and handed to the foremen so that 
they could be pa.ssed out w1 thout delay before the effect of 
the opening ceremony v;as diminished. 
At the same time, the company placed scrap barrels -
also :marked 10 5o:tf'8 - throughout the plant departments. The 
plant has since me,inta,ined interest in the 1i"lar on ~Haste 8 by 
means of a tv:o page insert in their regular plant paper. 
This insert is headed n,,;m~n and carries i tams of interest 
concerning current events in the continuing 1'1:Jar on :·:aste 1 • 
Promotions generally fall into b;o classes: interest 
arousing stunts$ and events involving prizes or e~rards., Often, 
the tirfo are combined, as at a noon-hour variety sho,.:, '·''ith 
local talent, v;here dra'"' ings for :merchandise prizes may also 
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be held. 
In connection \vi th the promotional idea, the :follo•,,r-
ing t~;JO case histories are interesting.. The Northrop Aircraft 
Company of Hawthorne, California, used as a symbol of its re-
cent materials conservation drive, a seven foot character 
•:r:.1s.t Con • (~!s.terials Conservation) vJho put thumbs do~r:n on 
.. _,raste o Guessing .contests 1-.rere popular in this drive, he.ving 
employees guess the value o:f' containers of floor S'rJeepings o 
Figure 39 
Poster Used in Recent Northrop Aircraft Company:s 
Materials Conservation Drive 
Posters sho•:Iing :rour Northrop airplanes ':Jith the 
caption 18)lat Con Sez - This fourth airplane is the one vie 
build at Northrop by practicing good conservation in build-
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i:ng the other three" emphasize the gains 1:rhich me.y be obtained 
by a successful materials conservation drive. Fie:1.1re 39 illus-
trates this poster. 
Combining a 1Rube Goldberg' promotional idea with 
interdepartmental competition has paid dividends for the Stew-
. 
art Die Casting Division of Ste~.q:Lrt-:r!arner, Chicago:~ Illinois. 
In search of e, promotiona.l angle for a ~\·as te campaign, n;a,nage-
ment-labor committees came up ~tJith 88 Racson - the spell-it back-
vre.rds version of the famous HollyvJood Osca.r.. 11 Racso86 is the 
booby prize, ho't.;ever, and alvalys vtinds up in the department 
>:lith the lov:est "'~eekly rating bS~.sed on demerits given out for 
By means of a point system for demerits each depa'rt-
ment gets a ·~\·eekly rating, ,-:hich is vJeighed by the number of 
employees in each department. A bronze plaque inscribed 
"Oscar" is placed in the department -v:ith the best record and 
suRacso" ah,ays '.>:inds up in the department vri th the lm·zest 
rating for the week. The decisions are made on Fridays. an 
Saturday, the tvio a1-1ards are moved to their pla.ces of honor 
for the follO'tl ing 1:;eek. Employees in the departments get the 
happy or sad nev1s v:hen they report to ;:,ork on ~ionday.. The 
management, ho~·.rever, gets a previe·~J of the standings - ,,zith 
reasons :il blO'ti-by-bl01r: - on Friday. 
The finishing touch is a 8personal message' from 
13 Racsoue to the members of the department he ;·:ill be visiting 
in the •:ieek ahead.. The message goes on the department bulletin 
board. nRacso11 doesn 8 t mind rubbing it in a bit ':Jhen he gets 
a chance: 
it Back home again! Any old place I can hs.ng my 
hat is home to me., This being my third visit 
to the milling .department, I naturally feel 
more at home here than any':Yhere else ... ., to 
heck v1ith that turning bunch- they're just a 
bunch of pikers compared to youe ~~ . 
Fi~ure 40 
"Racsot* at work 
le4 
Employees take the kidding from "Ra.cso13 - and from 
fello·,·: empl.oyees - in good spirits. They knovr that ''.'i th ·a 
litt.le improvement, the shoe ·:Jill soon be on the other foot. 
The accomplishments of the cost-reduction campaign 
are summarized belo·:? and again emphasize the value of such a 
promotional stunt. 
Ta.bl.e X 
81 RA.cso•s•• 
COST-REDUCTION CARD 
4th Quarter - 1948 
Base Period 
100% 
100% 
78.4% 
66.9 
3rd. Quarter - 1949 
(Adjusted for volume of 
production.) 
Tool and die repair costs. 
Machinery and equipment 
maintenance costs. 
Scrap loss. 
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100% 
100% Errors in billing, shipping, 
and production involving 
customers .. 
100% 
100% 
Salvage costs. 
Accident frequency rate .. 
One further case study ~ill be presented and that 
in connection with the use of the suggestion system during the 
campaign. Full use should be made of the suggestion system 
·.vith the usual provision that the identity of the person 
making a. suggestion shall be lmo;,;n only to himself until such 
time as an aKard might be made contingent upon the value of' 
the suggestione A numbered coupon type of suggestion blank is 
probably the best and easiest mea.ns of accomplishing this .. 
Suggestion boxes should be provided at the most convenient 
points for dropping suggestions.. All suggestions received 
should be analyzed immediately and a:..;a.rds made as soon as 
value can be determined.. In the case of a long term deter-
mination of value, a token a1:1ard may be made during the cam-
paign to further stimulate the interest. The suggestion 
system should be maintained as an active means of collect-
ing ideas vThich must be investigated promptly, applied if 
of value, and adequately and promptly revrarded .. 
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Table XI 
Suggestions Received at Neii;port Ne·"'s 
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company 
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The case in point involves the suggestions received 
from the 6000 employees of the Ne7,-:port Ne\'1S Shipbuilding and 
Dry Dock Company of Ne'! .. iport Ne;:rs, Virginia., during a. r•waste 
T,"Teek" campa,ign., 2770 useful suggestions 1.1ere received, of 
i'lhi ch 677 are here analyzed .. 
The estimated annual savings resulting from the 
677 sugges tiona '{:hich are analyzed. in Tables XI and XII 
amount to a grand total of i264,4lo.oo, which represents 
a tidy sum even for a company as large as this. 
~able XII 
Value of Suggestions Reeeived at the 
Newport Ne?rs Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company 
CLAMBIJI'ICATION 011> ·---...---1.---.----1!----:---
SuooEWr&ONS 
Acoomoano ro 
ANTICIPATED 
SAVINGI'J 
(a) Map Sa vi•: 
(I) F.xtriWI'dinary 
Novel ideas ... 
(2) Unusually H 
Ideas .......... 
(3) VrryC.oodldt>ss. 
Total ........ 
<b) \Vedimn Ssvi~. I (c) Sma~Savir1g~~ ~ 
I (d) Vt'l'ySmaliSII\ings 
~- (.irllr~d Total .... 
! 
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---
uu 23,000 139 <M.:m; 
19 2,6';'0 !03 5.760 
29 H5 26 2~5 
369 $ U2,9J5 300 $26Mioj! 
Upon the expiration of the time alloted to the 
active campaign, a permanent organization should be formed 
from the core of the committees previously mentioned. The 
function of t.his organization should be to plan for the 
continued publicity and application of the results of the 
campaign or for its periodic repetition, whichever seems 
more valuable and feasible in the particular case. 
Here are ten hints to keep in mind when setting 
up a program or campaign designed to eliminate or reduce 
-vJaste: 
1. Management must take the first step. Set 
the stage by engineering critical materials 
out of the product. 
2. Have something definite for all to do. Talk 
is cheap - action counts., 
3.. Be timely. There must be a tie-in v.;ith some-
thing big and important that is currently hot. 
4., Change face and pace. Variety gives a cam-
paign its spice and serves to keep interest 
high. 
5" Pick a 8 spark plug 8 .. One person - '.'<ell liked 
and able to get things done - is needed. 
6. Keep the flavor local. Get everybody's ideas 
and help.. Orders from the top 1:10n 3 t do .. 
7., Give lots of recognition. It helps to get 
everybody into the act .. 
8., Keep the ""orkers informed. Results talk, so 
broadcast them. News of what is coming is 
also helpful .. 
9. Keep enthusiastic., If management is not 
stirred up, nobody \·Jill be. 
10. Above all else - BE SINCERE - workers soon 
see through a campaign tha.t is a 'pe.inful 
duty• 9 or a publicity stunt. 
Either in conjunction trTith the campaign or 
immediately thereafter, some program designed to eliminate 
or reduce the causes of v1aste must be initiated., This pro-
gram must be implemented with the same care as the original 
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program, less the fanfare associated i'ii th it., Iv!uch planning 
and horse':!ork \'Jill be necessary to achieve concrete results 11 
but those results will be well worth the time and labor in-
volved in arranging the program. 
A simple 11 practical plen to tackle the \<Vaste prob-
lem could consist of four major steps. These four steps 
would include the following: (1) investigation, determin-
ation, identification, and listing of e.ll the possible 
causes of ;.va.stes; (2) investigation and development of a 
remedy for each of the identified causes of 'lrTaste; (3) the 
fixin~ of responsibility and the resultant necessary dele-
gation of authority to selected personnel for the appli-
cation of the listed remedies; and (4) thorough instruction 
in the application of the approved remedies must be accorded 
the person or persons responsible for the application of 
these remedies .. · 
Before v.::ane-gement can effectively institute any 
program designed to reduce or eliminate "!;'lasted and scrapped 
materials, parts, and supplies, it must first investigate, 
determine, and identify every possible cause of such waste, 
or reason for scrapping., 
After determining the possible causes of waste 
and spoilage and devising remedies to reduce or eliminate 
these causes, it becomes necessary to undertake a careful 
and thorough instruction of the personnel selected to initi-
ate these remedies. 
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In offering instruction on how to out waste on any 
particular item, it is essential that good instruction methods 
be employed. This means that the inst.ructo:r must be SUl"e 
the.t the person being instructed rea.lly learns.. Here, a four 
step program may be utilized. These four steps would ·include: 
Step One: Preparation of the Learner ..... This phase of the 
instruction includes putting the pupil at ease, arousing his 
interest in ·,;aste reduction or elimination, and gaining his 
full and thoughtful attention to what is going to be taught 
him .. Step Two: Presentation .... In this step, the instruct-
or 'vill either tell, sho~c1, demonstrate, or illustrate the 
causes of waste and the approved remedies.. One cause and 
its remedy should be presented at a time, slot.,zly, clearly, 
completely, and patiently .. Step Three .... Performance Try-
out .... During this tryout, the instructor checks the learn-
er 8 s understanding of the causes and remedies "~'h1 ch he.ve 
been presented to him.. Complete understanding requires 
that the pupil be able to repeat the instructions given him .. 
Testing the lmo~,rledge imparted is possible by asking questions 
beginning '.'iith the ·;;Jords '..:hy, ~·1hat, '.·.·hen, 1tihere, ho,r:, or ''Iho, 
phrasing these questions so that they will require an explan-
atory anS\Jer.. Step Four: Follo•:l-Up .. ., .. The follO'V'l-up step 
is the supervision given after the instructions are completed 
to make certain that the instructions are being folloi'Jed up .. 
In order to me.ke certain that the instructions are 
completely given to eyery person responsible for reducing or 
eliminating the waste of any given item of material, parts, 
or supplies, a check list of all those persons responsible 
for ·.:aste reduction of these items should be prepared., The 
person or persons should be checked off this list \·:hen their 
instruction is completed. 
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It tal{es more than merely gi'.ring orders to be sure 
that ~,,•orkers e.void ':Iaste, as has been pointed out fairly viv-
idly above. Real supervisory leadership is required - the 
kind of leadership the,t will 1··rin the cooperation and support 
of every 'l'iOrker., It requires supervisory leadership and 
salesme.nship to •sell' the 'l.·rorkers the need for and the im-
portance of careful handling of his equipment, and the ideas 
as to the best 1•Jays and methods to avoid ':.raste., 
The protection of machinery and material from 
deterioration 11 excessive v!ear, and ;·;aste can only be e,ccom-
plished by securing complete 1·:orker cooperation., No indiv-
idual supervisor can be at all places at all times., He must 
secure from his 'I'!Orkers the fullest 1neasure of cooperat.ion 
\·Fhich ;·:ill insure careful handling of materie.ls and avoid-
ance of L'laste of all kinds vzhether supervision is on. the 
spot or not. 
~his cooperation can best be obtained by develop-
ing among workers a thorough understanding of the importance 
of aste elimination in our national cause.. 1•fuen all of 
our labor force realize the.t '!,·raste is a crime against our 
country, and may directly affect their o~n future security 
and freedom~ then '.':e shall have everyo'ne ';Wrking together 
to protect our machinery, our tools, our materials and our 
sup:::111es, and our manpo·tier, upon \-:hich we all so much depend 
to maintain our society as we lrnow it today. 
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Machine Tool Company, Sidney, Ohio .. 
154.. JJir.. ~::!. V., Faclrard, Ne'~PiS-lJiarkets Editor, The Iron Age , 
!ie·:1 York , ~r.. Y .. 
155., Mr. Harry J. Prosser, Product Information, Sales En-
gineering Branch, The Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, 
Ne;·: York. 
156. Mr. Tell Berna, General Manager, National Machine Tool 
Builders' Association, Cleveland, Ohio. 
157.. :r:rr .. Dewey F .. Barich, Ma.nager, Educational Services, 
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan. 
158. Mr. Robert o .. Wenger, General Conservation Coordinator, 
Northrop AircraXt, Inc., Hawthorne, Cal., 
159. ~:tr .. E .. B .. YJlo~:lton, Public Rele.tions il.lanager, the 
Norton Company, ~':orcester, It!J:ass .. 
160. Mr. E. Ralph Harris, Manager, Industrial Sales, 
Stewart-vra:rner Corporation, Chicago, Illinois .. 
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161. 1~r .. John B. Depot, Director of Personnel, Ne,;v- Departure 
Ball Bearings and Coaster Brakes, Bristol, Conn. 
162.. !-€r. P .. J., Foley, Chief Clerk, Barber-Colman Co:uc,a.ny, 
Rockford, Illh1ois., 
16 3. Mr.. B. ~!orris , Editor, Daily Metal Reporter, Nev1 York, 
N .. y., 
164.. !•!r., Ed:sin C. Barringer, Executive Vice President, The 
Institute of Scrap Iron & Steel, Washington, D. c. 
165.. ~~r. Stanley s. Greene, Associate Editor, Flo'rl !t!i:a.ga.zine, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
166.. Y'.:.r .. ·;: .. C .. Porch.. Manager, Industrial Oil Purification 
Division, The De Laval Separator Company, Poug~J{eepsie, 
Ne~t York. 
167. Mr .. Harry J. Merrick, Executive Secretary, Cutting Tool 
:t~anufacturers 01\ssociation, Detroit, ~<iichigan. 
168.. ~!Ir. Montgomery s. Blake, Executive Secretary, 
Broaching Tool Institute, Ne~:: York, l\i .. Yo 
169. ~~r. ;·: .. H. Eisenman, Secrets.ry, American Society for 
l•!etals, Ne':! York 9 N. Yo 
Interviei!lS and Visits: 
170. I•Ir .. 1'!enda.ll H .. Cheney, Public Relations Department, 
l~orton Company, ···orcester, Mass. 
171.. !4r., Edinburgh, Ne':: England Manager, Luria Steel & 
Trading Corporation, Boston, IvJass .. 
172. Mr. George Berger, President, Eastern States Steel 
Corpors.tion, East Bridgevna.ter, I•Iass. 
173. ¥.:r Fred F. Ruland, General Manager, Ruland Ma..llufactur-
ing Company, '·~aterto'ltm, ]IIass. 
174.. Mr. Basil Giffen, Union Metal ',''orks, Inc .. , Carter St .. , 
Chelsea$ Mass .. 
175.. i:vir .. Louis Gordon, President, Samuel Gordon & Sons~ 
Inc .. , Third Street, Chelsea, Mass .. 
176. Mr .. Norman v. Holmes, President, Holmes & Son., Inc, 
Carver, I<1:ass .. 
177. Mr. Murray Alberts, President, Alberts Manufacturing 
Company, Brockton, !oia.ss .. 
178. Hr.. Roger Gafford, :Manager, S.. ·~-~., Card ~!anufac turing 
Company, Mansfield, Mass. 
179.. Mr .. B .. H. 1:-iathe~·:son, Supertendent, }.1.\a.the":~son Machine 
·::orks, Inc .. , Quincy, ~rasa .. 
180.. !cir .. George 1fueeler, Foreman, Maxim Motor Company, 
~iddleboro, Mass. 
181.. r-Ir .. Frank Silvia, Foreman, Colonial Brass, Inc., 
Middleboro, Mass. 
182., ~~r .. Ed-:: in C .. Peterson, Foreman, Brovm & She.rpe 
!.£anufacturing Company, Providence, R .. I .. 
183.. Mr .. Ronald Correia:!' Machine Shop Department, 1\fel'T 
Bedford Vocatione.l School, !'Tel·~ Bedford, ~Iass. 
184. Mr .. c. F .. Kiley, Readville:Machine co., Inc .. , 
Readville , l•Iass., 
185. Mr. E. A. Eplow, Brockton Cutting Die and Machine 
Company, Avon, Mass .. 
186 " r.-Ir" R.. M.. IJIUS tard ' Curr.mine;s Machine llorks II Inc .. ' 
Boston, I>~ass .. 
187.. £i:lr .. L .. s .. Field, !:i?a.lter !( .. Field & Son, Inc., 
C!:Ir.bridge, I.S:ass .. 
188., Mr. He M. Tomb, Laminated Sheet rroducts Corporation, 
Boston, !?Tass .. 
189. Iuir .. Frederick Stebbins, The '!?fade Tool Company, 
v?althe . .m, 1!-ia.ss. 
190.. t.:::r. ~·;,. B .. Slemmer, ~!a.ssa.chusetts Gear and Tool Co., 
JtJoburn, !-Tass .. 
191.. I"rr. J,. H .. Lyman, 'i,"'atten Brothers az"~d Roads Com:~)any, 
Cambridge, Mass., 
192. :Mr.. Frank Nichol, Federal I~achine Tool Comps.ny, 
South Boston, Mass. 
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APPENDJX 
Dear Sir: 
Bridge St., RFD #1, 
}.1iddleboro, Nass. 
January 17, 195.3 
No, this is not a sales order, but an offer which might 
be more profitable than an order, especially if you are inter-
ested in waste in your shop! ! Invest a fev1 minutes of your 
time reading this and then ma}~e your own decision~ 
I am a graduate student in the Graduate Division of the 
College of Business Administration, Boston University, Boston, 
Mass., in search of material to aid me in writing my graduate 
thesis. H owever, as you will see, I'm not looking for the 
well known 11 something for nothing11 • 
My subject for this thesis is something which should be 
of vital importance to you. It is 11~1ATERIALS 1rJA3TE lli MACHINE 
m!Qf OPERATIONS' • 
Enclosed you will find one of a hundred stamped, self-
addressed envelopes and questionnaires which I have developed 
to aid me in writing this thesis. This questionnaire might 
also help you if you care to spend the few minutes necessary to 
complete it and return it to me. 
Now, the important part for youtl If you do complete 
this questionnaire and return it to me, I shall send you a com-
plete compilation of the information contained in the replies 
I receive. I will let you evaluate the possibilities for com-
parison, and the ne1'11" and different ideas which may be exchanged 
through this mediwn. 
Complete anonymity is assured you and ~vill become perma-
nent if you do not care to answer question number 49, which is 
the address to which you want your reply sent. 
I expect to send my replies out early in February, so 
if you do plan to complete this questionnaire, I shall appre-
ciate it if you would do so at your earliest convenience. 
Thank you for your kind cooperation in this matter and please 
don't be left out. 
RFH/ew 
Enc. 
Very truly yours, 
Ronald F. IVdlls 
EXHIBIT II 
QUESTIONNAIRE! 
I have tried to make this questionnaire as si:nple and complete as possible, so that 
it vd.ll be of value to both of us. Please ans<ver by use of check marks or as indi-
~ated by the question. Please use reverse sides for any explanations or comments 
rou may care to make. Please do not feel obliged to answer those very few questions 
requiring monetary answers unless you care to. I have included an extra copy of this 
~uestionnaire for your files. 
;omplete anonymity is assured and guaranteed. 
[. ~~ 
Are you exclusively a job order shop? Yes No 
Are you exclusively a production shop? Yes-=::_ No----
Are you a combination of above? Yes No 
Do you make a specific product(s)? Yes ____ No ____ 
Do you make any product to order? Yes No 
How many shifts are you ~'i'orking? (Number) -
Daily hours per shift? (N~~ber) -------
Average weekly hours for machine operators? (Nwnber) 
L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
9. 
10. 
Do you maintain an active suggestion system? Yes .No 
Are you unionized? Yes No __ _ 
CI. :t.fachinery and Operators .L_ 
11. Average weekly number of machine operators? (Number) 
12. Average years experience of machine operators? (Nwnber) 
13. Do you require experience lvhen hiring? Yes _ No 
14. How much experience do you require? (Approximate) 
15. Do you maintain an apprenticeship program? Yes No 
16. Average nwnber of foremen or supervisors? (Number;--_____ 
17. Do you do any final assembly work? Yes No 
18. Do you do any sub-assembly work? Yes ----No 
19 .. Do you do any die-casting? Yes No 
20. Do you do any molding? Yes ____ No ____ 
21. Number of machine tools by type? (Number of lathes, etc.) 
22. Do you maintain a separate inspection staff? Yes No 
23. Who does the inspecting? (Who) 
24. ~Vho does your set up work? (v\lho) 
:II. I:ifaterials: 
25. Do you work with ferrous metals only? Yes No 
26. Do you work with non-ferrous metals only? Yes No 
27. Do you work with both ferrous and non-ferrous metals? Yes 
28. Please list non-ferrous metals you do work 1tvith? (List) 
29. Do you work v1ith castings? Yes l'Jo 
30. Do you operate your mm foundry? Yes _ No 
31. Do you do all your own casting? Yes No 
32. '\!'!hat casting don 1 t you do? (If applicable) 
33. Approximate initial investment in foundry? $ _____________ _ 
No 
Cutting Oils and Cool~: 
34. Do you use cutting oils? Yes No 
35. Do you use coolants? Yes __ !Jo 
36. Average monthly or annua+ (Strike out""O'Yie) expense: 
a. for cutting oils .;ii (Approximate) 
b. for coolants .;~ (Approximate) 
37. Do you reclaim your cutting oils? Yes No 
38. Hmv- do you reclaim your cutting oils? (If applicabi'G"} 
39. Average monthly or annual (Strike out one) saving by reclai•ning,(if you 
do reclaim)? ~li (Approximate) 
40. Approximate initial investment in reclaiming equipment? ~~------
~vaste and Scrap: 
41. Approximate per cent of \vaste and scrap? 
~Vrtste 
- % 
-----..; % 
a • .ferrous metals only 
b. non-ferrous only 
c. both ferrous & non-ferrous 
42. What is this percentage based on? 
_ __,% 
Scrap 1'J'aste & Scrap 
___ ___,%-
. __ __,% 
___ _,% 
__ ____.% 
<11 
___ __.to 
__ __..:% 
43. Do you maintain any formal Naste or scrnp control program? Yes No_ 
1+4. Do you prepare your own waste and scrap for sale? Yes No 
45. If working more than one shift, is waste and scrap rate any different? 
Please explain .. 
46. List several leading causes for scrap and "raste in your shop: 
In order of importance: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
47. What do you intend to do in 1953 to reduce or eliminate these causes? 
(Please use reverse if necessary.) 
Conclusion: 
48, IfE.y I visit your zhop an ;;..ppointmcnt? Y=~s IJo 
49. To whom and where do you 1vish your rePlY sent? 
